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INTRODUCTION

A HISTORY OF THE PRESENT

Michel Foucault calls Discipline and Punish a "history of the present." 1
This often-quoted phrase might seem merely to express a desire to situate the book in contemporary French debates about prisons. But it's
more than that: it points to the importance of the philosophy of history
for understanding Foucault's account of the contingent emergence of the
disciplined subject. Many of Foucault's works examine such moments
and aim to show how the present could have been, and could still become,
different. For Foucault, the history of the present is history against the
present.
In the 1970s and early 1980s, quotation is a key historicizing practice in Foucault's texts. In three edited books of memoirs and letters, he
does little more than quote documentary materials. 2 In his writings on
antiquity, he discusses the gathering of commonplaces as a way of creating aestheticized subjectivities, and in his essay "The Lives of Infamous Men," he outlines the principles of a quotational writing that would
draw on archival sources to show the intersection oflife and power. He
claims as his principle of composition "the frugal lyricism of quotation." 3
Foucault's coupling of quotation and the philosophy of history offers
a model for interpreting contemporary artworks and literary texts that
use quotation, like Glenn Ligon's paintings that quote James Baldwin,
Jean Genet, and Zora Neale Hurston; and Vanessa Place's publication
of Gone With the Wind, with only minor changes, under her own name.
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These and many other contemporary works use quotation to confront
political and aesthetic problems. This interpretation is obvious. But exactly how history functions in these works is far from clear.
It would be a mistake to understand them as simply serving up
reminders or giving voice to the past. The stakes of history writing are
much higher, as Walter Benjamin knew: "Whoever rummages around
in the past as it if were a storage room full of examples and analogies
has no idea how much depends, at any given moment, on the making
present of the past." 4 The quotational method of The Arcades Project
doesn't aim to identifY similarities between the past and the present,
and it doesn't try to revivifY the past as it was. For Benjamin and for
artists like Ligon and Place, the past matters not only because of what
actually happened but also because of the possibilities that were not
realized and that still could be. Qyotation evokes those possibilities. By
repeating the past, artists and writers may be attempting to repeat that
past's unrealized futures.
Quotational Practices shifts the discussion of quotation away from
concepts that, until now, have dominated its interpretation, such as
authorship, originality, genius, and expression. Qyotational works are
most often understood as questioning, challenging, dismantling authorship-and that's it. Such an approach ignores the specificity of individual works and fails to develop a theory adequate to quotation's historical
and political force. Quotational Practices remedies this problem by offering
extended interpretations of individual works; reexamining theories of
quotation, appropriation, and repetition; and showing how those theories emerge from the philosophy of history.
Nowhere are the shortcomings in contemporary understandings of
quotation more apparent than in debates about conceptual writing, which
often includes appropriation and quotation. 5 Defenders and critics of
conceptual writing wind up arguing in circles because they ask the wrong
questions. Is this writing creative and original? Is its language transparent or opaque? Is conceptual writing the appropriate literature for a
new digital age? Can conceptual writing still be good and still offer political critique when all it does is copy, when it dissolves identity, when it
is taught in creative writing programs? All these questions rely on
beliefs long abandoned by literary criticism: writers should be judged
based on their originality; literary language is either transparent or
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opaque; literature is an immediate expression of its age; and distance,
identity, or outsider status is required for critique and quality. Beliefs
and questions should not be disqualified simply for being dated or for
having been banished from academic journals, but these particular ones
all remain tied-positively or negatively-to a modern notion of the
author or artist whose works are original, referential, timely, and immediately critical. 6
Quotational Practices follows the example set by two recent books
on conceptual writing, Kenneth Goldsmith's Vncreative Writing and
Marjorie Perloff's Unoriginal Genius, whose titles seem to place them
squarely in the camp of quotation-as-challenge-to-authorship. But both
books offer exemplary close readings of quotational works of literature
and art, and both quickly leave concepts such as creativity, originality,
and genius behind. Their titles are like the epater le bourgeois proclamations issued by Goldsmith, one of the leading conceptual writers, who
often declares that conceptual writers' texts don't have to be read. But
his book is full ofinterpretations, and Perloff quickly dismisses his provocations (she quotes Benjamin: "Never trust what writers say about their
own work'') and moves into an analysis that reveals the complexity of
Goldsmith's 2007 book Traffic. 7
The debates about conceptual writing reveal how contentious and
unresolved quotation's theoretical elaboration remains-and how productive and current quotation is, and not just for writers. Appropriation
has been at the center of art historical attention for decades, and its
reception has been more nuanced. For most art historians, the critique
of authorship appears as just one moment in appropriation. But it's still
possible to read, even in the most rigorous art historical texts, about
artists who renounce authorship and originality. It's such a well-known
story-the absolute abjuration of authorship-that it's hard to give it
up. It's easy to understand why it still appears in titles and textbooks: it
has polemical and pedagogical value when deployed against the ideologeme of the master artist producing masterpieces. But it reveals very
little about works of art or literature.
Many contemporary art practices rely on quotation and appropriation without targeting authorship. A good example is the work of the
artist Sharon Hayes, who uses appropriation and quotation in ways that
highlight their relation to history. In two video works, for instance, she
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rereads all of Ronald Reagan's addresses to the nation and all the recordings made by Patty Hearst when she was kidnapped by the Symbionese Liberation Army. Hayes often foregrounds the philosophy of
history when discussing her work, which, she says, "refuses the idea that
there is a naturalized way in which a series of events are meant to
unfold in the world." 8 Although her works often seem to belong to the
recent wave of reenactments by contemporary artists, she rejects the
term "reenactment," perhaps because it belongs to this naturalized view
of history in which reenactments are conceptualized as bad copies of
lost originals. In a series of street performances titled In the Near Future
(2005-9), Hayes repeats past protests, but she doesn't attempt to perform them as they occurred the first time (Figure 1). She holds up signs
that either quote historic protests (such as "RatifY E.R.A. NOW" and
"rAM A MAN") or feature slogans of Hayes's invention, but unlike some
other contemporary artists' reenactments, Hayes doesn't return to the
original site or try in other ways to replicate the original scene. And in
her texts and interviews about her work, claims about the death of the
author have no place.

FIGURE r. Sharon Hayes, In the Near Future (2009). 35mm multiple-slideprojection installation; thirteen projections. Courtesy of the artist and Tanya
Leighton, Berlin.
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Introduction

Quotational Practices is not a survey of modern and contemporary
quotational practices or works, but an investigation of the place of quotation in twentieth -century philosophies of history and an interpretation
of how some influential post-1945 artists and writers use quotation in
artists' books, paintings, performances, video art, and literary texts. Quotational Practices takes as an explicit object of critique not only authorship but also the notion that the use of quotation and appropriation
spells the end of authorship. Although appropriation in its many senses
plays a role in the following chapters, the analyses focus on works that
are made up only or mostly of quotations, understood in a limited sense
as repeated words, not images.
The book opens with a chapter devoted to a theoretical grounding
of the claim that quotational practices are historical practices. Chapter 1 focuses on Benjamin's 1he Arcades Project and the two philosophers
Benjamin argues against, Nietzsche and Heidegger. It relates theories
of quotation to theories of appropriation art, and it shows how quotation transforms but does not abolish authorship. Chapter 2 turns to the
works of Guy Debord and in particular to the book Mimoires, a collaborative work by Debord and Asger Jorn. The Situationists theorize
detournement-their term for their specific montage and quotation
techniques-as the actualization of the potential for historical transformation and self-transformation that has been suppressed by the spectacle.
Detournement appears in their theories and practices as a masculinized
activity that overcomes feminized, spectacular passivity. Chapter 2 rethinks detournement beyond these oppositions and shows how the
theory and practice of detournement can be subjected to detournement,
repeated and altered in such a way as to undo the Situationists' gendered presuppositions.
Chapter 3 focuses on the place of quotation in the works of Belgian artist and poet Marcel Broodthaers and, in particular, in his 1973
artist's book]e hais le mouvement qui dip/ace les !ignes (I hate the movement that displaces lines), which does little more than quote Baudelaire's
poem "Beauty."The chapter offers a close reading of]e hais le mouvement
qui dip/ace les !ignes and focuses on how quotation and irony function
in Broodthaers's critique of conceptual art's theories oflanguage and the
art object. It examines Broodthaers's engagement with the "aesthetic of
administration," a concept that is also at the center of chapter 4's reading
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ofHeimrad Ricker's transcript, a work of concrete and visual poetry that
quotes historical texts about Nazism and the Shoah. Chapter 4 focuses
on Backer's creation of small differences between the language of Nazism
and the language of the avant-garde.
The final chapter investigates the quotational practices of three contemporary artists: Sharon Hayes, Vanessa Place, and Glenn Ligon. All
three show how quotation can be a method for questioning the ways in
which voices and identities are formed. In their texts, videos, performances, and paintings, these artists indicate possibilities for thinking
differently about subjectivity and community. They draw from the past
to speak or write words that are not their own and to make the present
seem out of sync with itself-and in so doing, they aim to expose their
readers, viewers, coparticipants, and themselves to history. Their works
seek to imagine a different present and future by creating "a speech for
which there is yet no scene, and a scene for which there is no speech." 9
The quotational scene, in which an artist or writer recites or writes
or paints someone else's words, is not so different from many other aesthetic scenarios. Novelists and playwrights create narrators and characters; performers play roles; painters deploy pastiche; and poets adopt
conventional forms and write under the constraint of rhythm and rhyme.
There can be no radical separation of quotational and nonquotational
aesthetic practices, because quotational works just foreground the forms
of distance-from the self, from expression, from communication-that
are already more or less present in every artwork. Authorship changes
when those kinds of distance are highlighted, but it doesn't disappear.

xiv Introduction

ONE

THE TRANSFORfvlATION OF
AUTHORSHIP

Useful Authority
The consensus on quotation and appropriation seems to be clear: these
practices call into question the authority of artists and writers, and they
make works of art and literature into something other than expressive,
original creations. In this account, quotation and appropriation would
join the ranks of iconoclastic avant-garde gestures, alongside futurism's
call for the destruction of museums, expressionism's patricidal dramas,
and Dada's anti-manifestos. 1
It would be a mistake, however, to exaggerate the transformation
of authorship effected by quotation and appropriation. Writing often
uses some form of quoting without causing the author's death, and
artists' educations have always included some form of copying. 2 Literature and art frequently depend on something close to quotation (imitation, parody, allusion, pastiche), which makes it difficult to argue that
the use of quotations spells the end of literature and art as we know
them. 3 The most radical abjuration of originality and authenticity may
not disturb the institution of authorship. Q:totational works could even
be considered the apotheosis of authorship, since authors and artists
remain authors and artists even when they do nothing but quote.
Emile Benveniste's discussion of the related notions of authorship,
authority, and augury is instructive here, and not just for understanding
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literary authorship, because discussions of the "death of the author"
have shaped the reception of appropriation art. Benveniste defines the
Latin root of these terms-augeo--in terms that seem to correspond to
the everyday understanding of authorship: augeo is "a creative act which
causes something to arise from a nutrient medium." He describes the
author as something like a conjurer or medium: auctoritas is the "gift
which is reserved for a handful of men and which allows them to cause
something to come into being [faire surgir quelque chose] and literally
'to bring into existence.' "4 This "something" is not created by authors,
who only act as the medium of its emergence. In Benveniste's account,
authors are always removed in some way from what they write. They
may do nothing more than call something forth; they may just "cite" in
the sense of"summoning to appear in a court oflaw."5 (hrotation only
accentuates this distance that determines every form of authorship.
These preliminary remarks should make clear that the relation of
quotation and authorship is not only antagonistic. But the opposite is
just as true. It's not as if nothing has changed with the emergence of
montage, appropriation, quotationalliterature, and digital means of copying and producing texts. Instead of hyperbolic conceptualizations of
quotation as destruction and rupture, the relation of quotationalliterature and authorship can be presented more modestly, in rhetorical terms
that take account of quotation's effects without exaggerating them. (hrotation depends on a synecdochal and metonymic relation to authorship
and authority. It is synecdochal, because one quoted line or even one
quoted word can evoke an entire source text, pars pro toto. And it is
metonymic, because this synecdoche creates an associative relation between the quoted and quoting texts. An author claims legitimacy by
properly quoting passages from, for instance, Les fleurs du mal That
author's text is then associated, metonymically, with Baudelaire, and the
tie is also synecdochal because all of Baudelaire's work is summoned
with one line and because the quoting author's entire work will be, he
or she hopes, imbued with authority by means of incorporating only
one line (the right line!) from Baudelaire's collection. This is the function of quotation envisioned by (hrintilian: "Authority may be drawn
from external sources [such as (hrintilian] to support a case." 6 The success of this operation depends on the skill of the quoter, who must know
what, how much, and when to quote. The quotation must be presented
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with as much care as any original utterance; quoting well requires compositional abilities that are not so different from those required for any
other kind of writing. 7
Authority is made useful in quotational texts, but not overcome.
Authority and authorship are rarely even intended as targets of quotationa! works. In fact, quoting another author may reinforce that quoted
author's authority. Critics of the Christian Virgilian cento (poems about
Christ written with lines taken from Virgil) weren't anxious about the
risk of Christianizing Virgil; that is, they were~t anxious about the new,
Christian text challenging the old pagan source. Instead, they were concerned that Christ could become a Virgilian figure, because the authority and beauty of the pagan original might win out over the new subject
matter. 8 Benjamin realizes this power of quotation and writes about the
danger of quoting Michelet: readers may become so absorbed in Michelet that they forget the text that quotes him. 9 And Nietzsche, similarly,
urges caution when quoting: "an excellent quotation can annihilate entire
pages, indeed an entire book, in that it warns the reader and seems
to cry out to him: 'Beware, I am the jewel and around me there is lead,
pallid, ignominious lead!' "10 (hroting does not undermine a source's
authority or constitute an attack on the institution of authorship. The
source text and its authority survive in-and might even underminethe quoting text or work of art, which relies on authorship and authority to be produced.

Allegory
(hrotation's transformation of its sources is allegorical. It takes away
and endows meaning as it places texts in new contexts. This operation
mimics the allegorical procedures that constitute the commodity, as Benjamin Buchloh points out. 11 Commodification is allegorical, because
value functions as the "other sense" necessary for allegory, and the commodity as object becomes a mere carrier for value, whose quantifiability erodes every singularity that might allow for qualitative differences
among commodities. 12 As Marx puts it in Capital, "The commodity
form, and the value-relation of the products of labour within which it
appears, have absolutely no connection with the physical nature of the
commodity and the material relations arising out of this." 13 The result
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is what Walter Benjamin calls the "sense of sameness of things," which
affects not only commodities but also human activity and experience,
which become quantitatively measurable. 14 "By equating their different
products to each other in exchange as values," Marx writes, "they equate
their different kinds oflabour as human labour." 15
The exchangeability instituted by the commodity relation is accompanied by the extraction of surplus value, which makes the apparently
equal exchange inherently unequal. Equality, exchangeability, and sameness are unrealized capitalist ideals. For Theodor Adorno, the proper
response to the generalization of the principle of exchange is not an
insistence on singularity and difference (that is, inequality) but an insistence on equality and exchangeability as incomplete projects. 16
A tension thus marks the avant-garde's allegorical operations. On
the one hand, objects, words, or images selected by artists or writers
might seem, by means of this choice, to have been saved from their submersion in a sea of merely quantitative differences. Such a desire to rescue singularity appears in the surrealist transformation of quotidian
banality, which is accompanied by an insistence on the universality of
this transformation. Andre Breton argues that "the least object, to which
no particular symbolic role is assigned, is able to represent anything," is
able to become "marvelous."17 But this can only occur after an object is
saved from what Breton calls its "vitiated" current existence and turned
into raw material. To be redeemed, the object must be damned to materiality once again. 18 Even if allegorists want to create new singularities,
they cannot help but emphasize that the allegorized object always also
remains mere material that can be given a new meaning. Its singularity
is alienable. Insistence on singularity only emphasizes the malleability
and exchangeability that it means to counter, because the object's new,
marvelous meaning can just as easily be taken away and allegorized yet
again. If everything can become marvelous, then nothing is. "The function ofBaroque iconography [Bilderschrift},"Benjamin writes, "is not so
much to unveil material objects as to strip them naked," and the same
can be said of montage and quotationY Every allegorization requires
an erasure: thus the central role played in Buchloh's argument by Robert
Rauschenberg's Erased de Kooning Drawing. It is an erasure of what is
in favor of what could be. 2o
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The threat and promise of such an erasure appear in Benjamin's essay
"The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility,"
when he quotes a "fervent" proclamation made by Abel Gance: "Shakespeare, Rembrandt, Beethoven will make films .... All legends, all
mythologies, and all myths, all the founders of religion, indeed, all religions ... await their celluloid resurrection." Benjamin interprets this
statement as an invitation to "witness a comprehensive liquidation," the
"liquidation of the value of tradition in the cultural heritage." 21 The
same thing can be said of quotational works, which execute an allegorical leveling, even when they attempt to restore a lost singularity to
objects and experience. This is true of any work that relies on quotation,
and even more so of works that repeat other works in toto. There is a
minimum of alteration and a maximum of repetition in these texts, because the quoted works simply repeat their sources and point to these
sources' repeatability. Such quotational works are extreme examples of
how, according to Benjamin, the allegorical object is "quite incapable of
emanating any meaning or significance of its own." "Such significance
as it has," Benjamin explains, "it acquires from the allegorist .... In the
allegorist's hands, the object becomes something different and for him
it becomes a key to the realm of hidden knowledge."22
There are many ways to think about this knowledge. It is the negative knowledge that the allegorical object has no natural meaning, and
it is the negative knowledge that language is conventional. A quoting
text registers the ability of its quoted text to be quoted again and again,
each time with a different meaning. Allegorists' secret knowledge comes
from contemplating and participating in this incessant operation in which
a text comes to differ from itself Theirs is a practical knowledge about
how to work with alterity and repetition.

Hermeneutic Desire
The hidden knowledge of allegory also includes the recognition of the
desire that quoted texts or images "disclose their secrets" and reveal their
truth. 23 This positive knowledge is especially apparent in works that quote
well known images and texts, such as Marcel Broodthaers's appropriation
of Stephane Mallarme, Heimrad Backer's quotations from Mein Kampf,
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and Troy Brauntuch's appropriation of a photograph of Hitler. "Reproduced in one book after another about the Holocaust, already excerpted,
enlarged, cropped, the images Brauntuch uses are so opaque and fragmentary as to be utterly mute regarding their supposed subject," Douglas
Crimp writes. 24 For Craig Owens, "Brauntuch's images simultaneously
proffer and defer a promise of meaning; they both solicit and frustrate
our desire that the image be directly transparent to its signification."25
The fact that these photos can be reused in a different context and as
part of new works of art makes puzzling what otherwise, in a television
documentary about Nazi Germany, seems to make perfect sense. Crimp
argues that Brauntuch's techniques "make the pictures all the more picturelike," "fix" them as images, and distance them from their meanings.
"That distance," Crimp writes, "is all that these pictures signif}r." 26
The effect of quotation, like that of appropriation, is distancing and
dilatory. It elicits a desire for understanding even as it opens up possibilities for misunderstanding and incomprehensibility. ''As a result,"
Owens writes ofBrauntuch's works, "they appear strangely incompletefragments or runes which must be deciphered." 27 Q:totation and appropriation allegorize their sources, revealing the alterity at their center
and awakening a hermeneutic desire that cannot be sated. Allegory's hidden knowledge is thus also a positive knowledge about the inexhaustibility of the allegorized object and about the intensification of the original's
latency. By renaming and recontextualizing, allegory awakens a capacity for repetition that is already there in the original.
This claim could seem banal, and it is liable to be rephrased as the
trivial insight that everything can be repeated, copied, and quoted. But
quotational works reveal more than the repeatability of this or that text
or image; they also indicate the repeatability of the moment of emergence of the original, the moment of the original's origination. Although
the rest of this chapter will be devoted to this aspect of quotation, this
claim can already be sketched in broad strokes. Authority causes "something to come into being," Benveniste claims. Q:totation repeats this
authoritative, authorial act and thereby indicates the possibility that
this coming-into-being could have been different and could be altered
in its repetition. Q:totation repeats this surging emergence in which nothing is certain, not even the source work as it originally came to be. This,
finally, is the secret knowledge of allegory: it is knowledge about origins
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as repeatable. 28 Allegory never just appropriates the source text as it
happened to emerge, and it never just bestows another meaning. Allegory returns to the moment ofbeginning as open and attempts to appropriate its openness, the possibility of turning out otherwise.
Q:totational texts quote something that has not yet been said, some
other beginning. That is the kernel of quotational writing; that is what
makes it opaque even when it seems most transparent, as in the case of
two works discussed in chapter 5, Vanessa Place's Statement of Facts,
which are appropriations of Place's appellate br,iefs; and Sharon Hayes's
respeaking of Patricia Hearst's taped addresses in Symbionese Liberation
Army (SLA) Screeds #13, 16,20 & 29. These works should be transparent, since the sources are known and since these artists and writers do
so little to alter them. But they are puzzling because of the enigmatic
repeatability or quotability that Place and Hayes reveal. They make incomplete what seems complete and finished. 29

Dialectical Images
Q:totation reopens cases that seemed closed. 1heArcades Project explicitly
reflects on this aspect of quotation. Benjamin sees salvation neither in the
restoration of an original meaning to an event (returning to the past as it
was) nor in the creation of a new meaning (a reinterpretation in light of
the present). Instead, he aims for the "exhibition of the fissure" in historical events and objects, and he aims to indicate the possibilities buried in
the past. 30 These unrealized possibilities appear in Benjamin's "dialectical
images,"which are images of"what was" that become legible and potentially useful for historical understanding only in what Benjamin calls the
"now of recogmza
. b"l"
11ty. "The terms "w h at was "(.d.as Gewesene) an d"now"
(das]etzt) correspond to and differ from the past and present of"historicism," which is, for Benjamin, a way of writing and understanding history in terms of continuity. 31 In the fourteenth thesis of"On the Concept
of History," Benjamin identifies an exemplarily dialectical understanding
of history in Robespierre, for whom ancient Rome was "a past charged
with now-time, a past which he blasted out of the continuum of history."32 The term Benjamin uses in the next sentence to describe this
"blasting" is "quotation'': "The French Revolution ... quoted ancient
Rome exactly the way fashion quotes a bygone mode of dress." 33
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The quotational constellation of "what was" and "now" is temporary, revisable, incomplete, and useful for critique, but only for a certain
"now": "The image that is read-whjch is to say, the image in the now
of its recognizability-bears to the highest degree the imprint of the
perilous critical moment on which all reading is founded."34 It is "perilous" because it is free of every guarantee of intelligibility and released
from its safe anchor in an established historical continuity, which is
linked to commodification for Benjamin. 35 Historicism homogenizes
history by including every event in a continuum of progress, and commodification quantifies differences (among objects, among types of
human labor, among experiences of t ime) and homogenizes perception.
Benjamin's conception of time undoes "the concept of a progress of
mankind in history" as well as the "homogeneous, empty time" that
this notion of progress presupposes. 36 His quotational practices aim to
counter historicism and commodification by returning to the moment
in which their objects-history and the object-become known in the
first place. The dialectical image proposes a different way of knowing
that moment, a way of reading events that includes their contingency
and their unrealized futures.
There are narratives of history for Benjamin, but there could, he
claims, be another writing of history, based not on narratives of progress but on "interferences."37 By revealing this aspect of the historical
moment, Benjamin aims to free history from the "semblance of eternal
sameness."38 Peter Fenves presents this liberation as the interruption of
history by a monadic time in which "every time recapitulates, without
ever exactly repeating, all of time."The awareness of this monadic shape
is experienced as a shock that interrupts the time of historicism, and
since Benjamin understands history as the accumulation of guilt, a release
from history-as-progress is redemptive. "Messianic time," Fenves explains, "is not another time; it is just time-time and nothing but 'plastic'
time." Benjamin's historical method consists in interpreting tensions
between historical time (understood as continuity) and plastic time (understood as multidirectionality and as the ability to be shaped). 39 "This
tension itself," Fenves shows, "has a direction: 'toward the messianic.'".;o
This aim seems as hyperbolic as the grand claims for the dissolution of authorship criticized in the introduction to this book. A different way of knowing the present sometimes seems, for Benjamin, to be
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revolutionary, but his claims can also be cast in a humbler light. Modesty and radicality are not mutually exclusive terms for Benjamin or for
Adorno, who closes Minima Moralia with a passage that makes this clear:
Knowledge has no light but that shed on the world by redemption:

all else is reconstruction, mere technique. Perspectives must be
fashioned that displace and estrange the world, reveal it to be, with
its rifts and crevices, as indigent and distorted as it will appear one
day in the messianic light. To gain such perspectives without velleity
or violence, entirely from felt contact with its objects-this alone is
the task of thought. 41

Thought only has to create new, estranging perspectives to enter into a
relation with messianism. Becoming historical for Adorno simply means
realizing that the world has been made by humans and can be changed
by them too. Quotation and other forms of repetition create displacing
and estranging perspectives that are messianic and modest at the same
time.

Eternal Return
Benjamin develops his notion of the dialectical image as a critical
response to the philosophy of history and especially to Nietzsche and
Heidegger. The eternal return often appears as a target in 7he Arcades
Project, in Benjamin's texts on Baudelaire (especially"Central Park"), and
in the notes related to "On the Concept of History" (the so-called "Theses on the Philosophy of History"). 42 There are many versions of the
eternal return in Nietzsche, but Benjamin's interpretations seem to take
account only of this parodic version offered by the dwarf who plagues
Zarathustra in 7hus Spoke Zarathustra: "All that is straight lies.... All
truth is crooked, time itselr"is a circle." Zarathustra protests the dwarf's
jingoistic trivialization of his doctrine and offers another "vision" of the
eternal return, a gateway inscribed with the word "Moment":
From this gateway «Moment" a long eternal lane stretches backward:
behind us lies an eternity. Must not whatever can already have
passed this way before? Must not whatever can happen, already
have happened, been done, passed by before? And if everything has
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already been here before, what do you think of this moment, dwarf?
Must this gateway too not already-have been here?43

Before something occurs, it is "there" in the gateway. In Zarathustra's
vision, it is the gateway, the moment of emergence, that returns. For
Gilles Deleuze, the eternal return is "the continual rebeginning of what
has been; and ... the instantaneous return to a kind of intense focal
44
· " : lt
· is a b eginning that
Point." The
· "there"·is th.is "'int ense rroeal point
precedes and makes possible the event, and it is a nonactualized remainder that can return as the possibility of another beginning.
To better illustrate this vision of the gateway, Zarathustra goes on to
tell the story of a shepherd, who is Jying "there"where Zarathustra previously envisaged the gate. The shepherd.is "writhing, choking, twitching,
his face distorted, with a thick black snake hanging from his mouth."
Zarathustra tries unsuccessfully to rip the snake out of the shepherd's
mouth. Suddenly, Zarathustra says, something "cried out of me: 'Bite
down! Bite down! Bite off the head! Bite down!' Thus it cried out of
me."This cry, repeated four times, offers a solution run through with
repetition. The shepherd, who is writhing like a snake, must free hirnselfby means of a bite, the same act with which the snake has anchored
itself in his mouth. The shepherd listens to this advice and severs the
snake's head: "Far away he spat the head of the snake-and he leaped
to his feet.-No longer shepherd, no longer human-a transformed,
illuminated, laughing being! ... I heard a laughter that was no human
laughter."45 The bite is suffocating and deadly when performed by the
snake, but it becomes something else when repeated by the shepherd,
or by this inhuman or superhuman being that once was the shepherd.46
The bite is a helpful image for understanding the Nietzschean notion
of repetition sketched out in Dijjerence and Repetition, where Deleuze
argues that there is not, on the one hand, an exact repetition and, on the
other hand, an inexact variation. Instead, he claims, "variations express
... the differential mechanisms which belong to the essence and origin
of that which is repeated." Repetition always varies and disguises itself;
this can be seen in how the snakebite becomes a human bite. Differentiation belongs to repetition itself. "The mask is the true subject of
repetition," Deleuze insists. 47
By heeding Zarathustra, the shepherd returns, at the moment of
biting, to the "there" that precedes the snakebite and thereby returns to
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the bite's unrealized potential. What is actualized in this repetition?
Nothing more than a break, nothing more than a beginning. A past
possibility does not return to be actualized but to effect an interruption.
In the eternal return, it is difference that is repeated. In the gateway
called "Moment" and in the bite, the new emerges in a severing, differentiating, originating act of repetition.
Benjamin and Nietzsche share the desire to overcome the notion
of history as an empty continuum that houses progress, and they both
think of the moment as an interruption that should be the basis for conceptualizing time. Benjamin intends for a key differentiation ro take place
between 1heArcades Project and Nietzsche's eternal return, but perhaps
Benjamin's concept of history is a differentiating, Liberating repetition
of Nietzsche's.48 And for Benjamin, this small difference is crucial: it is
like the "smallest gap" or "closest cleft" that, Nietwche claims, differentiates the eternal return from nihilism. 49

Historicity
In the notes for '!he Arcades Project, Benjamin saw Heidegger as his primary contemporary target of critique.50 Historicity in Heidegger has
many characteristics in common with the notions of repetition in Nietzsche and Benjamin: it does not repeat the past simply as a past; it does
not allow Dasein to realize an unrealized possibility from the past; and
it does not contribute to any kind of progress. Historicity is the term
for Dasein's relation to its past as a series of possibilities that it cannot
actualize bur that it can respond to and expose itself to as it becomes
authcntic.51 For Heidegger, "authentic historicity ... understands history
as the recurrence of the possible."52 Benjamin and Heidegger conceive
of history as the return of possibiljties and develop concepts of repetition to account for an opening of an authentic time from within an inauthentic, "empty and homogeneous time. "53
For Benjamin, Heidegger's historicity is abstract: "Heidegger seeks
in vain to rescue history for phenomenology abstractly through 'historicity."' And, Benjamin claims, Heidegger's historicity lacks the dialectical image's "historical index," which is concrete and determined for
Benjamin: "The historical index of the images not only says that they
belong to a particular time; it says, above all, that they attain to legibility
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only at a particular time."54 A historical index that differentiates 7he
Arcades Project from Being and Time would be the fact that, for Benjamin,
the arcades only become legible as they disappear. But Heidegger, too,
makes claims about the concrete aspect of his project: he writes of hls
"violent" Kant interpretation as a "repetition" that returns to the "concrete taking place" of Kant's ulaying of the ground for metaphysics."Ss
This is a false concretion, Benjamin would claim. Jn Negative Dialectics,
Adorno expands Benjamin's critique of Heidegger's historicity: "historicity [in Heidegger's sense] brings history to a halt in the unhistorical,
heedless of the hlstorical conditions, which undergird the inner composition and constellation of the subject and object."56 History is not
the way it is because of Being but because of capitalism. For Adorno,
Heidegger is unconcerned with how hlstory has shaped and been shaped
by subjectivity, and thls lack of concern turns his philosophy of history
into little more than a symptom of the reification of history, an attempt
to dehistoricize hlstory.57
In his writings on the phllosophy of history, Adorno claims that a
proper understanding of history has been impeded by the spell of eternal sameness and naturalness cast by the exchange relation. Under this
spell, "progress within the whole"- that is, progress that does not affect
relations of production-stands in for truly historical progress, which
Adorno calls "progress of the whole." Progress has become the name
for limited progress within society as it is, but this progress only "represents the control of nature, both inner, human nature and nature outside
man."58 Progress in this sense is a synonym for domination, which for
Adorno is always the oppression of the nonidentical by the identical.
This oppression creates its own opposition: domination "feeds its [the
nonidentical's] resistance," and it is in this antagonism that Adorno sees
the possibility of another kind of progress. Forms of domination find
it "impossible to impose that full identity with human beings that is
depicted in negative utopias." There always remains some kind of gap
between domination and freedom, and for Adorno, "this explains why
progress in the world [progress in the whole], the arch-enemy of that
other progress [progress of the whole], nevertheless remains open to the
possibility of it, no matter how little it is able to assimilate this possibility into its own law." This other progress would be progress of the whole
because it leaves the whole behind, a whole whose very homogeneity
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and identity contribute to its own overcoming: "The progress engendered by eternal sameness is that at long last progress can begin, at any
moment."59
For Adorno, the task of philosophy is to interpret the antagonism of
identity and nonidentity, of determination (which would enforce sameness and identity) and freedom (the nonidentical, difference). Interpretation in Adorno does not reveal a meaning of history, but, instead,
an antagonism at the heart of history: the nonidentity of identity and
nonidentity. This appears in a struggle "between whatever is held down
and the universal domination that is condemned to identity."60 Interpretation reveals this conflict and the possibilities for emancipation that
are implicit in it. "The deepest promise interpretation makes to the mind,"
Adorno writes, "is perhaps the assurance it gives that what exists is not
the ultimate reality-or perhaps we should say: what exists is not just
what it claims to be.... Interpretation ... means to become conscious
of the traces of what points beyond mere existence."61 This emphasis on
interpretation in Adorno is the closest tie between hls phllosophy of history and the art historical understanding of appropriation. Appropriation awakens an insatiable hermeneutic desire and reveals an alterity at
the heart of every rext and image. According to Adorno, the philosophy
of history reveals, at the heart of history, a nonidentity. This nonidentity is the antagonism between domination's identity-creating drive, on
the one hand, and, on the other hand, the resistance of the nonidentical,
which offers the promise of an exit from prehistory.
The interpretations of history in Nietzsche and Heidegger share
with Benjamin and Adorno an interest in pointing to the moment's
emergence. This moment must be made. Their works are these moments:
Nietzsche's p roject of evaluation and interpretation; Heidegger's deconstruction of the history of metaphysics; Benjamin's interpretation of the
nineteenth century in 7he Arcades Project; and Adorno's interpretative
critique of Hegel, Heidegger, and Benjamin.62 Despite their fundamental differences, these projects aim to return events to the "there" of their
emergence, by means of repetition. In the case of 7be Arcades Project, repetition appears in the form of quotation, and Benjamin's understanding
of quotation as the repetition of the possibilities in its source materials
will inform the readings in the following chapters.63
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Governmentality and Fiction
Like interpretation in Adorno, Foucault's genealogical history of the
present reveals nonidentity in what seems identical to itself. Foucault
aims to reveal the historicity of what seems to be natural and, in particular, to resist what he presents in The History of Sexuality as the naturalized belief in a biopolitical '"right' ... beyond all the oppressions or
'alienations,' ... to rediscover what one is and all that one can be."6~ Jn
his later works, Foucault expands the notion ofbiopolitics as he develops his concept of"governmentality,"which also requires a biopolitical
notion of a hidden essence of the self: "This form of power applies itself
to immediate everyday life which categorizes the individual, marks him
by his own individuality, attaches him to his own identity, imposes a
law of truth on him which he must recognize, and which others have
to recognize in him."65 Governmentality directs flows and organizes
heterogeneity with the aim of allowing the potential of these heterogeneous elements to be best realized: "To govern, in this sense, is to
structure the possible field ofaction of others."66 Governmentality manages the population and the market while intervening as little as possible
so as to allow them to realize their full potential.67
Qyotational writing, it seems, manages texts-rearranges, represents, reuses them-just as governmentality manages bodies.68 And
just as govemmentality encourages subjects to discover their truth in
confessional practices, quotational literature might seem to aim to allow
its source material to speak the truths that are obscured in its original
context. But quotational writing may also resist the governmental management of texts; it may depend on the smallest difference separating it
from govern mentality's "attachment to identity." Coextensive with govern mentality are forms of resistance, ways to imagine "an alternate production of S\lbjectivity."69 Foucault defines this resistance in a number
of ways. He calls it the "wlll not to be governed thusly," the will not to
become the object of this or that particular form of government. 70This
will also appears in FoucauJt as "critique,"whosc principles Foucault finds
in Kant's "What is Enlightenment?"; and as self-stylization and selfgovcmmcnt, which Foucault sees in Baudelaire and in antiquity's forms
of asceticism. Resistance is not self-discovery but self-invention. For
Foucault, "To be modern is to take oneself as object of a complex and
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difficult elaboration."71 The modern, critical will not to be governed
thus creates a subject with a history: "one has to make one's own history, fabricate history, as if through fiction."72 1t would be possible to
investigate a wide range of avant-garde practices as just the kind of fictionalizing that Foucault proposes, beginning with Dada's attempts to
develop a "way of life. "73
Foucault describes his books as wfictions," and this makes sense in
the context of his critique of identity as the object of self-discovery.
Genealogy doesn't reveal a historicity; it creates it. For Foucault, genealogy is a creative act that requires an expanded notion of authorship. In
"What Is an Author?," Foucault argues that the conventional notion of
authorship-the creativity, originality, and freedom often ascribed to
it-is a restricted and restricting multiplicity: it "impedes the free circulation, the free manipulation, the free composition, decomposition,
and recomposition of fiction." 74 The identification of the author as a
figure isolates and restricts its forces. Although Foucault writes that it
would be "pure romanticism ... to imagine a culture in whjch the fictive
would operate in an absolutely free state," it is possible to imagine a society in which there would be no author function but, instead, another
"system of constraint ... that will have to be determined or, perhaps,
experienced and experimented."7><-01otationaJ writing may be just such
a system of constraint, one that is analogous to governmentality's minimalist intervention in the flows of capital, bodies, and knowledge. But
governmentality requires something that quotational writing does not:
it limits the circulation of bodies by producing identities based on a subject's hidden truths.
Instead of thinking euphorically or melancholically of authorship
as dead or superseded, it would be more useful to adopt Foucault's own
model of the simultaneity of paradigms.76 Q1otational literature coexists with conventional forms of authorship, displacing and transforming them, but maintaining synecdochaJ and metonymic ties to them.
Just as sovereignty survives the advent of governrnentality, authorship
remains relatively intact in an age that has begun to experiment with
other ways of w1derstanding what Foucault calls "fiction." And just
as Foucault finds the origins of governmentality in the Christian pastorate, the origins of this new form of fictionalizing-which is most
prominent in the avant-gardes of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries
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but explicitly presaged by Baudelaire and Laucrearnont-may be found
in ancient forms of writing such as the commonplace book.

Commonplaces
A commonplace book contains guotatiom excerpted from its owner's
reading, arranged under carefully organized headings, and meant to be
used as a resource for oratory and writing. Although the commonplace
book is usually thought bf as an early modern invention, there has been
a continuous hjstory ofcollecting quotations since ancient Greece.77 In
his writings and lectures on Greek and Roman ascetic practices, Foucault
mentions the practice of collecting hupomnemata, notes and quotations
c.opie~ while r~ading. He emphasizes that, as in the early modern practice ~f assembling commonplace books, "the effect expected from reading
.. · 1s not to have understood what an author meant," but, instead, to
create "a set of true propositions fo r yourself" that allow for the "building of a solid framework of propositions that are valid as prescriptions,
of true discourses that are at the same time principles of behavior. "78
Commonplace writers do not make texts their own, but make themselves
into the kind of subject proposed by the copied texts. 79 Copying is an
embodied and embodying practice in which the writing subject is constituted in a process that, according to Foucault reader Beatrice Han
cannot ~ characterized as either active or passive: copying "gives
theme of constitution a passive dimension that prevents subjectivation
from being understood solely as an active recognition, and therefore
opens it to the unmasterable 'outside' constituted by the power relations
in which the individual always finds himself already enmeshed."80
Foucault's interest in the commonplace book and in ancient ascetic
practices belongs to his investigation of the difference between the
ancient "care of the self and the [modern] knowledge of the self''81 A
subject caring for itself, in Foucault's sense, is a subject creating itself,
and not a subject discovering itself In his reading ofancient philosophy,
the self has no secret to discover. There is no hidden intentional center
for collectors of commonplaces, who are more interested in the creation
of texts and themselves than in the intentions of their sources.
In "The Lives oflnfamous Men," Foucault uses Oulipo-like terms
to describe his pr~ject of publishing a book and also an entire series of
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books that would contain quotations from archival documents written
between 1660 and 1760; it would be a «rule- and game-based book" (un
livrc de convention et de jeu).82 The project envisioned in "The Lives of
Infamous Men'' was never realized, but Foucault did complete a number of other quotational works: the letters collected in Le disordrc des
families: Lettres de cachet des Archives de fa Bastille au XVIII• siecle (coedited with historian Arlette Farge) and the longer texts, "presented by"
Foucault with a minimum of commentary, made up by the documents
related to Pierre Riviere's crimes and to Herculine Barbin. In these
books, Foucault claims to limit himself to what one critic describes as
an "organizing presence."83 In his foreword to I, Pierre Riviere, Foucault writes that such documents "give us a key to the relations of power,
domination, and conflict within which discourses emerge and function,
and hence provide material for a potential analysis of discourse."8 ~ They
return to the moments of conflict in which modern medical, legal, psychological, and criminological power formed, and Foucault claims that
this should enable the reader to imagine the conflicts having turned out
otherwise.85

New Q.uestions
Qµotational writers manage and administer texts and documents with
the aim of liberating themselves from the histories that fu1d their origin there. They use govemmentality's methods to exercise their "will
not to be governed," even if they often seem to manage texts to reveal
their hidden truths. Their works raise questions that Foucault poses at
the end of"What Is an Author?": "What are the modes of existence of
this discourse? Where has it been used, how can it circulate and who can
appropriate it for himself? What are the places in it where there is room
for possible subjects? Who can assume these various subject functions?"86
These questions coexist with the questions asked of and by more conventionally authored texts. In a preface to a book about Guy Debord,
T. J. Clark asks a series of questions that point to the kind of experimentation with authorship proposed by Foucault:
Why is it so difficult to think (and demand and construct)
"representation" as plural rather than singular and centralized:
representations as so many fields or terrains of activity, subjecr to
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leakage and interference between modes and technologies, and
constantly crossed and dispersed by other kinds of activity
altogether: subject, as a result, to retrieval and cancellation-to
continual reversals of direction between object and image, and
image and receiver? Why should a regime of representation not be
built on the principle that images are, or ought to be, transformable
(as opposed to exchangeable)-meaning disposable through and
through, and yet utterly material and contingent; shareable,
imaginable, coming up constantly in their negativity, their nonidentity, and for that reason promoted and dismantled at will?87
Clark sees Debord as opening up a field of experimentation that is similar to that called for by Foucault at the end of"What Is an Author?,"
a field that would supplement the thriftiness of authorship with the
transformations that detournement makes possible.88 The literary "will
not to be governed" would allow images and texts to speak truth, but
not truth considered as adequation or even revelation. Clark seems more
Foucauldian than Debordfan here; his questions go beyond the Situationists by displacing that movement's understanding of detournement
as the return to a kernel of truth and as the overcoming of alienation.
For Foucault and in Clark's version of detournement, the truth of quotational texts would not be a fact, message, or unalienated human essence
but a transformability, a potential for being used as elements in the creation of a way of life or a Baudelairean se1£
Oliotation points to the nonidentity that allows for transformation. This is the aspect of quotation that Antoine Compagnon emphasizes when he relates the French verb citer ("to cite") to the Latin citare
("to set in motion") and writes that "the essence of quotation is ... a
dunamis, a power." The interpretation of quotation must engage with
its force and aim not to "neutralize it."89 Oliotational texts require a
kind ofcommentary that takes account not only of what is repeated but
also of how the return to a destabilizing, Zarathustrian bite occurs.
Readers of quotational texts must adopt something like Breton's method
in Communicating Vessels, in which he writes of looking for "promises."90
It is just such a promise that Adorno finds in surrealism: the "claim to
happiness" that emanates from surrealism and that may have been the
impetus for Benjamin's adoption of quotation as his method for "fanning the spark of hope in the past."91
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IllSillUATIOH
D~tournement

and Gender

in Guy Debord

The spectacle . . . is the sun that never sets on the empire of
modern passivicy.
-Guy Debord, 1he Society of the Spectarle

Active, passive, hogw<tsh.
-Guy Hocquenghem, 1he Screwball Asses

Spectacle and Detournement
Although Debord and the Situationists denounce the surrealist emphasis on the unconscious and the occult, Debord believes, like Adorno,
that "the surrealist program, asserting the sovereignty of desire and surprise and proposing a new way of life, is much richer in constructive possibilities than is generally realized." 1 Debord recognizes the origins of
detournement in the surrealist theory of the image, and fellow Situationist Raoul Vaneigem writes that "detoumement was one of the weapons Surrealism left behind for its heirs."2
Examples of detoumement projects suggested by Debord and Gil
Wolman in their 1956 "User's Guide to Detour11ement" include modified pinball machines and a new version of D. W. Griffith's Birth ofa
Nation that would maintain the film's images but include a voice-over
narrating the history of the Ku Klux Klan.3 The Situationists' completed
detournement projects include the artist's book Mtmo£res, which was
the result of collaboration between Debord and Asger Jorn, and Rene
Vienet's Can Dialectics Break Bricks?, in which he rcdubs a martial arts
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film with a voice track about the proletarian struggle against the party's
bureaucratic organization. Debord also used the term "detournement" to
describe his unacknowledged borrowings from other writers. Detournement often seems to designate a form of quotation, but Debord understood it as "the antithesis of guotation, of a theoretical authority invariably
tainted if only because it has become guotable."4 Chapter 1 shows that
his eguation of authority and quotation does not aJways hold.
The concepts of detoumement and the spectacle emerge &om the
Situationists' engagement with the philosophy of history. There are
many definitions of the spectacle i.n Debord's The Society efthe Spectacle,
but this is the most useful for understanding its relation to history: "The
spectacle, being the reigning social organization of a paralyzed history,
of a paralyzed memory, of an abandonment of any history founded in
historical time, is a false consciousness eftime" (§ 158). Debord presents
this false consciousness as the result of a division. On one side, there is
the alienated experience of time as homogeneous, quantmable "blocks"
that can be sold, as labor time, or bought, in the new commodmed forms
of leisure time that characterize the spectacle's advance beyond earlier
forms of capitalism ( § 152). Debord calls this quantified time ~pseudo
cyclical time" because it corresponds to a "pseudo-nature constructed by
means of alienated labor" (§150). It is an artificially maintained "backwardncss"vis-a-vis the other face of spectacular time: the "profoundly historical time" chat characterizes capitalism's ceaseless innovation ( § §149,
141). For Debord, the bjstorical time of capitalism is uncontainable,
except in one essential respe<..-r: its use-that is, the ability to innovate, to
transform nature, humanity, and oneself-has been limited to the economy and kept from society. "The bourgeoisie," Debord writes, "unveiled
irreversible historical time and imposed it on society only to deprive society of its use" (§143).
The spHt in spectacular time is not completely efiective. Spectacular subjects feel out of sync. Their experience seems more than simply
cyclical. But they have no access to historical time, Debord writes: "everything really lived has no relation to society's official version ofirreversible time, and is directly opposed to the pseudo-cyclical rhythm of that
time's consumable by-products" (§157). The result is an aphasic experience of authenticity: "Such individual lived experience of a cut-off
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everyday life remains bereft oflanguage or concept.... It cannot be communicated" (§157). 5
Against this backdrop, the Situationists posit as one of their main
goals the establishment of new forms of communication. Explicit in this
goal and implicit throughout Debord's presentation of spectacular time
are the close relations among history, conununity, and communication."
Communication is alienated because the community necessary for it is
Jost with the alienatfon of productive and historical activity. 7 The spectacle's co-optation of historical time entails an appropriation oflanguage
and the replacement of community and communication by new fonns of
separation and isolation (§§29, 185). \/I/hat passes for communication
now is a code made up of"captive words" spoken by alienated subjects.8
Detournement aims neither to give voice to the impoverished life
lived in pseudo-cyclical time nor to speak from the perspective of historical time. It takes place in the gap between the two and attempts "to
take effective possession of the community of dialogue, and the playt\.d
relationship to time" (§187). Its goal is communication, which is not the
transmission of a message or information but the simultaneous appropriation oflanguage, history, and community.
To summarize these theories of the spectacle and detournement,
then: the spectacle reduces subjects to contemplating spectators who can
engage in dctournement to overcome their separation from truly productive, self-transformative labor and thus from communication, community, and history. This formulation brings to light the gendered aspect
of Situationist theory, in which the spectacular subject is reduced to the
feminized side of the oppositions nature/history, consumption/production, and, above all else, passivity/activity. This is especially clear in one
of the earliest proto-Situarionist formulations of the spectacle, offered
by Ivan Chtcheglov in his 1953 "Formulary for a New Urbanism": "A
mental disease has swept the planet: banalization. Everyone is hypnotized by production and convenicnces--sewage systems, elevators, bathrooms, washing machines." 9This is the spectacle in nuce: the immobilized,
ill spectator in awe of the self-perpetuating, innovating, productive apparatus. Chtcheglov's image illustrates what Debord identifies as the spectacle's principle: "non-intervention. "10 In thjs relation, commodities seem
alive, and humans seem dead, estranged from history, from each other,
and from masculinity: "everyone" is reduced to contemplating feminized
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and feminizing domestic machines and systems associated with the body
and waste. The Situationists propose to overcome th is spectacular passivity with detoumement, the virile intervention in the spectacle and the
appropriation of history from sewage systems and washing machines.11
Detournement's implicit gendering becomes explicit when the term's
sexualized origins are examined. A Situationist list of definitions from
1958 reports that detoumernent is an abbreviation for "dctournement
of prefabricated aesthetic elements," but the term is also part of the expression detournement de mineur, "corruption of a minor."U Detournement de mineur was one of the highlights of the Lettrist movement, if
Debord and his colleagues' retrospective accounts are to be believed; they
often refer to the pleasures ofseducing minors and the trouble that ensued
when guardians reclaimed their young charges.13 The term "detournement" is thus itself dr!tourni, and according to Debord and Gil Wolman's
"User's Guide to Detournement," the memory of a detourned element's
origins should always be retained. Detournement "has a peculiar power
which . .. sterns from a double meaning, from the enrichment of most
of the terms by the coexistence within [detourncd elements] of their
old and new senses," the .function they served in their source context
and their new .function in Situationist works. 14 The peculiar power of
the detournement of"detournement" must then stem from its old sense
of men's seduction of girls. Recalling this origin is not a moralizing gesture that would condemn bad Situationist behavior. Instead, it reinforces
the interpretation of the implicit gendering of the concept of detoumement itself, prior to any particular example of detournement.
This preliminary discussion of detournement sets the stage for the
questions that this chapter will pursue: What is the relation between
detournement and the language that it repeats with critical intention?
How can the gendered aspects of Situationist concepts be theorized?
How to develop a historicizing theory and practice of resistance that
does not require exteriority but that emerges from the very heart of what
one would resist, the spectacle? These concerns are echoed by the question that chapter 1 addressed and that remains open: How to historicize
repetition? This chapter will answer these questions by reinterpreting
texts by Debord and the Situationists as well as by their predecessors and
allies (Marx and Baudelaire; Isidore Isou and Asger Jorn) and more recent
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philosophers (Judith Butler, Jacques Derrida, Werner Hamacher, Luce

ldgaray).

Commodity Language
The theory and practice of detournement presuppose the survival or
promise of alterity within the language of the spectacle. Detoumement
is a repetition of spectacular language, in the sense of repetition developed in chapter 1. It would thus be helpful to spell out exactly what
spectacular language is. This discussion of spectacular language, or commodity language, examines what makes detournement possible.
A good place to start an account of commodity language is the
moment in Capital when Marx has a commodity, linen, speak for itself
Marx claims that "everything our analysis of the value of commodities
previously told us is said by the linen itself, as soon as it enters into
association with another commodity, the coat." He continues: "In order
to tell us that labour creates its own value in its abstract quality of being
human labour, [the linen] says that the coat, in so far as it counts as its
equal, i.e. is value, consists of the same labour as it does itself," despite
the differences between the forms of concrete human labor that create
the linen and the coat. In Marx's text, commodities do not speak about
these differences or about the history of this abstraction. Indeed, the
linen's very way of speaking falls in line with the generalized process of
abstraction and quantification of difference that Marx aims to reveal: the
linen speaks about specific commodities only "in order to tell us" something about abstract equivalences. This tendency toward abstraction
becomes even clearer as it keeps talking: "In order to inform us that its
sublime objectivity as value differs from its stiff and starchy existence as
a body, it says that value has the appearance of a coat, and therefore in
so far as the linen is itself an object of value ... , it and the coat are as
like as two peas." 15
The quantification of difference is accompanied here by a new qualitative difference internal to the commodity. The commodity is split into
the "stiff and starchy existence" of its use value and its "beautiful valuesoul."The latter appears only in the former, in the appearance of another
commodity. All ~ornrnodities are allegorical expressions of something
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else: value. 16 Commodities thus do not have a language-they are a language. When Marx writes that commodities speak, it is in the sense in
which one might say that a text speaks. It is not by chance that the exemplary commodities in Capital are linen and coats. They clothe value
just as words are often said to clothe ideas, and in commodity language
the idea is always the same: value.
For Marx, the linen "betrays its thoughts in a language with which
it alone is familiar, the language of commodities {Warensprache}." Linen
language's sole function is the positing ofa commodity community, which
abolishes the linen's singularity and thereby the singular character of its
language. Its textile idiolect becomes the Esperanto of commodities, a
language that .l\.'larx speaks and writes and that anyone can read, no matter what human language his or her Capital happens to be in. Marx's
text reveals the specificity of this language that presents itself as universal, as language itsel£ "No other language and no other reality than that
of commodities seems to exist,"Werner Hamacher writes in his study of
commodity language. Every object is always already a commodity, which
is why Hamacher argues that linen "becomes an object only by disappearing as an object and submitting itself to the abstract, the speculative, the 'supersensual,"sublirne objectivity as value. "' 1i
Where Hamacher writes about a substitution of one object for another, Luce lrigaray describes a process in which "the body of a commodity" becomes "nothing more than the materialization of an abstract
human labor."18 The commodity's body is not really matter, but a materialization of its value, just as its soul is a spiritualization of the concrete
labor that produced it. lrigaray presents these processes of materialization and spiritualization as the loss of"body, matter, nature" and as an
"objectivization, a crystallization as visible object, of man's activity." lrigaray continues: "In order to become equivalent, a commodity changes bodies. A super-natural, metaphysical origin is substituted for its material
origin. Thus its body becomes a transparent body, pure phenomenality of
value. "19 The object as commodity supplants something that precedes it,
a prior object, which would not be an object as we know it, since we
only know commodity-objects. The intimate relation of exchange value
and use value- a relation that is both opposition and appurtenanceobscures the absence of this other quasi object. Exchange value is not
imposed on an object previously grasped in terms of use value, because
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use value and exchange value emerge only in relation to each other. Thus
it cannot be said that one, use value, is natural and that the other, exchange
value, is artificial.
The opposition of use value and exchange value and the concomitant
pair body/soul thus supplant another opposition, between one body-object
and an unnameable, excluded other. For Judith Butler, the excluded does
not exist outside but "emerges within the system as its incoherence, disruption, a threat to its own systematicity. "20 Although the opposition of
use and exchange is often understood as gendered, it is constituted as a pair
only by a prior gendered exclusion ofsomething else. For lrigaray and Butler, both sides of the oppositions matter/form and use/exchange are masculine. Butler suggests that we "might understand the feminine . . . within
the binary as the specular woman and the feminine ... erased and excluded
from that binary as the excessive feminine,"but this is, "strictly speaking,"
not possible, she says, for the excluded "cannot be named at all."21
Commodity language is constituted by a set of exclusions that are
gendered and that produce further gendered oppositions.Just as the concrete body of the object is excluded in the emergence ofcommodity language, so too, lrigaray claims, women's bodies are excluded in the emergence of metaphysics: the "practical realization of the meta-physical has
as its founding operation the appropriation of woman's body by the father
or his substitutes. "22 Or, to use Hamacher's words again, detoum.ing them:
woman "becomes an object only by disappearing as an object and submitting herself to the abstract, the speculative, the 'supersensual,"the sublime
objectivity of value.'" After this initial and initiating exclusion, women
exist only as split, as exchange value and as use value, Irigaray claims: "The
virginal woman .. . is pure exchange value. ... Once deflowered, woman is
relegated to the stams of use value, to her entrapment in private property;
she is removed from exchange among men."23 Commodity language bears
within it a memory of all these exclusions and conflicts, and detournement can emerge as an oppositional strategy only because of the oppositions, including the gendered oppositions, within the spectacle itself.

Separation and Community
The closest equivalent to these concerns in Debord's vocabulary appears
in his opposition of the concrete and the abstract. In the spectacle, the
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concrete is always already the abstract: "The abstract nature of all individual work, as of production in general, finds perfect expression in the
spectacle, whose very manner efbeing concrete is, precisely, abstraction,"
Debord writes in thesis twenty-nine of 1be Society ifthe Spectacle, which
repeats in abbreviated form the key elements of Marx's analysis of commodity language (§29).24 The next sentences make clear how abstraction
joins the concrete by functioning like a language: "The spectacle divides
the world into two parts, one ofwhich is held up as a self-representation
to the world, and is superior to the world. The spectacle is simply the
common language that bridges this division."This account of spectacular community-the market-is a variation on Marx's claim that
"social relations between [producers'] private labors ... do not appear
as direct social relations between persons in their work, but rather as
material relations between persons and social relations between things. ''25
As thing-spectators, humans are separated from each other and from their
labor power: "Spectators are linked only by a one-way relationship to
the very center that maintains their isolation from one another." Since
this relationship among spectators is "one-way," they are "linked" and yet
"isolated": "The spectacle thus unites what is separate, but unites it only
in its separateness. "26 Spectacular unity fom1s a community of isolated,
contemplative spectators separated from their labor and unified only
abstractly as producers of value.
This abstract unity nonetheless points to the possibility of as
yet undeveloped new forms of community: "In the course of this development [of forms of separation] all community and critical awareness
have ceased to be; and the forces that were able- by separating-to
grow enormously in strength have not yet found a way to reunite" (§25).
The key word here is "yet." The spectacle contains the promise of a
future unification of humanity's productive forces even as it intensifies
and expands its forms of separation. 27 The more extreme the separation, the closer humanity is to appropriating the new forces of production that this separation makes possible: uThough separated from his
product, man is more and more, and ever more powerfully, the producer
of every detail of his world. The closer his life comes to being his own
creation, the more drastically is he cut off from that life" (§33). Spectacularization is always also potentialization.28 Detournement aims to
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accelerate this process in which alienation and communalization occur
simultaneously.

Commodification = Liberation
This simultaneity is already present in Marx, for whom commodification appears in a double light as the destruction of concrete forms of
existence and labor but also as the liberation from them. "Commodity
language is ... a language of equalization, socialization, and autonomization and hence of the promise of further liberations from the burdens of isolation on the one hand and of hierarchical organization on
the other," Hamacher writes. 29 Commodity language thus remains oriented according to a future autonomy. This is what Derrida calls Marx's
messianism "without content and without identifiable messiah," which
keeps the future open by orienting itself according to "an eskhaton whose
ultimate event (immediate rupture, unheard-of interruption, untimeliness of the infinite surprise, heterogeneity without accomplishment) can
exceed, at each moment, the final term of a phusis, such as work, the production and the te!os ofhistory."30 This escharon is a future that refuses
organization and definition, and Den-ida opposes it to a telos that would
function as a figure of closure. 31 Similarly, Etienne Balibar makes claims,
based on a reading of Marx, that are dose to Foucault's discussed in
chapter 1: a Marxist future, for Balibar, manifests itself not as a telos
but as the "question of historicity (or of the 'differential' of the movement, instability and tension within the present which are carrying it
towards its own transformarion)."32 The revolutionary aspect of capitalist production emerges now, as the tensions and "relation of forces in
play at any particular moment."33 This historicity allows commodity language to be detourned, and it allows for the temporal disjointedness that
Debord discusses in The Society ofthe Spectacle.
The liberating aspect of commodity language is sin1ilar to the liberatory potential of the generalization of irreversible historical time. If
it is freed from the limits placed on it, if the generalization of irreversible
historical time that capitalism promises is released from its containment
in production, it would be truly revolutionary. This is the messianic promise of Marxism and of capitalism, and this is what Debord finds promising in the spectacle.
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Detournement and the Future
In "A User's Guide to Detournement,"Debord and Wolman assert that
"the main impact of a detournement is directly related to the conscious
or semiconscious recollection of the original context of the [ detourned]
elements."34 The later text "Detournement as Negation and Prelude"
shifts the focus from the past, showing how the "historical significance"
of detournement rests primarily in its relation to a future. 35 In that text,
two aspects of detournement are emphasized: the devaluation of the
detourned element and its original context; and the reuse of the detourned element in "another meaningful ensemble that confers on each
element its new scope and effect."36 This new ensemble does not yet
exist: "the attempts to reuse the 'detournable bloc' as material for other
ensembles express the search for a vaster construction, a new genre of
creation at a higher level."37 This projection of the completion of the
detourned work into the future corresponds to the text's presentation
of the temporality of Situationist activity in general: "the SI [Situationist International] can be likened to a research laboratory, for example,
or to a party in which we are Situationists but nothing we do can yet
be Situationist . ... Situationist activity is a particular craft that we are
not yet practicing."JS
The term "memory" is absent from "Detournement as Negation
and Prelude," and yet this emphasis on the future may just be a reformulation of the double meaning and double temporality of detournement conceived of in terms of the past in "A User's Guide." In both
texts, the detourned work differs from itself, because it is exposed to the
past or to the future . In this way, detournement aims to overcome the
spectacle's inability to understand the present historically. Or to put it
in the words of Georg Lukacs, whose philosophy of history is an important source for Debord: detournement aims to overcome the way in
which the "unexplained and inexplicable facticity of bourgeois existence
as it is here and now acquires the patina of an eternal law of nature or
a cultural value enduring for all time. " 39 The spectacle is characterized
by identity with itself: the economy pursued for its own sake; the world
as it is, praised for what it is. Thus the spectacle's motto, according to
Debord, would read, "Everything that appears is good; whatever is good
will appear" (§12).
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Alterity appears as futurity in "Detournement as Negation and Prelude." Thus the text's title: detournement negates the individual elements
of the work and negates the work itself by making it into a mere prelude for something yet to come. This futurity appears as multiplicity
and tension in the present. The goal of the Situationist descent into the
depths of reified images and texts is, as Tom McDonough puts it, to
"throw themselves into every kind of filth ... in order, by way of its
appropriation, to make it speak otherly."40 Detournement relies on the
possibility of this noncoincidence and nonidentity of images and slogans,
this iterability or detoumabifitt inherent to all utterances. The Situationists claim that this "liberated language" can emerge only if language
becomes transformable, if "the totality of revolution'' can be shown to
"subsist as an unrealized but close-at-hand potentialiry, like the shadow
of an absent personage."4 J

Memoires and the Mimesis of Incoherence
The theorization of deroumement is inseparable from its practice. Theoretical texts on derournement are full of detoumed phrases, and Debord's
films and artworks contain theoretical reflections. One of the Siruationists' most discussed detoumement projects is the slim volume Memoires,
published in 1958 by Guy Debord and Asger Jorn. 42 The pages of
Memoires are covered with phrases and photographs dipped out of
canonical literary texts, newspapers, and literary and popular magazines.
These disparate textual fragments are woven together to create an allegory
ofDebord's involvement in the Lettrist movement and in the nascent
Situationist International; and to contribute to the theoretical discussions begun by these movements. 43 Jorn applied a variety of marks in
paint-from splatters to skeins to puddles-with the drip technique;
these marks sometimes connect Debord's texts and sometimes serve as
independent figures.The title page lists Jorn's contributions as "loadbearing structures. n
The book is divided into three chapters, each titled with a date that
contributes to the book's narrative aspect. 44 These dates correspond to
important events in Debord's life: June 1952, the premiere of his first film,
Howls far Sade; December 1952, the formation of the Lettrist International; and September 1953, the birth of the derive. 45 Despite the fact
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that Memoires was sold in the United States (it is Listed in Books in Print
in 1959 and 1960) by Wittenborn and Company (which is named on
the last page of the book as an American distributor), Debord places
great importance on his claim that Memoires was never sold (until it was
reissued as a mass-market book in 1993 and again in 2004), and he emphasiu:s in the "Attestations" appended to the 1993 reprint of M emoires
that he conceived of the distribution of his book as a form of potlatch. 46
M emoires would thus require, as an excessive gift, an even more extravagant response from its recipients.47 The book closes with the expression of a wish Lhat can be read as the gauntlet throw implicit in every
potlatch, as a challenge: "I wanted to speak the beautiful language of
my century." Unspoken here is a series of questions-"And you? What
did you want LO do? What will you do?"-addressed to the new Situationist lnterm1tional, and it would be possible to read the group's activities in the years to come as its response and countergift.
Memoires is meant to be used. T he use value of the book is emphasized by the inclusion of images from pedagogical sources: a pictorial
dictionary of an interior and exterior of a house and a geography textbook fo r schoolchildren (Plate 1).48 The book's putative subtraction
from the market also emphasizes the degree to which Debord intended
for the book's use value to be emphasized over its exchange value. But
Memoires is not meant to be read only as a map or as a pictorial dictionary
(or as a comic, another kind of text included in the book). That would
just i.hift reading from one established mode to another. Rather, the
book aims to unsettle existing reading habits and to train its readers to
create new ones. This is part of its potlatch character.
The new way of reading and writing in Memoires corresponds to a
new way of living and to Debord's claim that "Situationist theory resolutely supports a noncontinuous conception oflifc."~9 A unified life is
constructed according to the principles of coherence offered by the
spectacle. The Situationisrs aim for a different kind of unity:
The notion of unity must cease to be seen as applying to the whole
of one's life (where it serves as a reactionary mystification based
on the belief in an immortal soul and, in the final analysis, on the
division oflabor); instead, it should apply to the construction of
1:ach particular moment of life through the unitary use of situationist
methods.su
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Memoires' d iscontinuities emerge from this concept of a discontinuous
life. Its detournements break up the unity and presentness of every word.
Memoires is, in certain ways, illegible because it depends on resonances that must be found for every line. 51 This illegibility is a form of
hermeneutic coding: it demands reading; it issues a challenge to the
potlatch receiver; it is incoherent and anticipatory; and it is not, or not
yet, communication. Memoires is a "documentation of the conditions of
noncommunication," to use Debord's phrase from his film Critique ef
Separation.52 lncoherence must be sustained, because, as Debord writes
in that screenplay, coherence and passivity go hand in hand: "A coherent artistic expression expresses nothing but the coherence of the past,
nothing but passivity. It is necessary to destroy memory in art. To undermine the conventions of its communication. To demoralize its fans. "53
Coherence and passivity are countered by the fragmenting forms of
detournement in Memoires, whose incoherence imitates the incoherence of spectacular life.
"Incoherence," Thomas Y. Levin writes," ... expresses if not active
engagement, then at least a resistance to ... passiviry."54 T his "mimesis
of incoherence," as Levin calls it, does 11ot celebrate incoherence in itself
but as an anticipation of a future coherence and future activity.SS 1n the
first issue of the Situationist lr1lemational, Debord's "Theses on Cultural Revolution" lay out his understanding of the place of something
like incoherence in art:
ln culrure as in ocher areas, it is necessary to struggle without waiting
any longer for some concrete appearance of lhe moving order of the
furure. The possibilicy of this ever-changing new order, which is
already present among us, devalues all cxprcs&ions within exi~ting
cultural forms. If we arc ever to arrive at authentic direct communication (in our working hypothesis of higher cultural means: the
construction of siruations), we mu~t bring about the destruction of
all the forms of pseudocommunication. The victory will go to those
who are capable of creating disorder without loving it. 56

The absent order of the future disorders and devalues the language and
culture of th e present; one works with, for, and toward the future by intensifying this destructive force. Memoires contributes to this destruction by fragmenting and making illegible the past and the present. In
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Memoires, there are barely legible news clippings about actor Robert
Lynen and about a model getting approval from Christian Dior to marry
her fiance, but only one page contains literally illegible passages. However, the entire book could be said to render its detourned elements illegible, because it rips them from thetr original context and inserts them
in a new, incomplete work whose legibility is projected into the future.
This is detournement as negation and prelude.
While the line just quoted from Critique ofSeparation-"documentation of the conditions of noncommunication''-is spoken in the film's
sound track, the following i.ntertitles appear: "A poor rebellion, without
language but not without a cause. The program will take its own shape
... Partisans of the power of oblivion."57 Just as The Society ofthe Spectacle
presents the spectacular subject as aphasic, Debord presents himself
here as "without language" and against memory. And yet, as the sound
track goes on to say, this condition becomes eloquent when pushed to an
extreme: "As in a blurry drunken vision, the memory and language of
the film fade out {se dlfimt} simultaneously. At the extreme, miserable
subjectivity is reversed into a certain sort of objectivity: a documentation of the conditions of noncommunication."58 Read in the context of
this screenplay written only two years after Memoires, the polemical
goal of the book can be further specified: not to remember but to undo
(or difr:tire) memory's coherence. Memoires could also have been titled
Anti-Memoires, but this title would have been too univocal, merely oppositional and not engaged in generic transformation or detournement
(and it was already taken, by Andre Malraux). Memoires is about the
possibility of a different kind of memory, one that captures not coherence but a potentializing incoherence that points to a future. 59 The book
posits the possibility of coherence but disappoints, because only in this
way is incoherence noticeable, as failed coherence. Just as Critique of
Separation documents the "conditions of noncommunication," Memoires
presents the conditions of nonmemory, the reasons why memory must
be incoherent.

Beneath the Letters, the Sea
Incoherence also appears in Jorn's contributions to Memoires. In his text
"Detoumed Painting,"he interprets painting as a kind of disembowling:
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detourn painting is to sacrifice it and to make "blood fl.ow" while letting "Baudelaire's hymn to beauty" ring out. 60 Although "Solitude"the source of the last line ofMemoires-is probably not the Baudelairean
hymn to beauty that Jorn means, this sentence could be read as a paraphrase of the last page of Memoires, with its red fl.owing stain and this
detourned Bau<lelairean line: "I wanted to speak the beautifi.tl language
of my centw-y" (Plate 2).
To crack open is to release becoming, to let blood fl.ow. Memoires
is a liquid book. First and foremost it is liquid in the way a lunch can
be liquid. There are many detourned phrases about alcohol, and other
liquids flow though: laudanum, Macbeth's "sirops somniferes," absinthe,
ether, and, most important, the ink ofJorn's lines, which are a liquefaction
of the ink that goes into letters. The uncontainable matter of language
is not only the reinterpretability of words but also the inarticulation
that must be harnessed to form them. Jorn's lines sometimes guide the
reader, but they are often nothing more than formless ink explosions.
They are more than allegorical images of incoherence; they are the mark
of the materiality that detournement reveals and relies on. Debord depletes the meaning of the elements he detourns and gives them a new
meaning, but on a more elementary level, he also depletes letters of
their meanings and reduces them to marks that are then resignified.
Jo.m's "load-bearing structures" point to those allegorical procedures.The
unstable materiality of language supplants the supporting function of
Jo m's structures. They undermine instead of underpinning.Jorn's "structures portantes" are the height of incoherence at the base of Debord's
book. 61
to

Jack the Ripper
Memoires is usefol for understanding detournement as gendered and as
sexualized. The book thematizes the sexual origins of detournement in
at least two passages.62 One of Debord's underage, detourned lovers
appears in the book: seventeen-year-old Eliane Papai. Her photograph
is included in chapter 2, and the book contains a detourned description
of the "reform school" where she lived as well as its inhabitants and their
crimes, most notably prostitution.63 Ditourneme:nt de mineur is explicitly
linked to prostitution-and thus to Memoires' mention of the nineteenth
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century's most notorious serial killer of prostitutes: Jack the Ripper. In
Memoires, Jack the Ripper's name appears in a detoumed simile: "like
that other night prowler, named Jack the Ripper, in a dark dead end
street in Whitechapel, in London, some sixty-five years earlier" ("Comme
cet autre rodeur de nuit, surnomme Jack l'Eventreur, dans quelque sombre impasse de Whitechapel, a Londrcs, quelque soixante-cinq ans
auparavant"). Jack the Ripper, who cut open women with the professional skill of a surgeon or butcher and in some cases removed and
arranged their organs around their corpses, is like that other prowler,
Guy Debord, who cuts up texts and removes and displays the detached
elements.64
Jack the Ripper appears at a crucial juncture in the second of the
three chapters in Debord and Joni's book. The first chapter ends with
the trii1mph ofDebord's first film, Howls for Sade, and with an ultimatum: "the arts of the future will be radical transformations of situations,
or nothing at all. "65 This sentence, taken from Debord's film, sets the
stakes high for his future works, and in the beginning of the next chapter, the die seems to have been cast: they will be nothing at all. The second chapter appears to be nothing more than a melancholic interlude
between Howls and the invention of the derive documented in chapter 3.
The date that gives chapter 2 its title, December 1952, marks the beginning ofDebord's Lettrist International group, but this splinter group
of Lettrists doesn't do anything until chapter 3. ln the narrative of the
second chapter, the page on which Jack the Ripper appears marks a transition from the inactivity and depression evoked in the second chapter's
first pages to new forms of activity.
The Jack the Ripper passage concludes a page of Memoires that is
about the emergence of the new, which has been mistaken (by "one")
for the old (Plate 3). The page tells a story. It opens with the line, "It
can't be said that I haven't said anything new; the arrangement of materials is new"; this is a theoretical introduction that presents a negative,
critical position and then immediately contests it. The rest of the page
aims to show that, despite claims to the contrary, there is something new
here. The next few lines present the setting for this discussion before
reengaging with the argument in the detourned line that mentions "an
itching to innovate without end" ("une demangeaison d'innover sans
fin"). The following lines then tum this "itching" into a prelude to sexual
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and violent conquest; the itch is stilled in a violent interaction between a
childlike woman and an apocalyptically strong figure who is not named
but compared, in the simile quoted above, to Jack the Ripper ("Je la sens
trembler comme un enfant I c'est une vraie gamine I plus fort,jusqu'a
devenir la fin du monde").
This Ripper simile makes explicit the physical acts of cutting and
displaying necessary for detournement. On this page of Memoires, detournement is the sadistic cutting open of word-bodies to reveal their
liquid insides, which can be rearranged around the opened-up corpse
of the original: "the arrangement of materials is new" ("la disposition
des matieres est nouvelle"). The goal is the revelation of the internal
tension between so]jd and liquid, reified captive words and the fluid,
open, future language of communication.

Uomen and Film
Jack the Ripper appears in Memoires as a figure of violent, masculine
innovation. The association of progress, masculinity, and gendered violence has a long tradition in the avant-garde, and it appears explicitly
in texts by t\vo of Debord's peers.66 At the end of Jorn's book Pour la
forme, published in 1958 by the Situationist International, he daims
that progress and innovation are exclusively masculine:
Anthropology shows us that matriarchies maintain themselves by
means of one sole taboo: a taboo on introducing anything new in
the community.... This analysis will surely be considered extremely

reactionary. But what if there is no good objection? If the objections
are dictated by laziness and fatigue? There is thus but one sole
conclusion: progress is man's domain.67

For Jorn, women tend toward stagnation, while men innovate. Art proceeds toward the unknown, Jorn goes on to say, and this is why art is a
perpetual adventure pursued solely by men. 68 This is a variation on
Debord's theory of time, a variation that makes the gendered aspect of
Debord's theory rnanifest: pseudo-cyclical time (natural, feminized, and
free of development) must be overcome by a masculine appropriation of
historical time. This may be why the "itching to innovate" in Memoires
can be felt and satisfied by men alone.
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This sentiment is echoed in the writings of the Lettrist Isidore Isou,
who was Debord's first great ally and mentor before becoming his nemesis. In his 1952 Esthltique du cinlma, lsou presents his films as the opening of what he calls the ciselante or chiseling phase of cinema, in which
the filmmaker rediscovers the individual frame and the vertical relations among frames.69 The frame is what !sou calls film's "particle,"
whose importance, he claims, has been obscured by the horizontalization used to create the illusion of narrative. The particle of film is the
new territory of the Lettrist filmmaker, who must abandon all the riches
of narrative cinema and existing aesthetic values in favor of a new art
of immediacy.7U lsou will accomplish these goals, he says, by worki ng
on the negative:

In this way, we will render our presence visible in the secret flesh
of representation. The negative remains the work's fetus, or the
monstrous element from which the beautiful image of reality will
spurt. ... By getting our hands on grace's lower depths, she will be
deflowered even before her wedding night with the audience.71
But before Jsou can accomplish these things, he must take back film
from the anonymous, feminine editors, the monteuses. 72 !sou's deflowering work must be preceded by theft, and this appropriation imprints
a masculine proper name on what was once anonymous and fcrninine. 13
T his pre-deflowering prepares the way for the true deflowering in chiseling cinematic production.
lsou's other works present this deflowering in similar terms. This
is a dialogue about the formal manipulation of film from Isou's screenplay for his film Traiti de bave el di!ternitibetween the character Daniel,
who serves as lsou's mouthpiece, and an anonymous interlocutor:
When you manhandle something so thac something else
emerges from it, you expel its secret charms, you kill it!
A VOICE: That's what you do with a woman when you manhandle
her too much!
DAN 1EL: Exactly! Just think about the Marquis de Sade and his
relationships with the weaker sex! 7~
DAN I EL:

This fantasy of passive material manipulated by the active artist appears
in a similar form later in the screenplay, as the main female character
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submits totally to Daniel: "EvE: Oh, you can do whatever dirty things
you want with me, my dear, nothing will be dirty to me coming from
you!"7SAnd later her submission reaches a new extreme; he may do anything to her, she tells him: "even kill me" ("me tuer, mcmc"). 76 In this
film about the character Daniel's project of''a manifesto of cinema in
cinema,"lsou announces the program ofLenrist cincma. 77 He aims for
a revolution in cinema, but as McKenzie Wark writes, "what he ends
up with is a charmless account of his alter-ego Daniel's misogyny."78
The violent analogy that joins women and film is reinforced by the film's
thematic treatment of women who submit themselves to violence and
welcome the possibility of being murdered.
There is nothing in Mlmoires or in Debord's other texts as explicitly gendered as Jorn's or Isou's theories, but at fi rst glance there seems
to be nothing that contradicts them. The final chapter of Memoires even
seems to follow Jorn's model by including images of collective action
by exclusively male groups: the Knights of the Round Table, the Swiss
Guards. But these gendered figures arc not Dcbor<l's invention; he reuses
them, perhaps with critical intent.
At first glance, there may be nothing in Debord that explicitly contradicts Jorn and lsou, but perhaps the theory of detournement does.
Detournement is meant to be dtftourn.f-criticized, re-allegorized, reironized-and it can be detourned and transformed into a theory and
practice of gendered critique, even if this is nor Debord's intention. '9 In
The Society of the Spectacle, Debord insists chat detournement cannot
"enshrine any inherent and definitive certainty," including, one could add,
the certainty that intention would bestow on Debord's texts (§208).Jorn
and lsou are on the contrary very certain about their claims.Jorn asserts
that he has arrived at the "sole conclusion" possible, and l sou in~ists that
he has found an origin and deflowered it. Debord makes similar statements, but even his most obstinate positions are potentially undone by
his equally obstinate statements about the openness of detournement.
Detournement is a form of critical repetition that until now has
been governed by its creators' gendered concepts. But if one is to take
derournement as seriously as its Lettrist and Situationist theorizers,
then their misogynist poses, serious or not, cannot be taken seriously,
or at least they cannot be allowed to determine the understanding of
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detournement. Situationist texts on detournement cannot be exempted
from a general detournability.

Detournement in Baudelaire
The question now is: How to detourn detournement? How to rearticulate it in such a way that it includes a critique of its gendered theorization in Debord and his predecessors and accomplices? This section
will interpret a specific example of detournement, the final line of
Memoires, which is a metapoetic statement about the book and the
Situationist project in general. The final line of Memoires-"Je voulais
parler la belle langue de mon siecle" ("I wanted to speak the beautiful
language of my century")-is taken from Baudelaire's prose poem "Solitude," and this resonance is useful for understanding Debord and Jorn's
book and for detourning derournement.
"Solitude" stages a debate between a journalist who maintains that
solitude is "bad for people" and a narrator who seems to represent the
opposing view.80 The poem opens with the narrator's indirect quotations
of the journalist and proceeds to relate how the two parties defend their
positions with quotations: the journalist cites the church fathers, and the
narrator cites La Bruyere and Pascal.
The narrator's quotational style reveals a few peculiarities. \iVhen
quoting La Bruyere, he relies on a misquotation lifted from Poe's "Man
of the Crowd."81 And his Pascal quotation is accompanied by a strange
addendum: '"Almost all our woes come from not being capable of
remaining in our rooms,' said another wise man, Pascal, I believe. "This
"I believe" caLis attention to itself, because any educated French speaker
of the nineteenth century would not have doubted for a second the attribution to Pascal.82 In what appears to be a reciprocal, sincere lobbing
of quotations, "I believe" effects a slight disturbance. In case Baudelaire's readers do not notice the narraror's misquotations and feigned
doubt, the poem's final lines make clear his distance from the commonplaces that he quotes and from any form of respectful quotation. There,
rhe narrator says that he "could" caU the pleasures of the crowd Jraternitary" (Baudelaire's italics), but only "ifl wanted to speak the beautiful
language of my century." By italicizing "fraternitary," he explicitly distances himself from it; he takes the word into his mouth and spits it out.
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Baudelaire's transformation of quotation into a kind of protodetournement is explicit only in the final sentence, and this is where
Debord's scissors enter the poem. He makes his cut in the middle of
Baudelaire's phrase and leaves out the "if." The phrase in Memoires no
longer reads "ifl wanted to speak the beautiful language of my century"
but "I wanted to speak the beautiful language of my century." Debord
makes clear, by excising the "if," that he has (or had) a desire to speak
the beautifol language of his cenrury.83 Or, better: he makes clear that
he wants to detourn this desire. It's not clear whether Debord means
this to be the expression of his intention. And Debord does not claim
that he has actually spoken this language. The line does not read "je parlais la belle langue de mon siecle" (1 spoke the beautiful Language of my
century) but "je voulais ... "(I wanted to . .. ). Memoires is, as Debord
says in his afterword to the 1993 reedition of Memoires, "the test but
not the use of our forces."

Insinuation
Baudelaire's narrator never explicitly makes the argument that "solitude
is good." He just wants to be left alone by the pesky journalist:
I especially want my damned journalist to let me enjoy myself as l like.
"Then you never feel the need to share your delights?" he says to me,
wich a very apostolic nasal tone. Look at that subtle envious onel
The disgusting spoilsport, he knows I look down on his, and he comes
insinuating himself into mine [s'insinuer dans les micnnes]!84

To "insinuate oneself" (s'insinuer} is "to introduce oneself, make one's
way, or penetrate, by sinuous or subtle ways," according to the OED; it
is to "penetrer peu apcu," Littrireports.85 To quote is to take words from
others; to be insinuated is to become a vessel for someone else's words.86
The narrator's proto-detournement seems to repeat the journalist's
insinuation: the journalist insinuates, and the narrator counters with his
proto-detournement. But the relation is in fact asymmetrical. Insinuation comes first, and it runs deeper than the narrator's use of particular
quotations. Baudelaire's narrator highlights his insinuation by opening
the poem with the journalist's words and by participating in this debate
about solitude as virtue or vice, which is itself cliched.
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The narrator takes up the cause of solitude in a strategic battle
against the journalist, but he has no stake in solitude as such, or at least
not in the type of solitude that he seems w defend here. It is hard to
believe that he would want to heed the call that, he says, "summon[s]
to their meditative cells all the p<mic-stricken who seek happiness in
movement." Spleen de Paris, the collection that includes "Solitude,"
includes another poem, titled "Crowds," in which the narrator praises
"that ineffable orgy, that holy prostirution of the soul which gives itself
totally, poetry and charity, to the unexpected which appears, to the unknown which passes by" in the middle of a crowd. 87 In the crowd, the
poet is able to enjoy "the incomparable privilege of being able, at will,
to be himself and an other." In that poem, he also writes of his indifference to the term "solitude": "Multirude, solirude: equal and interchangeable terms for the active and fertile poet." Although it cannot be claimed
that these narrators are the same, "Crowds" at least casts doubt on the
narrator's position in "Solin1de."
The defense of solitude is just one of many masks that Baudelaire
dons in Spleen de Paris, which one critic describes as a collection of
"elaborate rehearsals of moral and philosophical stances [that] ... may
be no more than performances."8~The intimacy forced upon him by the
insinuating journalist is like the promiscuity of the crowd, in which he
can both be himself and an other, both say what he means and wear the
mask of someone who really cares about the journalist's opinion of solitude. The narrator cannot be said to quote La Bruyere and Pascal in the
sense of quotation that is criticized by the Situationists; he does not
recognize these classical thinkers' authority but subtly undercuts it.
The debate with the journalist may only be a pretext for a reflection on the value and function of quotations. Graham Robb interprets
Baudelaire's use of commonplaces in terms that allow for a comparison
of Baudelaire and the Situationists: "Baudelaire's perverse or even comical use of [cliches and popular sayings] suggests a world in which 'philosophical' or 'spiritual' realities are, essentially, lexical patterns which may
reinforce the supposed truth, but which can just as easily contradict and
undermine it."89 Baudelaire writes elsewhere of the "immense intellectual
profundity in popular expressions, holes dug by generations of ants."90
Cliches are run through with subterranean passages that poets can
explore and exploit in their battle against the truths that these cliches
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are supposed to support. But to do this, poets must enter enemy terrain
and repeat the locutions that they undermine. In this repetition, poets
dig into language, but they too are dug into, penetrated by the very language that they want to overcome or keep at a distance.
"Solitude" seems to be more about quotations than about solitude.
But are these things really different? The narrator's quotational promiscuity may be a way of undoing linguistic solitude even as he seems to
praise physical isolation. Detournement is a way of populating one's
own speech, or acknowledging how language is densely settled, burrowed through by others. The poem approximates what Debord discusses in The Society efthe Spectacle as the tension between separation and
reunification of human forces, in this passage cited earlier in this chapter: "In the course of this development [of forms of separation] all community and critical awareness have ceased to be; and the forces that
were able-by separating- to grow enormously in strength have not yet
found a way to reunite"(§25). In Baudelaire's poem, in the narrator's insinuated language, there is an image of what this reunification might look
like. It is active, passive, nonexpressive, and full of conflict.
This reading of the prose poem reveals the inadequacy of the concepts of activity and passivity for describing detournement or interpreting Situationist texts. 91 Baudelaire's narrator actively detourns, yes, but
this detournement includes the staging of his passive insinuation and
the emphasis on his exposure to the journalist's language. The poem
allows for this conclusion: detournement is always a repetition of a prior
insinuation.
Any reading ofDebord's desire for a beautiful language should retain
a memory of the workings of guotation and misquotation in "Solitude."
With this in mind, Debord's oeuvre becomes something other than what
it has been taken to be. It is a complex and as yet unexplored terrain for
thinking about gender and the avant-garde, even ifDebord's texts often
resist this kind of reading. Just as Baudelaire Laments the insinuating
influence of the journalist, Debord's texts- and the texts of many contemporary artists and art critics-are run through with opposition to
passivity.92 Debord's texts can nonetheless be reread, detoumed, as texts
about tensions within Situationist practices, and not just as proposals
to overcome spectacular passivity in favor of activity and authenticity. 93
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Epilogue: Not One Phrase Is Mine
The detournement of Baudelaire's line relies on a sleight of hand. "r'
first refers to Baudelaire's narrator and then to Debord's. There is something about the "]"that allows for this. The "I," along with "you," Emile
Benveniste writes, belongs to "an ensemble of 'empty' signs, nonrefercntial in relation to 'reality' and always available, which become 'full' as
soon as a speaker assumes them in the instance of discourse."~4 These
pronouns are "empty" and can become "full" when assumed by a speaker,
but, even when they are "full," they retain the characteristic of being
"available." Benveniste's use of quotation marks to set off "empty" and
"full" indicates the inadequacy of these terms for describing the "l,"which
is always available, always in excess of the speaker it implies and thus
never only full or empty. In Debord's book, the fullness of the "I" is
undercut by the availability or openness that allowed the position of the
pronoun to be appropriated for its inclusion in the book.
The irreducibility of the availability of the "I" appears in the possibility, noted by Benveniste, that the "I" can always be a quoted "I": "If
I perceive two successive instances of discourse containing 'l,' uttered in
the same voice, nothing guarantees to me that one of them is not a
reported discourse, a quotation in which T could be imputed to another.'"l5 Debord takes advantage of this aspect of"l " from the first sentence of Memoires ("Mc souvenir de toi? Oui,je veux" [Remember you?
Yes, I want to]), taken from Hugo's translation of Hamlet, to rhe last.
The effect is the illusion of a narrator, an "I" that seems consistent or
that tempts the reader into bestowing a consistency, despite the disparate
array of texts in whicl1 it speaks. But the illusory nature of this coherence is foregrounded by the fact that, since Debord cut out the detourned
texts from texts with very different typefaces, no two instances of"!" look
the same. Like Benvcniste, Debord makes clear that 1" cannot be owned.
And neither can any other word or phrase, as Situationist practices
show. Their use of detoumed clements does not imply a transfer of ownership of a sentence from, say, Baudelaire to Debord. Dctoumement is
not the appropriation of materials but an attempt at their expropriation, their release from any kind of definitive appropriation and from
any kind of private property.Just as "I" and other shifters are free ofevery
hold on them, language in general should be free from ownership.
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Dcbord's hold on the language of Memoires lacks definitiveness.
Nowhere does Debord speak. He cuts ;rnd uses prefabricated materials
but can claim no fixed position as speaker or writer, despite his name's
appearance on the title page. Hi recognition of the distance from the
language of Memoires can be used to grasp something that otherwise
would be contradictory about his "Attestations" appended to the 1993
recdition. He claims there that Memoires "does not include a single
phrase, not even a brief one, of mine." Debord writes this despite the
fact that l'vUmoires contains detourned lines from his screenplay for the
film Howlsfor Sade as well as a few shorter passages from his other writings. Since these contain more than "a single phrase" of his, the "Attestations" might appear to be disingenuous. But another reading is possible:
even Debord's own texts are written to be detourned. And, if dctournemcnt is always the repetition of an insinuation, these texts were never
owned by him in the first place. It is clear that Debord claims no hold
on language, even if it is "his."
T his abjuration of private property claims to language is central to
detournement. The "User's Guide" presents as detournement's ultimate
goal the elimination of"all remnants of the notion of personal property"
in the realm of artistic production.96 Insofar as it targets private property and aims to make historical experience possible, detournement is
a political activity as much as it is an artistic one, and it has to be understood within the Situationists' total critique. Detoumement has as its
goal the transformation of private property and history, and the Situationists accomplish this in their practices and theories that present
human production as social production, not in a utopian future but in
the present.

Epilogue: Detournement and Centonic Uriting
The Situationists write of detournement as part of a general ~insubor
dination of words" that is "manifested in all modem writing from Baudelaire to the dadaists and]oyce."97 They are referring to literature's ability
to resist new forms of alienation that emerged in the ninett:enth and
twentieth centuries, but quotational writing has a much longer history.
They could just as well have begun with the Greek and Latin cento, "a
poem or poetic sequence made up of recognizable shorter sequences from
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one or more existing poems," usually by Homer or Virgil.98 Centos can
serve any number of purposes: they may parody their sources, as in the
case of the anonymous Virgilian centos on gambling (De a/ea) and on
breadmaking (De pa11ijicio); or they may seek to transfer their sources'
formal elegance to new material, as in Proba's 694-line Virgilian cento on
the life of Christ.99 One of the best-known centos is Ausonius's obscene
quasi-epithalamium Nuptial Cento, which he presents as "continuous,
though made of disjointed tags; absurd, though ofgrave materials; mine,
though the elements are another's."tOO
The cento has enjoyed a continuous existence since antiquity and
remains a Jjving genre; it has also suffered a continuous denigration by
church authorities, by literary critics, and by cento writers themsclves. 101
Saint Jerome condemned Proba's composition as a poem centered on a
"Christ without Christ": that is, a poem written with words originally
composed by a poet (Virgil) who did not intend to write about Christ. 102
Ausonius calls his own Nuptial Cento "a trifling and worthless little
book, which no pains have shaped nor care polished, without a spark of
wit and that ripeness which deliberation gives." 103 Modern scholarship
has added its own condemnations and trivializations. The introduction
to the 1919 Loeb Classical Library edition calls A.usonius's cento "shambling and awkward as to sense, and disgraced by the crude and brutal
coarseness of its closing episode. Neither the thorough knowledge of
Virgil's text, nor the perverse ingenuity in the compilation can redeem
this literary outragc." 104 Filippo Ermini, the author of a generally laudatory 1909 study of Proba that remains authoritative, feels compelled to
condemn the "sad" and "suffocating" artifice of the cento form, and even
a scholarly account from 1997 claims that rhe cento is "essentially a frivolous genre," a "bizarre and essentially playful form, one despised then
[in the fourth century] as well as now. "10s

on a single poet's corpus (Homer or Virgil) and on their audience's familiarity with those poets, and they aim to retain the Virgilian or Homeric
feel of their sources. It is, however, difficult to differentiate modern quotational writing from the cento, since, as one critic writes, the cento is
not an isolatable genre but a diffuse mode of writing: "Cento is not a
generic term but an icriture--such as parody, travesty ... and pastichewhich can be realized in lyric and epic form as well as in the prose of
· and the literary
·
· crorm."101 A
political treatises
essay, even ·m d rarnatic
preliminary conclusion to the question of how to differentiate modern
quotational writers from the centonists would be that the modern quotational texts discussed in this book are just instances in a millennial
tradition of quotational writing that includes the cento.

What is the source of this disdain? More than any subject matter,
Helmut Miiller-Sievcrs argues, it is the fact that the cento points to the
recombinatory potential of every text, which undermines every interpretation that depends on the establishment of intention. 106 To centonize
is to transform the literary tradition-or, really, every textual traditionfrom a static corpus into a field of possible intervention.
There are many differences between the classical cento and its modern quotational counterparts: Greek and Roman centos most often rely
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THREE

fvIARCEL BROODTHAERS, AN
ARTIST IN QUOTATION MARKS
Qyotation is a constant reminder that writing is displacement.
-Edward Said

Parrots
It would be easy to set up Guy Debord and Marcel Broodthaers as opposing figures: Debord would play the role of the revolutionary who eventually turns away from art, and Broodthaers would be cast as the bourgeois
artist focused on a conceptualist form of /'art pour !'art. This scenario
would, however, obscure the more comple.x points of comparison between
the two artists as well as their shared interest in examining the possibiJities available to art, politics, and critique in the 1960s and 1970s.
Debord continues to write and make films, despite his skepticism about
art as a separate activity, while Broodthaers's works emerge from a profoundly political reflection- his Musee d'Art Moderne, Departement des
Aigles, for instance, draws on his experiences during the May 1968 occupation of the Brussels Palais des Beaux-Arts. 1
Broodthaers insists on the survival of art's critical potential even as
he carefully circumscribes art's critical reach. This is his response to an
interviewer who asks if he makes "engaged," political art: "I did once.
They were poems, which are concrete signs of engagement since they
exist without compensation.... In the visual arts, my only possible engagement is with my adversaries Qe n'ai pu m'engager que chez mes
adversaires]."2 There are two ways to understand the last sentence here:
either as "I can only engage with (that is, contest) my adversaries" or as
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"I can only be engaged (that is, be employed) by my adversaries." Art
must attempt to contest reification, and, at the same time, he claims, art
is reification. 3 Broodthaers highlights the difficulties involved in negating art's reification, and he submits to a restrained yet biting critique
his contemporaries' attempts to undo or avoid reification.
In 1964, after almost twenty years as a poet active in the ambit of
Belgian surrealism, Broodthaers has his first gallery exhibition and declares that he is an artist. 4 H e locates his "point of deparrure" as an artist
in his encounter with George Segal's sculptures and with pop art, which
he interprets, in a 1965 interview, as a form of "opposition" against a
consumerism that, in the United States, has "invaded absolutely all the
areas of private life" and "completely destroyed the possibility of enjoying the pleasures of life."S Pop art is a "form of revolt" that "uses the
forms o f advertising to denounce them," and it is this simple strategy,
similar to detournement, that can be used to understand Broodthaers's
works. Eigh t years later, Broodthacrs proposes the same basic structure
for interpreting his "experimencal exhibition'' Der Adler vom O!igoziin
bis heute (The eagle from the Oligocene to today): "I wanted to neutralize the use value of the symbol of the Eagle and reduce it to a zero
degree so as to introduce a critical dimension into the history and use
of this symbol."6 In the catalog for that exhibition, he writes that "the
intention is to incite a critical attitude about how art is presented in
public."7 Broodthaers's reading of pop art makes clear why he might be
interested in appropriation and quotation: he can present images, words,
and objects in such a way as to reduce their use value and provoke a
critical relation to them. These are modest goals, especially when compared to Debord's.
In the years that separate Broodthaers's debut as an artist from his
later statements about his exhibition, there is a slight shift. He speaks
in the later texts much more about how art is presented than he does
about consumer society. He hasn't changed his view of what art can do,
but he has become aware of impediments to art 's critical fu nctions, impediments often set up by artists themselves, who, instead of offering
critique, simply mimic the conditions that pop art aimed to oppose.
Already in the early 1960s, he is skeptical of the Nouveaux Realistes,
who were and are often compared to pop artists, but whose movement,
Broodthaers writes, "acquiesces to the forms of modern civilization. It's
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almost a form of glorification. They are searching for a new aesthetic
that would be adequate to the civilization they live in [a la mesure de
la civilization clans laquellc ils vivent}, while Pop is first of all a form oi
opposition."8 Broodthaers docs not want to make art to measure for consumer society. But he also doesn't want to give up the intimate, oppositional relation that pop art modeled for him. He copies what he opposes
so as to insert difference into his copy, and what he often copies are the
practices of other artists, who, he says more or less explicitly, acquiesce
without critique. Broodthaers recognizes that he too acquiesces, to the
methods and manners of the art market, but he also insists that he can
remain critical when doing so.
This all remains abstract wirhout discussion of specific works, but
the point of these introductory remarks is to outli ne Broodthaers's general view of art, which often results in works that don't seem so clearly
tied to critique. IfBroodthaers's intentions seem obscure, it's in part because his opaque mimicry disturbs every perception ofinrcntion. Broodthaers is interested in mimicry's rransformative powers, but remains aware
of the negative reaction to those powers and their potential impotence,
which is why he often uses base materials, like eggshells and mussel
shells, in his works, as if to highlight art's weakness. "His materials in
the mid-1960s do not start but end chains of signification," Rachel
Haidu writes. "It is as if Broodthaers were using the most impoverished,
debased sign system he could find . .. to countenance the avant-garde
ideal of an evacuation of languages, both plastic and written. "'J
Among Broodthaers's impoverished materials, the parrot occupies
a special, unacknowledged position: alive, stuffed, painted, silhouetted,
appropriated, the parrot often appears as a marker of the tension between
the loquaciousness and silence of the artist and the artwork itself. Parrots do not speak, if"spcaking" requires consistently discernible intention, but they can be taught to say many things, and they arc beautiful,
colorful animals, even if they are often surrounded, when caged, by their
own waste-which appears in installation photos of Broodthaers's living parrots-and thus recall the other kinds of waste (eggshells, mussel
shells) in Broodthaers's works. His 1974 installation-like "decor" titled
Ne dites pas queje ne l'ai ptlS dit (Don't say J didn't say so) includes a live
parrot, and the companion work Dites partout queje !'ai dit (Say everywhere that I said so), part of his 1974 retrospective exhibition Eloge du
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sujet, includes a stuffed parrot under glass as well as an appropriated
image of a

parrot.10 To state

the obvious and unpack the tautological: the

the arcwork and to show the continued potential of the kind of aesthetic
experience offered by bourgeois art.

parrot is the allegorical emblem, for Broodthaers, of repetition. 11 He
makes this very clear by including, in Dites par/out queje l'ai dit, a recording of his voice reading his repetitive, stuttering poem, "My Rhetoric."Thcre is also a critical edge to his parrots: as Baidu notes, the parrot
"underscores, pathologizes, and parodies the aspect of repetition intrinsic to the artistic retrospective."12
Broodthaers poaches his parrots from nineteenth-century ornithological volumes, just as he copies, in his best known artist's books,
works of literature by nineteenth-century authors, including Alexandre
Dumas pere, Baudelaire, Mallarme, and Heinrich H eine. ll Appropriation and quotation offer Broodthaers a way to create engaged art: art
that engages in debates about politics and aesthetics while also remaining distant from them; and art that foregrounds the fact that it has been
produced by an artist who has been engaged by a collector, a museum,
the market. By using quotation, Broodthaers can offer critiques without
speaking in his own voice and without using language as a means of
expression and communication.
These interpretive prcmjses will guide the reading that follows, but
they should be under~tood as necessary but not sufficient conditions for
understanding Broodthaers's works, which aim to provide the kind of
aesthetic experience that would disappear from an interpretation that
focuses only on the works' critical aspects. His works are critical and

Memory
The cover ofje hai.r le mouvemmt qui deplacc /es lignes announces it as a
work by Baudelaire (Plate 4).The book is made up of nine page spreads:
1. The first spread contains, in the upper right hand corner of
the recto, all the numbers and the sole letter of the ~figures" that
will appear in the book: 0, 1, 2, 12, A.

2. On the recto of the second page spread (Plate 5), Broodthaers
quotes Baudelaire's poem "Beauty" as it appears in Les jlturs du
ma/; Broodthaers's only modification is the printing in red of the
line "Je hais le mouvement qui dcplacc les Hgnes."
3- 6. The body of the book consists of the line "Je hais le mouvemcnt qui deplace Jes ligm:s" spaced out, one word on each of its
eight pages. Each page also comains eight instances of the abbreviation "Fig." (Figure 2) arranged in three rows on the top half
of the page, wich each "Fig." followed by a number.

7. T he antepenultimate page spread contains a version of the sonnet that reverts, in one passage, to an earlier version of the sonnet
that Baudelaire published in a journal. (By leaving out another
variant in that publication, Broodrhaers creates a poem that
Baudelaire never wrote.)

communication, by resisting instrumcntalization, by reducing objects
to a zero degree-but also resists an instrumentalization in the service

8. The peonltimate page spread (Figure 3) contains the colophon
and a single-sentence pl>Stscripl in which Broodthaers situates
the book's "origin" in a seminar that he attended on Baudelaire
conducted by the sot:iologi>t Lucien Goldmann.

of critique. This is why Broodthaers's works sometimes seem like dead

9. The final page spread is blank.

opaque. This opacity reinforces the works' critical edge- by refusing

ends. His parrots embody his critique of the retrospective, among other
things, but they are also uncomprehending and potentially incomprehensible mimes, especially when they're stuffed.
This chapter will focus on one quotational work, Broodthaers's 1973
artist's book whose title, ]e hnis le mouvement qui deplace !es lignes is a
line quoted from Baudelaire's sonnet "La Beaute" ("Beauty"). The poem
is like a parrot, caged and s tuffed, but one that comes alive in Broodthaers's book

to

intervene in contemporary debates about the status of
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The back cover is blank except for the notation "(Fig A)."
Broodthaers quotes Baudelaire very differently than Debord. Broodthaers's Baudelaire is not a source for fragments to be removed from their
original context, delyricizcd and placed among a collection of clippings
from mass circulation newspapers and magazines. Instead, Broodthaers
isolates Baudelaire's poem on the page, respecting its conventional presentation and even reproducing it in Garamond, the typeface used in the
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Bibliotheque de la Pleiade, the prestigious leather-bound French series
printed on high-quality paper and reserved for canonical works of literature, philosophy, and history. When compared to the use oflanguage
by contemporaries such as Joseph Kosuth and Debord, Broodthaers's
work seems anachronistic, a throwback to the livres d'artiste of Picasso
and Matisse.
The comparison with Debord and Jorn's J'\1imoires is telling in other
ways. Memoires was, according to Debord, never intended to be sold
and certainly does not contain any information about the edition size,
whereas Broodthaers's book was sold in a limited edition and lists, in
its colophon, all the details a collector would want to know about the
edition originale (numbered I to X and signed) and the premiere edition
{three hundred copies, unnumbered and unsigned). This is far from
Debord's putative potlatch. But there is at least one obvious similarity
between the 1:1.vo works: Broodthaers and Debord quote Baudelairean
lines about beauty. Debord wants ro speak "the beautiful language of his
century," and Broodthaers quotes a poem titled "Beauty." For Debord,
a beautiful language may be made possible by the detournement of
commodified lant,ruage. For Broodthaers, beauty and commodification
are intimately tied, in a way that a close reading of his work wiU reveal.

Ce JIV(• troow son ortotne O•ns U(I s~lnalre Ge Lucien
Goldmann S-\Jf S•ud&l&ire" ten1.t A Bruxell.,$ l'hiver
1969· t970, avquel l'a.vals 4t9 lnvit4 a. p3rtlclper comme srt/.stq,
MARCEL BROOOTliAEl'lS

Fl GU RE 3. Page from J\llarcel Broodthaers,je hair le mouvement qui rleplace
!es lignes (1973). 32 x 24 cm. Copyright The Esrate of Marcel Broodthacrs I
Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York I SABAM, Brussels.
FJCllRE z . Page spread from Marcel Broodthaers,Je hais le molJ<Vement qui
dep!ace !es lignes (1973). 32 x 48 cm. Copyright The Estate of Marcel
Broodthaers I Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York I SABAM, Brussels.
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Timeless and Austere: Baudelaire's Beauty

In studious awe the poets brood
before my monumental pose

Broodthaers's poetry often echoes Baudelaire's, and his works related to
Baudelaire include two fihns from 1970 and the artist's book Pauvre
Belgique, a take on Baudelaire's book project with the same title. 14 His
choice of the sonnet "Beauty" must have been carefully considered, and
a reading of the poem is essential for an interpretation of the artist's
book that quotes it. This is the poem as it appears in Les jleurs du ma!
and in Richard Howard's translation:

aped from the proudest pedestal,

La Beaute
Je suis belle, 6 mortels! comme un reve de pieue,
Et mon sein, ou chacun s'est meunri cour a tour,
Est fait pour inspirer au poete un amour
Etemel et muet ainsi que la matiere.
J e tr6ne clans l'azur comme un sphinx incompris;
J'unis un coeu r de neige a la blancheur des cygnes;
Je hais le mouvement qui deplace les lignes,
Et jamais je ne pleure et jamais je ne ris.

Les poetes, devanr mes grandes attitudes,
Qye j'ai l'air dcmprunter aux plus 6ers monuments,
Consumeront leurs jours en d'austeres erudes;
Car fai, pour fasciner ces dociles amants,
De purs miroirs qui font toutes choses plus belles:
Mes yeux, mes larges ycux aux clartc~s eternelles!
Beaury
Conceive me as a dream of stone:
my breast, where mortals come to grief,
is made to prompt all poets' love,
mute and noble as matter itse.lf
With snow for flesh, with ice for heart,
I sit on high, an unguessed sphinx
begrudging acts that alter forms;
I never laugh-I never weep.
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and to bind these docile lovers fast
I freeze the world in a perfect mirror:
The timeless light of my wide eyes. 15

The incipit's Laconic declaration-"Je suis bellc"-is disorienting because
its speaker is not identified. l6 This repeats the confusion sown by the
cover of Broodthaers's book: the reader knows that this is a book by
Broodthacrs, and yet the book is attributed to Baudelaire. The book thus
focuses, from the start, on the question "Who is speaking?" The reader
soon determines that the poem is spoken in the voice of Beauty, who
goes on to describe herself as distant, cold, and irnmortal. 17 She is an
unattainable beauty who "inspires ... an eternal and mute love" in the
poets who adore her, a love that compels them to spend their days composing "austeres etudes" dedicated to her.
The poem seems unified by a polarizing vertical axis: immobile
Beauty above, admiring and docile poets below. It would be possible to
interpret Baudelaire's poem this way, as the declaration of '"le beau
ideal' of antiquity ... as expounded by contemporaries ofBaude1aire.»1s
And yet something seems off in this reading. The notion of a purely
spiritual, eternal beauty contradicts many texts in which Baudelaire argues
for a more complex conception of beauty as simultaneously eternal and
fleeting, as ideal and earthy. 19 But that is not enough to call into question her words: just because Baudelaire criticizes something in one text
doesn't mean he can't praise it in another. 20 There are, however, several
indications, within "Beauty," that the poem should not be taken at its
word, beginning with two unusual similes in the first quatrain: she is as
beautiful "as a dream of stone," and the poets' love for her is as "mute
and noble as matter itself"The second simile is especially bizarre. Why
is their love "like matter"?
There is a cumulative effect of the first quatrain's two similes: a heaviness that makes it difficult to take seriously the second quatrain's ethereal opening, "I sit on high." The continuation of the line-"I sit on
high, an unguessed sphin.x"-further undercuts her midair suspension.
"A sphinx in the sky is a bizarre twist of the classical myth," Andrea
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Moorhead writes, especiaUy since the poem's later comparison of Beauty
with monuments suggests that this sphinx is made of stone, too heavy
to float weightlessly in the sky. 21 This allows for Beauty's pronouncement
to be rewritten: "I sit on high just as the sphinx falls ro the ground."
Read in this way, Beauty insists on her cthereality even as she plummets
from the sky. 22
Beauty asserts, in the second quatrain, that she "hates the movement that displaces lines," and the reason for this has become clear: a
displacing rhetorical movement undermines her claim to reign from on
high. Once this movement has been revealed, the poem can no longer
be divided into two vertically linked horizontal planes, one inhabited
by Beauty and one by her enthralled acolytes. This reading dethrones
Beauty in a way that corresponds to the acceptation of "deplacer" (to
displace) as "to dismiss from one's position or occupation."23 Beauty has
been fired.
Baudelaire's poem presents Beauty's claim to a place in heaven while
also making her fall from the sky. lt is an understatement to say that
this is an ironic poem. Francis S. H eck identifies as a specific target of
scorn the "cult of pagan beauty" and the "impassivity" of Leconte de
Lisle and the poets of the Parnasse. 24 Heck lists a few phrases from Parnassian vocabulary mocked in the poem and singles out the line "Je hais
le mouvement qui deplace les lignes" as "captur[ing] the essential position of Leconte de Lisle."2S Drawing on Heck's analysis, Anne Jamison
focuses on the acstheticizi:ng power of Beauty's mirror eyes as the object
of Baudelaire's irony. For Jamison, the Parnassians' "fascination with
beauty is exposed as narcissism disguised, hypnotic because its mirror
reflects back their own image beautified."2 6 The poets' "studies" would
thus be nothing but self-portraits; their austerity is due not to beauty's
distance but to the poets' reduction of poetry to a hall of mirrors reflecting only themselves. 27
This narcissism appears in striking ways: not just in the repeated
"je" of Beauty's speech but also in an unspoken, purely visual aspect of
the poem, the acrostic in the first two quatrai ns, in which every line
begins with aj or an e, enough to make four instances of"je," even if
the word is only spelled out as "je" in the vertical reading of the first two
lines. 28 This acrostic is just another way in which the poem reflects the
narcissist poets; the poem's "je ... je ... je" is attributed to Beauty but
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really spoken only by the poets. The recognition of the vertical "je" requires a kind of reading that once again displaces "!es ligm:s," or at least
the horizontal line of reading, and reinforces the deflating, plummeting
movement implicit in the poem's rhetoric.
But "La Beaute" should not be read simply as a dismissal of the ideal
nature of beauty. She has been dethroned only because of her pretensions to an ideality without matter. In fact, this poem might just serve
to exorcise one notion of beauty in favor of another kind of beauty that
is present in later poems i.n Les jleurs du ma/ but only negatively, ironically, in "La Beaute."

Irony
It is worth pausing for a moment to examine the concept of irony not
only because of its central role in Baudelaire's poem but also because
Broodthaers's critics often note his irony without specifying how it ftmctions in his works. 29 In 1he Concept ofIrony, Kierkegaard presents irony
as "a demand, an enormous demand, because it rejects reality and demands ideality." 30 Just as Baudelaire's poem rejects Parnassian beauty
without offering an alternative, Kierkegaard's ironists lack an existing
ideal ready to take the place of what they ironize. 31 Instead, they offer
only beginnings.1rony's "actuality is only possibility," Kierkegaard writes,
which is why he quotes Hamann's formulation of irony as "spiritual pederasty," a love of inchoate possibilities over mature actualities.32
For Kierkegaard, Socrates's irony has "a world- historical validity"
because it dismantles the Greek gods and way of life and prepares for
the emergence ofindividuality.33 Socrates is not able to bring about this
new beginning; he is just a "dash in world history ... the nothing from
which the beginning must nevertheless begin."34 But Socrates, in Kierkegaard's account, does not completely abandon actuality. The Greek philosopher strives to intervene, to make actuality into history. 35 He does
this by questioning how things are, not by asserting a new actuality.
Kierkegaard imagi nes an objection to this Socratic irony:
We might ask how, then, does he destroy the old, and the answer to

that must be: he destroys the given actuality by rhe given actuality
itself; but it should be remembered nevertheless that the new
principle is present wirhin him kata dunami11 [potentially], as
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possibility. But by destroying acnrality by means of actuality itself,
he enlists in the service of world irony. 36
Socrates performs a form of montage avant la lettre, using the materials
of Greek culture against itself, rearranging it so that it no longer supports its own principles but, instead, comes to indicate something else.
Since the ironist makes actuality refer to a new principle that is merely
possible, a fi.mdamental relation has been transformed: for the ironist,
Kierkegaard writes, "the phenomenon is not the essence but the opposite of the essence. "37 ln irony; what you mean may not be what you say,
and what you say may not be what you mean. In irony, Sylviane Agacinski writes, "inadequation ... is the only rule. "38
For Kierkegaard this inadequation is historical, becau, e it allows
for Socrates to participate in the transformation of the present.39 Irony
is historical because it names, among other things, the fragility of what
is and what is said, and because it points to the possibility of something
else, something possibly unintended and unstated that would undermine
whatever has been said. Paul de Man pursues Kierkegaard's insight into
the ironic caesura between essence and phenomenon and shows how
irony reveals language to be wa mere semiotic entity, open to the radical
arbitrariness of any sign sysccm and as such capable of circulation, but
... as such ... profoundly unreliable:'"° He draws here on Schlegel, who
writes that language, thus stripped of its pretensions to embody ideas,
approaches "error, madness, and simpleminded stupidity."41
The ironic reading of Baudelaire's poem gives a glimpse of something like madness: a leaden Beauty as plummeting Fury, stuttering out
("je ... je ... je ... ") her insistence on her i.mrnatcriality. 42 When language can no longer be relied on ro refer to an essence, it is potentially
reduced to dumb matter and mad babbling, even as its absence of intention-or at least its disturbance of intentionality-opens up language to
a future ungoverned by the intentions of the present. De Man's interest
in irony arises not because of 4'0me putatively transgressive meaninglessness but, perhaps, because of its ucurious" ljnk to history and its distance from every intention, every vouloir-dire. 41
Irony tears Baudelaire's beauty in two directions: beyond this beauty
toward another beauty, before this beauty into matter. Beauty recognizes
this possibility of her sublation, and this is why she hates movement,
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especially the ironic movement that makes explicit the disjointed relation of essence and phenomenon. She likes stasis: she wants to be a pure
thing, if this thing is identified simply and eternally with beauty itself.
There are two complementary ways to read the poem's resolution of
this desire. lts irony can be read as undoing her reification by reveaJing
the movement in the poem, or it can be read as intensifying her rcification to an extreme conclusion in which she becomes only a thing and
falls, a petrified sphinx, to the ground. 44 In either case, irony is linked
to displacement and transformation.

Reification and Fiction
ln his postscript to }e hais . . . , Broodthaers situates the book in the context of his seminar with Lucien Goldmann: "This book's origin can be
found in Lucien Goldmann's seminar on Baudelaire, held in Brussels
in the winter of 1969-1970." The seminar focused on Baudelaire's prose
poems but also extended into a more general discussion of Baudelaire
and his critique of reified beauty. This is a passage from Goldmann's
notes for the seminar:
What's important for Baudelaire ... is that art is a solution only if
it maintains its contradictions. Arr presupposes revolt. What interests
me is the way in which beauty becomes one of two things for
Baudelaire: either it negates life as the immobile, the metallic, "le
jet de l'eau et de pierrerie"-<>r it is evil, the taking up of a position
in rhc interior of contradictions. Beauty as it's been conceived sinc:c
Diderot-as that which suppresses contradiction-.. . constitutes
precisely that clear divinity that Baudelaire revolts against. 45
For Goldmann, Baudelaire's poetry depicts a struggle against "aesthetic
ideology as the resolution of contradictions." 46 "Beauty" may be one of
the Baudelairean texts in which this revolt, this ma!, is at once most explicit because it is a critique of la beaute, beauty itself; and most obscure,
present only to an ironic reading.
According to Broodthaers's widow, there are no surviving notes or
documents that could testify to the degree or nature ofBroodthaers's participation in Goldmann's seminar, but a number ofBroodthaers's remarks
in interviews and other texts arc not that far from Goldmann's summary
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of his Baudelaire seminar. 47 For example, in a 1974 interview Broodthaers identifies "the essential structure of art" as "a process of reification," and elsewhere he insists that artistic value is "based on a 'different'
language"-different, that is, from the system of distribution (galleries,
museums) that commodifics it. 48 In a 1975 interview, Broodthaers repeats, warily, this diagnosis:
What is Art~ Ever since the nineteenth century the question has
been posed incessantly to the artist, to the museum director, to the
art lover alike. I doubt, in fact, that it is possible to give a serious
definition of Art, unless we examine the question in terms of a
constant, I mean the transformation of art into merchandise. This
process is accelerated nowadays to the point where artistic and
commercial values have become superimposed. If we are concerned
with the phenomenon of reification, then Art is a particular
representation of the phenomenon-a form of tautology. 49

It is important to note all the marks of hesitation here: the hedging "I
doubt that .. . ,"the use of the conditional, the definition ex negativo
("it's not legitimate to define art seriously other than as ... "),and the
circumlocution. Broodthaers seems to shy away from uttering the word
"reification" he re perhaps because, as he says in the same text, he is loath
to assume the role of critic and to perform rhe political function implied
in the adoption of such a vocabulary. He also questions the value of the
very "comment<try" that artists' texts often offer: "it seems doubtful to
us that such commentaries can be described as politicaJ."50 Broodthaers
hesitates again here before the assertion of critical truth: it only "seems"
to him that it is "doubtful."
In another text, Broodthaers offers what could be read as an explanation for his circumspection: "the way I see it, there can be no direct
connection bet\veen art and message, especially if the message is political, without running rhe risk of being burned."51 Broodthaers insists
on the impossibility of occupying a critical position exterior to the market as a political artist or even as commentator on his own art. There
seem to be few; if any, options for the artist who desires to be critical.
Broodthaers asserts, first, that art is reification, the very thing that it
should and would criticize; second, that commentary cannot come to
the art object's rescue because its explanation of the object contributes
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to that object's value and thus is commercial in nature, an advertisement for art; and, finally, that an artist's theoretical attempts are just as
deluded as commentary.52 "The 'political' statements made by certain
artists do not prevent their prices from rising,"Broodthaers writes. 53 In
short: artworks reify; commentary cannot be political; and theory is mere
advertising.
In Broodthaers's last interview, he describes the degradation of artists'
critical positions to commercial stances, and he offers this summary
account of the relation of art and the market in the 1970s: "In the case
of the avant-garde, he [the artist] participates more closely than before
in the business structure and marketing of art. "S4 Broodthaers's interviewer responds by offering Broodthaers one more chance to imagine
a critical position for the artist: "Couldn't one imagine the equivalency
artist/worker?" This is Broodthaers's reply:
The artist as worker is simply a producer, but in any case, even if
he's broke, the artist knows very well what he's aiming for, and
when he becomes a well-known producer, he's a worker of great
luxury. An artist lives much better than any worker in any country,
doesn't he?55

After abandoning all the possible, exterior critical positions that many
artists of the 1960s and 1970s attempted to occupy (artist as social
critic, artist as political figure, artist as art theorist, and artist as worker),
Broodthaers relegates the artist to the position of the well-heeled producer of luxury goods.
The notion of the artist as critic or theorist relies on a model of
communication and transparency that, for Broodthaers, ignores the intimate relation of art to the reifying context of the art market and also
ignores the nature of the art public, which is not politically engaged but
commercially interested. Broodthaers insists on the primacy of the market: "The goal of art is commercial. My goal is just as much commercial.
The goal (the end) of critique is also commercial."56 But he also insists
on his "intention of inciting a critical attitude towards how art is presented in public," and he attempts "to introduce something that includes
the negation of this situation":
The politics that I wouJd like to defend-in art- is weak, individual,
and subject to the pressure and influence of a specialized public in
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which a prominent position is occupied by middlemen and collectors.
Nowadays art lovers are rare and arc sorely missed.... Nevertheless,
despite its weakness, a political anitude remains necessary today.>7

The "weakness" of his politics is the result of the necessity of bearing
this tension between commerce and its negation. "It remains to be seen
if art exists anywhere else than on the level of negation," Broodthaers
writes. 58
Instead of offering political utterances and critical insights about
art and society, Broodthaers says in an interview that he aims to refuse
"to deliver a clear message-as if this role were not incumbent upon the
artist, and by extension upon all producers with an economic interest. ";9 His refusal of clarity appears explicitly at the very moment of his
emergence as an artist, in the form of a declaration of his insincerity in
this oft-quoted invitation to his first gaUery show in 1964:

Me too, l asked myself if I could not sell something and succeed in
life. It's been awhile that I've been good for nothing. I'm forty years
old .... FinaUy the idea of inventing something insincere came to
me and I got to work immediately. After three months I showed
my work to Ph. Edouard Toussaint, the owner of the Galerie Saint
Laurent. But it's Art! he said, and I'll happily show all this. lfl sell
something, he'll take 30%. These are, it seems, normal conditions,
some galleries take 75%.60

His "something insincere" becomes art with a capital A through the
gallerist's christening intervention, which is followed directly by a discussion of contractual terms, which Broodthaers dutifully notes. This is
noc (or not only) an artist's commentary or a theoretical text because it
is integrated into the invitation as a work of art. Broodthaers dramatizes
his entry into art in an inaugural, institutional speech act that thematizes the accompanying financial arrangements. He claims insincerity
as a position, but even this claim could be insincere.
The invitation is a work of what Broodthaers would call "fiction,"
a technical term that he equates with "political parody."61 He uses it to
describe his Musie d'Art Moderne, Dipartement des Aigles ("un musee
fictif"), and it appears in a revealing way in his discussion of his film
Une seconde d'iterniti, d'apres une idife de Charles Baudelaire (A second of
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eternity, after an idea ofCharks Baudelaire), which shows Broodthaers's
hand signing his initials in a film:
It's a very short film, O!le second long; the title's even A Second of
Eternity. I'd Jike to bear witness, in an artistic way, to a ce rrain
artistic reality. What's important is not that it's my signature or
anyone else's: it's just the fact of the signarure itseff Tbelieve that
ar;istic creation depends on a narcissistic drive. A Second ofEtemity
is inspired, more or less, by Charles Baudelaire. I enjoyed making
this film; the graphic mark that only L'lSts for one second constitutes,
simultaneously, a fiction. 62

The fiLn fictionalizes his signature, dramatizing its power by thernatizing it and exposing it to critique.63 He describes the act ofsigning, in t~e
continuation of his comments on Une seconde d'ifternitt, as apotropaic:
"The signature of the author-painter, poet, director ...-seems to me to
be the beginning of a system of lies, the system that every poet, every
artist attempts to establish to defend himself ... against what, I'm not
sure."64 This is the third polemological metaphor quoted so far in
Broodthaers: he wants to engage in a "polemic" against his "adversaries"
and makes this film about the artist's "attempt to defend himself"Broodthaers often presents art as a military exercise: "the plastic arts," he writes,
are the place for applying a "style that is more military than erudite."65
One only has to read the rest ofBroodthaers's interview about Une
seconde d'itemiflfto know exactly how he conceives of his opponent. His
interlocutor asks about his "attitude" toward the Cologne art fair, where
he was showing his work at che time:
Oh, but I feel much more comfortable in the Cologne fair than in
my own museum because at an art fair we are right in the middle
of its system, which is a base commercialism.
And why do you feel more comfortable?
Because it's the everyday life of everyone, the existence of
practically all artists, museum directors, and gallery owners. Base
commercialism-I don't mean to say that all these people are odious
or vile but that art is sold here as a contemptt"ble commod"ity. 66

Broodthaers goes on to explain how he counters this, how he defends
himself and his objects:
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I try, especially in these works that are being exhibited here at the
Cologne Fair, to introduce something that includes the negation of
this situation, a situation that I'm very aware of. Here there are two
or three objects that could be taken for contemptible commodities,
but I hope that, by their strncture or by the words that surround
chem, they contain a warning that indicates: "I am here, but it's not
my fault." I hope it's not me who says that, I hope it's the object
itself that indicates that. 07

His artworks are at once "contemptible" and "innocent," objects in an
art fair and attemprs to negate that fair. Their double nature also offers
a way to understand his filmed signature: it depicts the carrying out of
the gesture of the signature, which is meant to guarantee the authenticity and value of a work of art by imprinting an indexical mark of the
artist's presence; but it also presents the act of signing as a repeatable,
filmed, fictional act that can be separated from the presence of the author.
Broodthaers's signature may ;uso be speaking-as he imagines his
objects to speak-of its innocence of all that, of its desire to be just a
signature, a pleasurable gesture ("I enjoyed making this film") free of all
that it inevitably means. But this pleasure does not rely on an exterior
position. Instead of pretending to remain outside the contradictions of
the art market, Broodthaers assumes the "position in the interior of
contradictions" that Goldmann outlines in his seminar.68
Fiction, this doubling ofevery act into guilty (given over to the market) and innocent (or at least attempting to declare its innocence, its
intention to negate the market), endangers the sincere understanding
between artist and public, that public which Broodthaers also robs of its
neutrality by identifying its members simply as collectors: "In our bourgeois society-need one remind you?-art is specifically bourgeois, and
the ties that necessarily exist between gallery, museum, and collector
have a bearing on the structure of any work of art."69 Explicit, avowed
fictionality troubles the relation ofessence and phenomenon just as irony
does. The object's declaration of innocence-which can only exist as
duplicity-undermines and ironizes the transaction it enters into and
the meaning given to the object by that transaction. Fiction blinds the
object, disturbs its relation to essence and value and makes it into something more or something less than a value vessel by robbing it, for at
least a moment, of its function as commodity.7°
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Invisible Beauty
Broodthaers's texts reveal a set of adversaries: reification, but also artists
who believed that they could resist reification by making art that was
only commentary or theory. This is implicit in his attempts to circumscribe the critical reach of his own activities and in his hesitation about
uttering gnomic statements about art. It is not difficult to djscern the
specific objects of his irony. His open letter to Joseph Beuys, later included in the book Magie, was directed against Beuys's shamanic, voluntaristic, political activities, and his catalog for the exhibition Der Adler
vom O!igoziin bis heute reveals his desire to criticize a certain reception
of Duchamp in conceptual art:
Since Duchamp the artist has been the author of a definition.
Duchamp's move, at the beginning, ai med to undermine the power
of juries and academies; now this move has been reduced to its own
shadow and today it dominates a large part of contemporary art,
with the support of collectors and the market. This exhibition sheds
light on these two aspects. The survival of Duchamp's undertaking
is demonstrated by the fact that, today, arrists apply the definition
of arr to the definition itself-to the language of the definitionand thus create an entire infra-literature. 71

His exhibition is both a critique of the watered-down strategy of
definitions-as-art, as employed by conceptual artists, and an investigation of the "survival" of Duchamp's legacy.
Given the diversity of artists grouped under the rubric of conceptual art, it is necessary to be precise about exactly which conceptual art
Broodthaers reacted against. In this context, Thierry de Duve's definition of what he calls a "narrow view of conceptual art" is helpful: "this
is art theory disguised as art, or art disguised as art theory. That is when
the self-reflexive move of modernism has come to the point where art
wants to be its own theory and sustain itself on that theory."72 Broodthaers's remarks about art as commentary and art as theory indicate that
such "theory disguised as art" should be understood as the target of
what Broodthaers calls his "political parody."73 Among the best examples of this kind of conceptual art are Joseph Kosuth's photostats ofdictionary entries, and Kosuth's unpublished remark in a letter to Lucy
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Lippard makes the tie to Je ha is le mouvement qui dip/au /es ligne explicit,
even though Broodthaers could not have know11 about it: '1 have always
stated that my ideas were not meant to be considered esthetic objects in
themselves but rather to refer to an invisible 'beauty' or esthetic which
is the idea. The beauty is intended to exist in the idea not in the phot ostat." 74 Th'1s is
. very cIose to the Parnassian beauty that Baudelaire
ironizes: a purely spiritual beauty.
Another example of language-as-an, chosen from Broodthaers's
immediate milieu, can be found in Ian Wilson's decades-long Discussions project. One such discussion took place in Brussels at the MTL
Gallery in 1972, in the presence ofBroodthaers's wife and in the same
gallery where Broodthaers also showed in 1972 and 197J.7S The work's
documentation consists of two sheets of A4 paper. One of them reads,
"On the 23rd ofJanuary 1972 there was a discussion between H erman
Daled and Ian Wilson. What was said remains in the collection of Her76
man Daled. " Those typewritten words are followed by Wilson's signanire and the typewritten date. A second piece of paper documents
the same event on a sheet of stamped letterhead from the gallery MTL
that includes the price of the work.
For Wilson, the Discussions represent an attempt to reach the extreme of conceprual art and to create whar, in his 1984 text "Conccprual
Art," he calls a "vacuum" from which "true consciousness emerges."i7
The achievement of this extreme, Wilson writes, requires going beyond
Sol LeWitt (whose "statements about conceprual art" are "general enough
ro include physical execution of ideas") and Kosuth (who is "still concerned with the visual presentation of ideas") toward a total abandonment of the object and of visuality: "True conceptual art moves beyond
visual and physical execution of ideas, no matter how abstract, beyond
figurative and inanimate ideas: true conceprual art is found within the
formless abstractions of language."78 Even this reduction to language
requires a farther limitation on the size of the typeface so as to preclude
any visual impressjon: "Conceptual art presented in a typeface larger
than 12 points causes a reference to a place other than the consciousness of the reader. "79
Wilson's works, considered solely in the form of their documentation, seem to fulfill all the criteria for conceptual art as discussed by
Buchloh in his essay "Conceprual Art 1962-1969: From the Aesthetic
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of Administration to the Critique oflnstirutions": they efface all transcendence, skill, and the last remnants of an aesthetic experience.90
Wilson's critique of the objecthood of the work of art takes place as an
accentuation of the bureaucratic and commercial aspects of art (the certificate of authenticity, the contract, the signature, and the presence of
the collector) and thereby corresponds to what Buchloh calls "the aesthetic of administration," in which "the definition of the aesthetic becomes on the one hand a matter of linguistic convention and on the
other of both a legal contract and an institutional discourse (a discourse
of power rather than taste).''8 1 I n Buchloh's account, conceptual art's successes are Pyrrhic: its attempts to demystify art wind up abandoning
the aesthetic and critical functions specific to art. Conceptual artists,
for Buchloh, achieve a "final reification of language under the pretense
of liberating the art discourse from its object status."82 Buchloh writes
that conceptual art "succeeded in purging itselfentirely of imaginary and
bodily experience, of physical substance and the space of memory, to
the same extent that it effaced all residues of representation and style,
of individuality and skill."81 This was "perhaps the last of the erosions
(and perhaps the most effective and devastating one) to which the traditionally separate sphere of artistic production had been subjected."
It is the "eroded" character of Wilson's Discussions that continues to
elicit interest. Daniel Buren praises Wilson's "monastic rigor" and ascetic renunciation of every kind of documentation of his work, except for
his certificates .84 Key to Buren's claims is his understanding ofWilson's
relation to the market:
[I l]ow cm1ld anyone seriously purchase ... something that doesn't
illustrate rhe action in question and that doesn't say anything other
than that he wasn't invited to the conversation about which he
will never know anything. Ian Wilson makes improbable, if not
impossible, any kind of financial speculation on his work 8 '

Buren subscribes, in this text from 2004, to an ideal that Lucy Lippard
recognizes as compromised in a 1973 text:
It seemed in 1969 ... that no one, not even a public greedy for
novelty, would actually pay money or much of it, for a xerox sht:et
referri ng to an event past or never directly perceived, a group of
photographs documenting an ephemeral siruarion or condition,
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a project for work never to be completed, words spoken but not
recorded; it seemed that these artists would cherefore be forcibly
freed from the tyranny of a commodity status and market orienracion. Three years later, the major conceprualists are selling work for
substantial sums.%
Lippard and Buren sec the resistance to commodification as key clements of the heroic self- understanding of conceptual artists, but as Lippard recognizes, spiritualization doesn't stand in the way of acquisition.
On the contrary, as AJexandcr Albcrro's study of conceptual art (and
the "Siegelaub system") shows, it actually facilitates the marketing and
distribution of art. Alberro's book serves as a valuable corrective in its
undoing of the conflation of the commodity and the object; in the new
service and information economy that emerges in the 1960s and 1970s,
the idea is the commodity par excellence. "The emergence of conceptual art is closely related to this new moment of advanced capitalism,"
Alberro \'Vtites. 87
For AJberro, the belief that conceptual artists sought to preclude the
commodification of their art is "mythical": "there was never a moment
when they did not seek to marke t the art."88 But myths have their own
efficacy and this particular myth lives on in the twenty-first century, as
Buren's text shows. How could one "seriously" buy one ofVlilson's certificates, he asks. Implicitly, Broodthaers asks the same question in all
his works. Buchloh assigns this seriousness a central place in his interpretation of Broodthaers's ironization of conceptual art:

1t w:is left to Marcel Broodthaers to consm.tct objects in which
the r~1dical achievements of Conceptual Art would be turned
into immediate travesty and in which the seriousness with which
Conceptual Artists had adopted the rigorous mimetic subjection

of aesthetic experience to the principles of what Adorno had called
the ~totally administered world" were transformed into absolute
farce.'l'I
Broodthacrs's works ask: What if these claims were not taken seriously-or at least relativized and not taken as determining texts for
interpretation? What if the work!> of conceptual artists were freed from
their makers' heroic statemcnts- Uke this conclusion to an article by
Wilson:
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Passing beyond metaphor, beyond criticism, beyond arr, beyond
space and time, we come upon the formless ab~trnctions oflanguage.
lnfinite and formless, what b pre~entcd is neither known nor
unknown. This is the center. T hb is the heart of conceptual art.'IO
Broodthaers's response to an interviewer's question-about surrealism's
desire to overcome the differences between "life and death, the real and
the imaginary"-comes to mind here as a possible response to Wilson's
claims: "l hope I have nothing in common with that state of mind."91
Buren, despite his insistence on the non marketability of Wilson's
works, doesn't take all ofVvilson's ideas about his discussions seriously
and write;; that uthere is, after all, an object in the oeuvre oflan Wilson,
a true physicality that, through the Resh-and-bones presence of individuals, Ian \Nilson, and his interlocutors ... manifests itself in the form
of an exchange of phrases and words."n Buren also insists on the presence of humor beneath che "extremely austere appearance" of Wilson's
works. This is already a liberation of Wilson's works from conceptualise
rhetoric.
Broodthaers goes even further in his works, whose adversarial relation to the works of his contemporaries could be understood not as rejecting chose works but as insisting on the necessity of new, not-serious
ways of reading them. If Broodthacrs's works are ironic, inscrutable if
tied only to the utterances of their creator, the n other works of conceptual art may be too. What if Kosuth's works were freed from their creator's
manifestos? What ifWilson's work!> weren't treated as monastically pure
events and his certificates recognized as the art that they de facto already
are? An example ofsuch an analysis is Alberro's interpretation ofKosuth's
works, which points out their intimacy with Warhol despite Kosuth's
desire to conceal his works' pop aspccts. 91 Kosuth and Wilson would
thus no longer be able to serve as straw men in a confrontation with
Broodthaers, whose works would serve as a mirror to show what conceptual art could be, if read apart from the intentions of its creators.
Broodthaers's irony is infectious. Like all good travesties, his fe ha is
le mouvemenf qui dip/ace Les lignes draws on an intimate knowledge of its
targets. I le could even be said to offer a rich, dialectical interpretation
of conceptual art's strategics. I n je bais . .. , Broodthaers engages with
some of conceptual art's theoretical claims about art's status as well as
with its serial practices, but he also reacts to the often unacknowledged
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or unexamined material aspects of conceptual art, especially the fonns
of writing used by many conceptual artists.

HandNriting, TypeNr1t1ng, Information
Like Ian Wilson's certificates, many conceptual artists' works consist of
handwriting and typewriting, from Carl Andre's handwritten and typewrirten poems and Robert Smithson's handwritten Heaps ofLanguage
and deaestheticized magazine articles to Lawrence Weiner's Escalated
from Time to Time, Stanley Brouwn's typewritten 1 Step lo 10000 Steps,
and On Ka\vara's rubber-stamped I Got Up series.9.1 While his contemporaries engaged in experiments in the reduction oflanguage to letters,
numbers, shifters, and sparse instrnctions, Broodthaers quotes the complex, stylized, conventional language of a Baudelairean sonnet. 95 This is
not the kind of quotation favored by Broodthaers's contemporaries; one
only has to compare .le hais . .. to the roughly contemporaneous work
of Carl Andre and Hans Haacke to see this.96 By turning away from
professionally set typefaces and making a handwritten or typewritten
document into a work, these other artists participate in many of the
deskilling or deaestheticizing operations associated with conceptual art.
By simply copying or registering time, many of them also participate in
conceptual art's attempt to withdraw from expression and subjectivity
and to "empty [the work) of literature,' as Douglas Huebler puts it. 97
For Huebler, language, freed from myth and literariness, becomes nothing more than an instrument for delivering information: "The language
that I use in the work is meant to very carefully structure itself and build
towards a kind of conclusion that allows a reconstitution of the information by the viewer."98
The language and typography of]e hais le mouvement qui deplacc !es
lignes should be viewed against this background. The book uses three
typefaces: English cursive, Garamond, and Helvetica. Garamond is associated with the printing of canonical literary texts and in particular with
the Bibliotheque de la Pleiadc; English cursive with calligraphic, ornamental formality; and I lelvetica with modernism. 99 The first two are far
from the typewritten or handwritten works by the artists listed above,
but they reveal something, negatively, about conceptual art: the ornamental, formal aspect of Brooclthaers's English typeface highlights how
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conceptual art's handwritten and typewritten works can be read as indexical markings of the writing subject. Writing about Carl Andre, Liz
Kon describes the "tactile quality ofletters typed on a manual typewriter,
with their inevitable variations in ink density, sharpness, and force of
impression," which makes typewritten documents into the art objects
whose creation these very variations and tactility were often meant to
preclude. "The inevitable slight variations-the differences within repetition-give the massed blocks" of Andre's works "a vulnerability and
poignancy," Kotz writes.t0° In ]e hais . . . , the artist's hand and typewriter are replaced with a calligraphic typeface without any pretense to
authenticity or immediacy. Language in]e hais . .. is literary, and these
typefaces are far from indexical or reduced. Broodthaers's typography
can be read as a critique of conceptual artists' claims to indexicality and
linguistic reduction. In the 1960s aml 1970s, typewriting and handwriting arc as calligraphic and conventional as Broodthaers's ornate scripts.

Figures
Broodthaers's critique of conceptual art can also be seen in his use of
the abbreviation "Fig." in Je hais le mouvement qui dip/ace /es lignes. 101
The arrangement of the "Fig." figures reflects the content of Baudelaire's
poem: the figures mirror themselves just as beauty reflects the poets
and makes everything beautiful. Baudelaire's poem is structured by the
repetition of "je," and in Broodthaers's book, the abbreviation "Fig." is
repeated. The "Fig." numbers seem to create a completely self-reflexive
system and thus point to solipsism as another way to imagine Baudelaire's Beauty: she hates displacement just as she hates any form of exteriority or reference to anything external to herself This would correspond to Mel Bochner's notion of series as solipsistic. The serial work
is, as Bochner writes, "fundamentally parsimonious and systematically
self-exhausting. "102
And yet Broodthaers's series is not purely solipsistic. The abbreviation "Fig.' usually points, when used in a text, to an image or, when
appearing next to an image or table, to the image's commentary in the
text. The "Fig." is a switch point between text and image. 103 It is thus
the opposite of solipsistic; it is a call to go beyond what is on the page,
or at least to move to another place on the page. A parenthetical "(Fig.)"
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conventionally refers to a nonparenthetical "Fig." And yet even this
apparently sealed feedback loop, in its constant shuttling back and forth,
creates, despite itself, a degree of self-difference. This is why Rosalind
Krauss can write that Broodthaers's "Fig." indicator inje hais le mouve-

ment qui deplace Jes lignes "insists on the incomplete or fragmentary status of the word, its resistance to the possibility of the image's ever being
fully {self-)present."104 The book dissolves into a system of references
to itself that cannot be unraveled, simplified, or reduced to an anticompositional series. 105 The dilatory effect of the figures "expose[s]," Krauss
writes, "as self-delusory the romantic belief in poetry as a form of total
immediacy . .. but [it] also [works] to open that immediacy to its real
temporal destiny, in which the subject can never become identical with
himself."106 This is especially true of Broodthaers's use of "Fig. 12,"
which, in his system, points to time; that figure appears on the same
page as his postscript and thus links his critical gesture, his location of
the book's origin in Goldmann's seminar, to temporalization.
Spreading out the single line of poetry over several pages slows down
reading, and the figures similarly interrupt reading by inserting a potentially meaningless system of references into the reader's field of view. 107
The figures thus mirror Baudelaire's text in their insistence on the place
of temporality in language, which cannot be the instrument for communication and self- reflection that Beauty and some artists would like
it to be.

Supplemental Figures
The appearance of the parentl1etical "(Fig.)" above the colophon and
the postscript indicates that these final two passages shouJd be considered parts of the book, despite their apparent exclusion.108 They are not
part of Baudelaire's text, and they do not seem to belong to the main
scheme of repetition and mirroring. In the colophon, there appears the
customary information about the edition:
The present edition consists of: thirteen signed copies, which make
up the original edition, on handmade Roemerturm Alt Xanten
paper, of which ten copies are numbered Tto X and three are hors
commerce and numbered A to C; three hundred copies, which
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make up the first edition; and twenty-five copies, labeled S.P.,
which are reserved for the press. 109

And on the right-hand side, the postscript, which was partialJ.y quoted
above, reads as follows:
This book has its origin in Lucien Goldmann's seminar on
Baudelaire, held in Brussels in the winter of 1969-1970, in which
1 was invited to participate as an artist.
MARCEL BROODTHAERS 110

Broodthaers has prepared his reader for this confrontation of two texts
facing off across the gutter. The entire book is made up of conflicting,
varying pairs: there are two versions of Baudelaire's poem, labeled "(Fig.
1)" and "(Fig. 2)"; there are six double pages on which a double series
of figures mirror each other; and here on the final page spread, there are
t"l.vo texts: one concerned with authenticity, the establishment of"l'edition originale," and the signature of the author; and another concerned
with the origin of the book and the identity of the "artiste," followed with
the signature-like capitalized name of the artist. Elements of these two
paratexts reflect each other: origin/original, author/artist, and thematized signature/printed name.
And there is mirroring of an even more significant nature. On the
verso, the book inserts itself, by means of an impersonal passive voice,
into the marketplace ofluxury goods that is the art market. This passive
voice could even be said to be the voice of reification itself, as impersonal
and dematerialized as Baudelaire's beauty. Such a colophon is usually
understood to be serious, no matter how irreverent the rest of the book
is. On the recto, Broodthaers situates the book's origin in a seminar on
reification and the role of the modern writer as critic of aesthetic ideology and nineteenth-century capitalism. The voice here, marked as
Broodthaers's, is the voice of the critique ofreification. There would be
many other ways to fornmlate the opposition of these two pages: art as
process of reification vs. art as negation and critique; or reification vs.
Goldmann, who, next to Lukacs, was one of the mid-twentieth cenrury's best-known theorists of reification.
These tensions are exacerbated when considered in terms of the
conflicts within the history of typography. The colophon and postscript
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are in Helvetica, which is, like other sans serif typefaces, for Jan Tschichold and other representatives of the ~new typography,~ "absolutely
and always better" than other typefaces. 11 1 The final page spread stages
a confrontation ofHelvetica with typefaces that typographic history presented as its opposites: as the influential graphic designer Otl Aicher
put it, "The enemy [of new typography] was historicism, classicism, the
typography of such as Garamond, Bodoni, Didot, or Caslon." 112 There
are typographic tensions bct\veen these parerga and the instances of
"Fig." on the same page, set in English; and between the final page spread
and the rest of the book, set in English and Garamond.
Broodthaers labels the colophon as "(Fig. O)" and the postscript's
statement of origin as ~(Fig. 12)," the lowest and highest numbers in
the book, the alpha and omega of figures. m On the final page spread
thar stretches out the line MJe hais le mouvement qui deplace lcs lignes,"
"(Fig. O)" and "(Fig. 12)" mirror each other. This Labeling may make the
tension between the tvvo final texts function in the way Broodthacrs
wanted all his objects to function.Just like the objects he displays at the
Cologne fair,]e hais le mouvement qui deplace /es lignes may seem to be
a "contemptible commodity." But the sentence about the origin of the
work indicates that Broodthaers has the same hope here that he has for
his works at the Cologne fair: "I hope that. by their structure or by the
words that surround them, they contain a warning that indicates: 'l am
here, but it's not my fault.' I hope it's not me who says that, I hope it's the
object itself that indicates that."114 This book is guilty, because it is a work
of art whose status as a luxury good is protected and guaranteed by the
colophon; and innocent, because it con tains a moment of negation, "an
authentic form of putting art into question, along with its circulation. "115
Once these paratexts have been brought into focus as texts, it becomes clear that they are no mere appendixes, no mere price tags and
markers of authenticity, but a way for Broodthaers to focus on the aesthetic of administration (edition numbering, artist's signature, postscript
...) while also distancing himself from it, as well as a way to present the
conflict between reification and resistance. lib
Broodthaers'sje hais le 111ouvcment qui deplace !es lignes seems to efl:cct
the same kind of Duchampian depersonalization embraced by conceptual a1t: it is a book completely purged of the artist's personality and presence, without a signature (except for the thirteen signed and numbered
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copies), and with the artist's name mentioned only in the postscript. The
book is even a quotation of a poem that, at first glance, seems to be
about poets sacrificing themselves, selflessly, co beauty. But this surrender
is ironized in Baudelaire, which suggests that Broodthaers, too, might
be ironizing depersonalization in other ways.
Broodthaers's name appears only in the postscript, and there he
says he was invited to participate in Gol<lmann's seminar "as an artist"
("com me artiste"). These are Broodthaers's italics, and in a book that often
seems to be about typefaces, these italicized letters draw attention lo
themselves and function like quotation marks. This literalizes Michael
Oppitls suggestion that Broodthaers is an artist "in quotation marks. "117
The italics ironize the word "arfote," and they seem to indicate that
"artiste" is a quotation, perhaps from the actual invitation that would
have denied Broodthaers any other function than that allowed him by
his alienated occupation: can he not intervene as a writer, as a critic and
thinker, perhaps even as a human being?
The italicized "artiste" would be legible as ironic even if Broodthacrs had nor bristled, in another context, at an interviewer's question
about his "role as an artist in the contemporary social situation": "tht:
concepts of the artist and of the analyst arc not necessarily contradictory. That's why, in today's social situation, I cerrainly don't limit myself
to playing the role of the artist. You arc wrong in your assumption that
I completely identify with this role." 118 The italics in the postscript say
as much. They serve as an explicit indication of the irony that infuses the
entire work: Baudelaire's irony but also Droodchaers's irony, which intensifies and doubles .Baudelaire's. 11 ~
Broodthaers writes elsewhere of his search for a "new alphabet for
a new history lesson that would still have to be learned by the world."
But this search is often ironically deflated, as in this remark: "I see new
horizon~ approaching me and the hope of another alphabet (see catalogue)."120 For Buchloh, Broodthaers's objects are at once melancholic
and utopian: melancholic because wthey radically deny any material and
formal anticipation and solutions that the visual-plastic discourse traditionally seems to suggest"; and utopian because even as they "negate
the contemporary ideological life of objects," they are "at the same time
... reminiscent of their past material poten tial,~ the "last residues" of
which were, according to Buchloh, emptied out by conceptual art. 121
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More than Quotation
In a repetition of the methods and tenets of a dematerialized, desubjectivized art, both those of the Pamassians and those of certain 1960s
and 1970s artists, Broodthaers points to the possibility of a different
conception of art, one that is material and conceptual, depersonalized
and yet not alienated, one in which he would not just be an artiste. He
does this with an ar6st's book rigorously pared of any visible intervention of a human hand and free of any image, except the images made
by the typeface. He uses the methods of conceptual art (serializatJon,
depersonalization, tex:tualization) to rustoricize claims made by some
conceptual artists and to undermine their pretensions to escape commodification and overcome art; and to show that declarations of the "end
of art" and immaterial beauty are established strategies in the "fine arts,"
with an especially strong nineteenth-century tradition. 122
How does this reading of Broodthaers's book fit into the reading
of quotation sketched out in the previous chapters? O!_.iotation played a
key role in conceptual art's use oflanguage, from Mel Bochner's essayworks on photography and Dan Flavin to Carl Andre's manipulation
of quoted material in his poems. But there is something fundamentally
difterent about quoting a literary text in toto, and especially a lyric poem.
Broodthaers doesn't embrace banal language, and doesn't try to overcome the boundary between everyday language and the lyric; his use of
the English typeface accentuates this boundary, even as it ironizes it.
O!_.ioting a literary text is also a way of mocking the pretensions of conceptual art to a nonliterary, nonartistic language. It also shows that, as
Douglas Crimp writes, "the dilemma of contemporary art in the late
sixties-as it attempted to ... become engaged in the political struggles
of its time-had its origin in the nineteenth century.~ 12J Crimp is writing about the Section XIX'= Siecle of Broodthaers's museum, and the
Baudelaire book may be understood as a continuation of that museum
department's project of historicizing the present, of showing how the
claims of conceptual art to purity and reduction had already been made
in the nineteenth century. Baudelaire already criticizes the fantasy of
creating a purely ideal work of art-of, for example, Kosuth's project of
"just presenting the idea of water. "124
78 Marcel Broodthaers

Broodthaers quotes to revivify the ironic and critical aspects of
Baudelaire's poem. O!_.iotation allows him to retreat from the role of
author as expressive subject, even as he criticizes the necessity of such
a withdrawal, and it allows him to assume the role of author as arranger
of preexisting texts. He only quotes, with quotation understood as recontextualizing, resetting in type. He thereby shows the rich material possibilities in the seemingly impoverished practice of quoting-as title, in
Garamond, in English, in a variant-and the critical possibilities available to the putatively nonexpressive artist. He is not just an artist but
also a typesetter who produces the luxury good that is the artist's book,
and also an "analyst" and writer.
There is, however, something else here in this luxury item, some
other text indicated by the ornamentation in the English typeface, some
tension indicated by the hatred of the title and by the referring away by
means of the figures. These refer to an outside of the book, to the ironic
subject, to a future. Broodthaers isn't offering a new cri6cal commentary or theoretical truth. He lets Baudelaire do that. He lets Baudelaire
criticize the reification oflanguage that occurs in conceptual art's watering down of Duchamp, and he lets Baudelaire point to the appurtenance of fantasies of dematerialization to the repertory of time-tested
strategies ofliterary history.

The King of Mussels
In]e hais le mouvement qui dep!ace !es ligrzes, as in his other Baudelairean
projects and in his Mallarme appropriations and redactions, Broodthaers quotes poetry and thus takes on the mantle of the poet, if only in
one moment of the work. This gives extra credence to his statement
that his days as a poet, an engaged poet, remain with him as an artist:
"I believe that my exhibitions have depended and still depend on my
memory of the era in which I took on the creative situation in its heroic
and solitary form." 125 Poetry's heroic, immodest, and solitary isolation
comes &om its attempts to counter the instrumentalization oflangi.iage,
its reduction to a tool for communication and expression. 126 Broodthaers's
poetry is ironic, enigmatic, whimsical, and often deceptively simple, and
it addresses many of the questions that continue to interest hirn as an
artist.
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This continuity is especially apparent in, the case of Broodthaers's
use of mussels as material in his visual work and his poetry. This is the
entire text of the poem "The Mussel" ("La Mou le") from Broodthaers's
poetry collection Pense-Bete:

The clever thing has escaped society's mold [le moule].
Ir's cast itself in its own.
Others, its doubles, share the anti-sea with it.
l t's perfect. 127

The poem relies on the double meaning of "moule" in French: with a
feminine article, it means "mussel"; and with a masculine article, it
means "mold," as in a sculptor's mold. This play surfaces in the first line,
where it is the starting point for insisting on the mussel's possession of
its own mold and thus its ability to guard its independence and difterence. It uses its own mold to differentiate itself from its surroundings;
the shell is its method of distinction (or her "anti-sea," her method of
opposing the sea and gaining form) that allows it to "perfect" itself in
its distinction.128
It may be perfect, but it is also roublarde ("clever" or ruse). So its
perfection may be of a more slippery nature: not the perfection of an
individualized form, but a cunning perfection that is exemplified in the
undecidability of the word "moule. ""Moule" can always be given an article and thus be assigned one meaning, but it always also refers beyond
this containment to its other meaning. In the 1966 text "Theoreme,"
Broodthaers writes that "a mussel [une moule] conceals a mold [un
moule] and vice vcrsa." 129 And the plural-"les moules"-allows for no
distinction (unless an accompanying adjective betrays the gender) because it could refer to many mussels, many molds, or a mjxture of mussels and molds. The mussels, plural, in Broodthaers's works could always
also be sculptural molds, and his mussels are almost always plural mussels.130 These works and their titles speak in forked tongues: they seem
to say one thing but might be saying something else. 131
Broodthaers declares in the 1966 text "Ma rhetorique" that he is
"King of the Mussels," and if he is taken at his word (but why should
he be, given the insistence on duplicity in his use of the word "moule"
and in almost all of his works, writings, and interviews?), then all his
works, even his most polished and apparently elegant works, were made
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PLATE 1. Page from G uy Debord and Asger Jorn, A1emoim (1959). 24 x 21 cm.
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PLATF. 2. Page from Guy Debord and Asger Jorn , Memoim (1959). 24 x 21 cm.
Courtesy of Alice Debord.

PLATE 3. Page from Guy Debord and Asgcr Jorn, Memoires (1959). 24 x 21 cm.
Courtesy of Alice Debord.
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5. Page from Marcel Broodthaers,Je hais le mouvemmt qui deplace !es
lignes (1973). 32 x 24 cm. Copyright The Esrntc of Marcel Broodthacrs I

PLATE
P.LATE +· Cover of Marcel Broodthacrs,je hais Le mouvement 9ui deplore /es
ltgnes (1973). 32 x 24 cm. Copyright The Estate of Marcel Broodthacrs I

Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York I SABA!Vl, B russels.

Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York I SABAM, Brussels.

PLATE 6. Sharon Hayes,Jn the Near Future (2009). 35111111 multiple-slideprojection installation; thirteen projections. Cottrtesy of the artist and Tanya
Leighton, Berlin.

rtATE

7. Sharon Hayes, Symbionese Liberation Army (SLA) Screeds #13, 16,

20 & 29 (2003). Video still from four-channel video projection: colo r, sound:

9, 10, 20, 15 minutes each. Courtesy of the artist and Tanya Leighton, Berlin.

PLATE 9. Glenn Ligon, More Bitch 1ha11 Me #1 (2004). Oil and acrylic on canvas.
32 x 32 inches. Courtesy Regen Projects, Los Angeles. Copyright Glenn Ligon.

8. Glenn Ligon, Untitled (I reel Most
Colored When I Am 7hrow11 against a Sharp
White Background), 1990. OiJ sti1:k, gesso,
and graphite on wood. 203 x 76 inches.
Courtesy Regen Projects, Los Angeles.
Copyright Glenn Ligon.
PLATE

IAM
Glenn Ligon, Se!.f Portraits (1996). Silkscreen on canvas.
48 x 40 inches. Courtesy Regen Projects, Los Angeles. Copyright Glen n Ligon.
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PLATE ro. Glenn L igon, Untitled(! /Im a Man} (1988). Oil and enamel on
canvas. 40 x 25 inches. Courtesy Regen Projects, J ,os Angeles. Copyright
Glenn Ligon.

under the sign of the mussel, a deflating sign if there ever was one.13 2 In
a 1965 text, Broodthaers also discusses moules together with the sculptures, the moulages, of George Segal, Broodthaers's "point de depart" as
an artist. 133
A more appealing and grandiloquent appellation for Broodthaers
would rely on the rhetorical term that describes the dupLlcity of the word
"moule": antanaclasis, the repetition of"the same word ... in a different,
if not in a contrary signification; as In thy youth learn some creft, that in
thy old age thou mayest get thy living without craft. " 134 Antanaclasis might
be the figure that best names Broodthaers's rhetoric; it emphasizes how
every word is different from itself, and it is thus an apt term for what
many critics have identified as foundational principles ofBroodthaers's
works. 135 "Broodthaers's visual language follows a strategy that might
easily be misapprehended and which is probably assumed by its author
to induce such misunderstanding,"Buchloh writes. 136 In Broodthaers's
works, Buchloh writes, "no sign seems to have the same meaning twice." 137
When Broodthaers calls himself King of the Mussels, he also lays
claim to the title of the King of Antanaclasis. This appellation, taken as
seriously or as ironically as the tone ofBroodthaers's works allows, makes
possible the following radicalization of Buchloh's statement: because
every sign in Broodthaers is always potentially different from itself, no
sign, in Broodthaers's works, has the same meaning even once. A mussel is always also a mold, and vice versa. A sign in Broodthaers never
serves to communicate one meaning, so it seems to embody a promising multiplicity. It is like the Miroir d'Epoque Regency that Broodthaers
displayed in his 1974 retrospective exhibition in Brussels, which Broodthaers calls the mirror of"misunderstanding [contresens]." 138

PL1\TE 1 2. Glenn Ligon, We're Black and Strong (I) (1996).
Silkscreen on unstrctched canvas. 120 x 84 inches. Courte~-y
Regen Projects, Los Angeles. Copyright Glenn Ligon.

But Broodthaers empties out this promise's multiplicity. Haidu
points out how Broodthaers treads the line between excessive dissemination and deadening mute materiality, as he relies on materials that
have been emptied out and become nothing more than "frames, molds,
and voids" from which nothing is to be expected: no meaning, no message, no transcendent experience. 139 His mussels may be figures for the
undermining ofinstrumentalized language, but they may also fail at this
task and, in this failure, turn to mere ciphers. They may be examples of
antanaclasis, but this rhetorical term is just a Greek name for a pun. 140
The pun is as impoverished as mussels, coal, and eggshells. In his attempt
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to outwit the instrumentalization oflanguage, Broodthaers may render
himself mute by relying on base materials and rhetoric.
Or he may, according to Haidu, wind up reducing hjmself to little
more than a provincial artist working with regional materials: mussels
are a "touristic cliche," and coal is associated with Wallonian mines. "One
sometimes feels," Haidu writes, "standing before a Panneau de moules or
a Pannenu de charhon, that these works use their own literalness-the
refusal of those shells to transmute form-to consign their author to
saying only one thing: 'Belgian."'1• 1 For Haidu, Broodthaers's use of
poor, stereotypically Belgian materials indicates the risk that he may be
little more than a product of his national identity. It's worth quoting here
again a passage from I laidu partially cited in the beginning of this chapter: "His materials in the mid- 1960s do not start but end chains of signification .... It is as if Broodthaers were using the most impoverished,
debased sign system he could find ... to countenance the avant-garde
ideal of an evacuation oflanguages, both plastic and written."142 Broodthaers's mou!es thus embody a promise of multiplicity and difference, and
they simultaneously signify the dead end of art, which may be nothing
other than reification itself They are at once overdetermined and reduced
to a zero point. 143
There is a way beyond this impasse: reading Broodthaers's art as
essentially incomplcte. 144 The best image for this is the "Fig." reference
in Broodthaers, which makes everything a figure for everything else in
a system that may, in rhe end, refer to nothing but itself as a hollow vessel for value. By means of the "Fig.,"Broodthaers insists, "objects ... submitted to an identical numbering system ... become interchangeable
elements on the stage of a theater. Their destiny is ruined."145 After he
makes these claims abo ut bis use of figures, he discusses his "hope that
[because of the figures] the viewer mns the risk-for a moment at leastof no longer feeling at ease."146 Jn French, this unease appears as a disturbance of the viewer's identity: the risk of"ne plus se trouver si bien
dans le sien." 147
This figural unease complements quotation's antanaclastic effect.Just
as figures point to something else, antanaclasis emphasizes words' openness to dissemination, and quotation disturbs the expressive, intentional
relation to language. The possibility that every word could be a quotation
and could be quoted and thus transformed makes every word potentially
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antanaclastic. This might seem to be merely another way of pointing
out the irony that many critics associate with Broodthaers, but it allows
for the focus to be on the word or sign and avoids an interpretation of
irony in which the artist maintains mastery over an ironic work whose
real meaning he knows.

Baudelaire, Broodthaers, History
Could Broodthaers's quotations be understood as another form of Situationist detournement? Je hais le mouvement qui dip/ace /es lignes might
seem to be a deroumement in the Situationist sense. Just as Debord
would demand, Broodthaers's book "restores all the subversive qualities
to past critical judgments that have congealed into respectable tniths."1 48
This sentence from The Society ofthe Spectacle could be reaJ as an interpretation of Broodthaers's artist's books and his Musie d'Art Modeme,
Dlpartement des Aigles. Broodthaers returns to the subversive qualities
of Duchamp and Baudelaire to criticize their cpigoncs. The postface to
Je hais . .. also distances Broodthaers from the status of mere artiste and
thus seems to participate in Dcbord's notion of culture as "no longer
separated from the critique of social totality," but instead as the "locus
of the search for a lost unity," a search that, Debord claims, requires
"culture as a separate sphere ... to negate itself" and create "a praxis
embodying both an unmediated activity and a language commensurate
with it. "t49
Despite these apparent similarities, there are key differences that
separate Broodrhaers and Debord. For Debord, art must overcome its
isolation from everyday life and become part of a revolutionary political
praxis. 150 For Broodthaers, art's isolation is its sole resource, the only
thing that allows it to retain its capacity for critique, and, for Broodthaers, the dissolution of the distance between art and society had already
taken place, not as the cuhnination of a revolutionary practice, but as
the spectacularization of the art market.The abandonment ofart's autonomy advocated by Debord, the surrender of its compromised but still
present potential for critique would be a form of acquiescence to this
spectacularization.je hais le rnouvement qui deplace /es lig11es emphasizes
that it belongs to what Debord calls, pejoratively, "culture as a separate
sphere."151 It is resolutely an artist's book; it tUlfills Johanna Druckcr's
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definition of the medium: ";tn artist's book should be a work by an artist
self-conscjous about book form, rather than merely a highly artistic
book."ll2 Broodthaers fulfills chis definition hy his labeling of the book
as a whole as "Fig A"; by working with the paratextual status of the
colophon and postscript; .md, as Haidu writes, by treating the page as an
aesthetic unit and nor just a space robe filled with a flowing text indifferent to pagination. m Printed in a limited edition, relying on ornamental typefaces, inscribing itself in the continuity of nineteenth-century
literature, it abo approaches the status of a livre d'artiste, the putative
other of the artist's book in Druckcr's account, in its rendition of a Baudelaire poem. The use of classic literary texts was a staple of the /ivre d'artiste
business, which, as a former book dealer, Broodthaers knew well. 154
Broodthaers remains on lhis boundary separating livre d'artiste and
artist's book, luxury item and critique of the art market, because he believes that artists have no choice: they always supply the market wirh
luxury wares, no matter how grungy, improvised, or critical a work may
be. By adopting aspects of the livre d'artiste and by making explicit the
commodity character of the artist's book, Broodthaers makes je hais le
mouvement qui deplace /es lignes a travesty of an artist's book. Broodthaers uses the style of the livre d'artiste to deliver a critique of art's spectacularization, a critique that could only be carried out by returning to
one of the origins of modern art and literature-Les.fleurs du ma/-that
has served as a source for many critical treatments of modernity.
In many of Broodthaer-;'s works, it is Baudelaire who appears as the
marke r of this historical and critical aspect of language. Broodthaers
refers often to Baudelaire's "Au lecreur," the opening poem of Lesjleurs
du ma/, whose explicit ("-Hypocrite lccteur,-mon semblable,-mon
frcre!") posits a fraternity, based on hypocrisy, between reader and author.
Broodthacrs's last book of poetry, Pense-bete, ends with an invocation of
"Au lecteur," and his 1975 text "To be bien pensant ... or not to be. To be
blind" concludes his reflections on art as reification with these Baudclairean words that function both as an invitation to fraternal readers and
a warning about the poems' hermcticism: "All of this is quite obscure.
The reader is invited to enter into this darkness to decipher a theory or
to experience feelings of fraternity, those feelings that unite all men,
and particularly the blind." 155 Instead of dear messages, Broodthaers
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offers insincerity; instead of the friendship of reader and collector with
writer and artist, he offers a hypocritical fraternal bond based on obscurity and blindness.
Broodthaers's return to Baudelaire corresponds to Foucault's description of modernity not as a revolutionary project aiming to "liberate man
to his O\ovn being" but as the task of inventing oneself. 156 Foucault reads
Baudelaire as a critic of the "will to know" (which aims to reveal subjectivity's secret) and an example of "the care of the self" (ascetic selfcrearion) and pays special attention to Baudelaire's pages on the dandy,
who, for Foucault, Jtakes himself as object of a complex and difficult
elaboration."157 ]e hais le mouvement q11i dip/ace /es lig111:s bears signs of
the dandy's disciplined elegance, perhaps most strikingly in the serial
arrangement of figures, but also in the icy figure of beauty, whose critique is similarly cold in its ironic, nonexpressive distance. £ven if this
discipline is ironized by Baudelaire and Broodthacrs, it structures the
work and makes it rigorously arti.ficial. 158 Baudclaire's praise of the artificial finds a response in the typefaces and artful copying ofBroodthaers's
book and in Broodthaers's critique of expression.
Broodthacrs sees Baudelaire not as the bearer of a hope in a future
language free from alienation, but as the source of minor, localized critical interventions, as one of the "very specific transformations" that Foucault envisages in uWhat is Enlightenment?~ ~upplanting "all projects
that claim to be global or radical." 159 Foucault lamencs the restriction of
aesthetic creation to artworks and calls for life itself to be treated as an
objccr of aesthetic creation, but it seems unlikely that Broodthaers would
have followed this call. 160
In his very different account of modernity, Lulcici. writes that, for
the proletariat, history is not the process of unveiling but "the unbroken
alremation of ossification, contradiction, and movement."161 Broodthaers
stages this alternation in ]e hais le mouvement qui deplace /es lignes. He
quotes a poem about immobility in a book that seems like an ossified
commodity but that also seems to criticize the commodi fication of language. The "I" that hates movement is subjected to quotation, "cited"
into motion, in the sense that Compagnon emphasiz.es. 162 In Ilroodthacrs's works, quotation ossifies and mobilizes. History is not reserved
for the proletariat but available, in modest, specific ways, to the artist,
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who draws on the past to intervene in contemporary debates, who inserts
his work into literary and visual traditions. This is why he ends his book
with "Fig. 12,"which throughout his work is associated with time. The
book's negation and critique are historical, working to undo stasis and
to point to a movement beyond lines, beyond a reified conception of time
as linear progression.
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FOUR

THE AESTHETICS OF
ADMINISTRATION
Heimrad Backer's
transcript

Strange Origins
Hcimrad Backer wrote his 1986 book transcript using only quotations
taken from documents related to the Shoah. 1 Most of the book's 124
pages isolate brief quotations on an otherwise blank page. Almost all
the quotations are documented in endnotes by abbreviations that are
keyed to sources listed in a bibliography that follows the notes. Most
pages quote between one and three sentences: "i need more freight trains
if i'm going to take care of things quickly" is the only sentence on page
27. The endnote reveals that the source is a 1943 letter from Heinrich
Himmler (134). The breezy, colloquial quality of the sentence and its
emphasis on efficiency contrast sharply with the terse, explicit vocabulary of the cropped quotation on the facing page (26):
(I) . . .

(TI) . . .
(III) in the persecution and eradication
1. their murder
2. their concentration
3 . .. .•

The notes and bibliographies reveal that these lines are taken from an
index of a book on the trials of camp administrators. Backer omits some
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of the items in the index, and he includes the superscript reference "4"
without supplying the note to which it refers, thereby explicitly registering the relation of transcript to a larger, absent body of writing as
well as the fact that this relation is interrupted.
These few entries allow for a smnmary account of Backer's method:
quotation, documentation, isolation, and abbreviation. Backer calls his
method "concretion" and makes explicit the relation to concrete poetry,
a movement in which he participated not only as a writer but also as a
prominent editor and publisher. 2 Transcript is, however, very different
from most concrete poetry and from the best-knm.vn concrete poems by
writers like Eugen Gorn ringer, Ernst Jandl, and Decio Pignatari. In a
short essay on Backer, Gomringer writes that it is difficult to reconcile
Backer's works with concrete poetry's utopian element, the "new vital
feeling of a universal conununity in the making" and its make.rs' belief
in the possibility of" universal communication" anticipated in their poetry.
In the same text, he presents concrete poetry as an a.ffumation of postwar consumer culrure and as a forgetting of the war: "We hadn't reckoned with the recent past, which we considered to be a closed chapter;
we hadn't reckoned with National Socialism and its terrible language.
In our pragmatic euphoria, Coca-Cola and ping pong were the new landmarks."3 Gorn ringer calls transcript a disturbing outsider, and he claims
that Backer's poetry introduces a "foreign" element that "shakes up" concrete poetry's "positivism" and "pragmatic euphoria." Because of other
concrete poets' focus on postwar commodity culture at the expense of
attention to the language of Nazism, transcript thus appears "strange"
to Gomringer: "It was accepted despite its strange origins," he writes. 4
This "strangeness" leads Gomringer to adopt what seems like a
contradictory position vis- a- vis transcript. He identifies transcript as a
"new chapter" in literary history, and he agrees with Friedrich Achleitner's afterword to transcript, which presents Backer's book as a "canonical work of concrete poetry."5 But then he seems to take this back. Even
though "one could think of parallels in other idioms," Gomringer calls

transcript a "unicum" and thus cuts it off from the past and future of
poetry before laconically concluding: "One is loath to think of a literature made up of such codes."6
Gomringerwrites in a 1956 manifesto that concrete poetry "is based
in the scientific and technical worldview of today and will unfold in the
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synthetic and rational worldview of tomorrow."7 Backer's poetry refuses
ecstatic identification with this or anyworldvicw and with the hope for
the glorious unfolding of a poetry of the future. He shares this skepticism with Debord and Broodthaers, for whom a hope for universal communication is nothing more than a sign of the generalization of the
exchange principle. For Backer, the utopian aspects of modernity are
exactly what have to be vigilantly criticized.8 The promise of a second
modernity, a postwar fresh start, rings hoUow when the critigue of the
first modernity has not yet taken place. Transcript reveals this hollowness and points to the echoes, in concrete poetry, of the worst sides of
modernity.
Backer dedicated his life to a critical examination of the language
of the avant-garde and the language of Nazism. Because of his aesthetic
commitments and intellectual training and because of his biography, he
was uniquely placed to deliver this critique. He was a key participant in
the Austrian avant-garde, as writer, artist, mentor, and publisher; and
he had a PhD in philosophy, fo.r which he wrote a dissertation on communication and community in Karl Jaspcrs. 9 And he was exceptional,
among other postwar authors and artists, not because he was an enthusiastic participant in the Hitler Youth and joined the Nazi Party in 1943
(this he had in common with many others), but because he publicly
acknowledged this aspect of his early life-going so far as to include it
on a book jacket-and also because he made this early part of his life
into the center of his work as an artist and writer.
Backer published four books of poetry that quote National Socialist
language: SEASCAPE (1985), transcript (1986), EPITAPH (1989), and transcript 2 (1997). 10 Language related to the Shoah and to Nazism seems
particularly apt for quotation, given its immediate identification as historical and its association with the violently idcntitarian thinking that guotation often aims to counter. 11 The exclusive reliance on quotation makes
Backer's works both uncomfortably close and disturbingly distant from
their sources. This tension of intimacy and alienation can be addressed
using concepts developed by Adorno in Aesthetic Theory: "the artwork,~
Adorno writes, "is not only the echo of suffering, it diminishes it; form,
the organon ofits seriousness, is at the same time the organon of the neutralization of suffering." Adorno formulates two extremes of this relation
to suffering. There are artworks that remain faithful to suffering at the
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expense of form and thereby make up an "art of complete responsibility" that "terminates in sterility, whose breath can be felt on almost
all consistently developed artworks."But works that emphasize form at
the expense of suffering can fall into an "absolute irresponsibility" that
"degrades art to fun." These extremes coexist in transcript. The text
equates itself, by means of its documentary intention and its use of quotation, to what Adorno calJs "reality at its most extreme and grim" and
thereby risks the reproach of sterility. 12 But its extremely formalized
nature removes it from this reality. Although it would be difficult to argue
that transcripts formal aspect makes it "fun," the text could be read, at least
in part, as a formalizing, aestheticizing neutralization of the suffering that
its sources caused or registered. Backer's critics have addressed the role of
aestheticization in his works but more often focus more on their documentary aspects.13 One could say of transrriptwhat Gertrud Koch once
said about Claude Lanzmann's Shoah: "The fact that it is also a work of
art is acknowledged only in passing and almost with embarrassment. "14
Although the question of aestheticization has not been central to
Backer's reception, there has been a related debate about whether Backer's
texts create a false, harmonizing unity among their disparate sources.
Transcript quotes from texts by victims, perpetrators, and postwar historians as well as, in a few instances, from sources not immediately related
to Nazis m or the Shoah. OnJy in Backer's work do they gain some sort
of unity. Backer's readers have been split in their evaluation of this aspect
of his work. Robert Cohen finds that the "lack of differentiation among
diverse types of texts" in Backer's works results in "a unified linguistic
domain," in which it is hard to distinguish between victims' and perpetrators' speech and between Nazi-era documents and post-1945 historical accounts. 15 Cohen singles out this aspect of Backer's work for critique,
but the reading in this chapter will claim that it is in this homogenization
that the main interest of Backer's work lies. Qyotation allows Backer
to create a body of writing that relies on small differences and thereby
points to the continuities between Nazism and its putative others.

Gibberish
Backer barely modifies any of the material that he presents in transcript.
This simiJarity of source material and finished product is the first sign
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that clear differences are not his goal. Although most passages in t1·anscript arc verbatim quotations, Backer modifies forty-three of the one
hundred and nventy-nine entries, as in the entry from the index quoted
above. Most of these alterations are indicated as such in the notes. The
passages that he distorts the most are from Nazi leaders, as in this montage of phrases from Mein Kampf
only when a nation in all its members to that high sentiment
someday forged together unshakable any exuberant force by fate
for the greatest revolutionary changes on this earth fanatical passion
to the benefit of aryan humanity some day a race ripe for the last
and greatest the crown burn into ... (92)
By putting together short quotations of only a few words, Backer turns
Mein Kampfinto what Backer wouJd call "gibberish" (or Kauderwelsch),
a key term for understanding the method of transcript. In a short paragraph that he inserts as an introduction to the endnotes, Backer presents
his method as the creation of a "methodical gibberish that reproduces
a deadly gibberish" (133). By identifying both his sources and his work
with the same rerm, Backer distances himself from his text (it's gibberish!) and, at the same time, reduces the distance between transcript and
its sources (they are both forms of the same thing, gibberish).
Backer's double use of the term points to the fact chat he conceives
of his work differently than Victor Klemperer, the best-known critic of
Nazi language. Although Klempcrer, in his book 1he Language ofthe 1hird
Reich: LTI- Ungua Tertii lmperii; A Philologirt's Notebook, thematizes
his own occasional use of a few trivial expressions of the language of the
Third Reich, he presents his investigation as written from a perspective
safely outside it. 111 Even a cursory glance at his srudy, however, reveals
his reliance on the figures and concepts of National Socialist language
and thought, most markedly in his discussion ofHitler's rhewric, which
Klemperer describes as "un-German" and as a "plague~ that "penetrated
. "11 A ccord"mg to
a language which had hirherro been protecte d from 1t.
Klemperer, this disease evenrually overcame its host's resistance and became a "specifically German disease" and transformed itself into what
K.lemperer calls, in a phrase broadcast from deep within LTI territory,
"a rampant degeneration of German flesh." 18 His apotropaic gesture
incorporates elemenrs of the National Socialist language that it intends
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to ward off. There is no better way to show the problems inherent in his
attempt to distance the language ofNazism than simply to quote his call
for its destruction: "Many words from Nazi linguistic usage should be
committed to a mass grave for a very long time, some forever." 19 Klemperer's insistence on the effectiveness of his linguicide is countered not
only by his grotesque choice of the metaphor of a mass grave but also by
how, in this metaphor, some of the words are to remain forever buried,
while others would be able, according to the logic of the metaphor, to
survive or return, as they already do in his text. This is not to say that
Klemperer's book is an apology for Nazi language, but that Klemperer's
wish for clear differentiation from Nazism is not so easily fulfilled.
Backer neither adopts these distancing gestures nor assumes that
he can simply bury National Socialist language.20 For Backer, Nazi ideologemes and linguistic usage don't even seem to be dead. They positively thrive in postwar Germany and Austria. In Backer's works after
the 1985 publication of SEASCAPE, his first book-length "transcription"
of Nazi language, there is no avant-garde hope in the creation of a new
language. But Backer's earlier works do express this hope: "new poetry,"
he writes in 1973, "creates a new language. It separates itself from the
usual gibberish [Kauderwelsch}. "21 This dream of a new language was
shared by a number of tendencies in twentieth-century politics and aesthetics, from Joseph Goebbels's insistence that National Socialism created "a completely oew language" to Ingeborg Bachmann's dictum "no
new world without a new language."22 The hope in a new language is
not in itself fascist, but it is also not, in itself, antifascist.
By the time of the publication of transcript, Backer's position has
changed. He no longer wants to make a new language out of the gibberish
of Nazism but, instead, aims simply to chru1ge its nature, from murderous
to methodical. The original gibberish has not yet been understood and
thus cannot yet be overcome. Transcript aims not to create a new language
but to produce knowledge about two specialized languages that seem
distinct: the languages of National Socialism and of the avant-garde.

Ineffable and Immediate
The relation of transcript to the language of National Socialism is complicated by Backer's involvement as a teenager in the local leadership
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and press service of the H itler Youth. 23 On the cover of transcript 2, he
gives his final rank in the Hitler Youth and states that he became a member of the Nazi Party at eighteen. In transcript, he quotes a sentence
from a fawning biography of Hitler and in the endnote refers to a proHitler book review that he published in a Linz newspaper in 1942. This
footnote reveals that the language he aims to document was also, for a
time, his language; and that transcript is, among other things, an autobiographical text.24
Backer highlights the fact that he wrote texts sympathetic to
National Socialism, but he does not limit himself to a psychological
admission of guilt or shame or to a work of p enance. Detlef Hoffmann
has formulated the shortcomings of such psychologizing and moralizing readings of Backer's work: "Christianity with its metaphysical scheme
of guilt, penance, and salvation belongs to the sources of National Socialist ideology, which never tired of talk about guilt, redemption, and the
Redcemer."25 After this disqualification of these concepts, Hoffmann
suggests that Backer's presentation of his book EPITAPH as "sublation"
seems more fruitful for thinking about transcript. And Backer, with his
philosophical training, would probably not have used the term without
thinking through its implications for his project.
Backer's sublation aims to preserve, destroy, and overcome the materials that he draws on in transcript and in his other works. This is the
note from EPITAPH that Hoffmann mentions:
[EPTTAPuj is a step in the process of sublaring these se ntences
that the author wrote in the Linz Tages-Post on May 27, 1942:
'"We have seen the Fuhrer!' This book is a mirror for what can
never be expressed and only experienced in the vision of these
images: a piece of the man Adolf Hitlcr."This process of
sublation- negation of negation (Jean Amery)- ... will come to
an end not with a single publication, but with the existence of
the author.26

Backer's quotational works are a sublation not only of the fact that Backer
published texts such as this but also of two specific, complementary
concepts that appear in his adolescent book review and that were crucial for National Sociali.sm, but not only for National Socialism: ineffability and immediacy.
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Backer sublates the pathos of the inexpressible and extralinguistic
("a mirror for what can never be expressed") and emphasizes, in EPITAPH
and transcript, the fact that almost everything about the Shoah was
spoken about and recorded, even rhe most violent and gruesome details.
T he destruction of European Jewry was not unspeakable but, as Backer's
works show, an eminendy describable and described act that was spoken about, extensively, by thousands of people who were concerned about
the precision and even the beauty of their language. 27
T he second sublated concept, the counterpart of unspeakability in
the review he quotes, is the immediacy of the vision that overcomes the
need for spcakability. Hitler, the you ng Backer writes, can only be experienced immediately "in a vision," not described. Transcript doesn't offer
any visions. lts readers must piece together its meanings. Backer's subl.ation negates the concept of pure vision (Anblick) in his book review by
emphasizing a number of forms of mediation and separation. The bibliographic apparatus in transcript is the most obvious sign of this.
T he presence and role of the apparatus distinguishes transcript from
its avant-garde predecessors, from Kurt Schwitters's Merz poems to J Jelmut I leisscnbiittel's "DeutschJand l 944" to the "Verbarien" of the Vienna
Group. 28 Thc notes, along with the bibliography, shape the reading experience of transcripl. They make up one of three distinct, mediating layers
in transcript: text, note, and bibliography. Even the moderately conscientious or curious reader must flip back and forth am ong these three parts
of the work, because the quoted passage and often even the no te do not
give enough information to understand it, as in this list of figures:

66 min
87 min

106 min
74min
65 min
65 min
53 min
70min
65 min
66 min
87 min
65 min (79)
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The note explains that the source of this list is a set of documents related
to "hypothermic experiments with fatal results" and lists the source as
"IMT XXV/593, 598."Flipping to the bibliography, the reader sees that
this abbreviation stands for volume 25 of the International Military
Tribunal in Nuremberg (136). Without the notes and the bibliography,
the list would be indecipherable.
Another example of this kind of separation can be found in a quotation that appears in transcript 2 (Figure 4). The text consists of nothing
but ordering and referring signs and the final, incomplete, amendatory
sentence, which would read in English, "the sentence originally stated."29
The endnote for this text reveals the source to be, again, the Nuremberg trials; the sense of incompletion already present at first glance is
intensified by the knowledge of what might have been left out.
The body of Backer's texts refutes the topos of unspcakability, and
his use of notes impedes every immediate vision. in his study of the footnote, Anthony Grafton remarks that notes "detract from the illusion of
veracity and immediacy ... since they continually interrupt the single
story told by an omniscient narrator."3 For Susan Stewart, the footnote
"depicts a voice splitting itself," a voice that offers (in the body of the
tex t) and withholds something (by referring beyond itself to something
that remains unsaid in the body and often also in the note).31 T he footnotes not only give "glimpses of all 'that has been left out,'" as Stewart
has it, but also thnt so much has been left out.31 They highlight the text's
dependence on other texts. When Backer writes, in a short text titled
"About My Work," of"literarure as a possibility of declaring seemingly
unliterary elements to be literature," he may also be talking about the
incorporation of notes and a bibliography, which prescribe a number of
mediating gestures: following the path laid out by the note, verifying
references, and reflecting on the text's relation to an outside. 33

°

The Bureaucratic Exception
Backer's use of notes also corresponds to the kinds of separation that
charactefrbe bureaucratic language, and it evokes the fantasies and fears
that arose along with modern forms of bureaucracy. According to the
nineteenth-century economist Friedrich List, bureaucracy crentes a new
"world" that is "separated from the people, unfamiliar with t.he needs of
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FIGURE 4. Page from H eimrad Backer, tramcript 2 (1997). 24 x 16 cm.
Courtesy Literaturverlag Droschl.

the people and the ways of civic life, circling about in endless formal
issues."34 This antibureaucratic view was shared by critics with a wide
range of political viewpoints in the twentieth century, including the
National Socialists, who targeted the bureaucracy because of its identification with formalities (that is, the rule of law) and its independence
from political aims and vision. In his study of Nazi bureaucracy, Hans
Mommsen documents some of these conflicts, which are especially visible in this letter he quotes from Martin Bormann, who insists that the
careful observation of procedures does not suffice for a bureaucrat serving the Nazi regime:
l have no doubt that a bureaucrat who has reservations about
National Socialism or secretly rejects it can process files following
precise, prescribed guidelines. Bur if the state puts up with such
an attitude in a bureaucrat, it would be doing a disservice to
the members of the bureaucracy and cheir perception by the
people. The state must instead work toward ensuring that its
bureaucrats advocate the National Socialist worldview out of
an i1111er conviction.35

For Bormann and a tradition that came before him, bureaucrats cannot
be trusted, because their work is political, yet separable from "inner conviction." Their writing might not match up with their intentions, and
writing in general is tainted for Nazi thinking, because of its putative
distance from speech and the spirit. The locus classicus for this suspicion
would be the chapter "The Struggle of the Early Period- the Significance of the Spoken Word" in Mein Kampf, and Hitler aJso makes claims
elsewhere in Mein Kampfabout the predominance ofJews in the clerical
corps ("Nearly every clerk was a Jew and nearly every Jew was a clerk"). 36
Bormann's complaint makes clear ex negativo the ideal state form: a
political system intimately and immediately connected with the people
and unconcerned with formalities, one whose most concise articulation
can be found in the 1942 Reichstag resolution that released Hitler
"from every juridical regulation."37
Although not all the entries in transcript are taken from bureaucratic
documents, this type oflanguage receives special attention, because every
other type oflanguage in transcript emerges only in relation ro it. 38 Even
the most intimate documents Backer quotes were produced in response
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to bureaucratic imperatives, such as these quotations from a collection
of final letters from prisoners condemned to death: "you will find my
body right before the school, it's by the street watchman's house, where
albegno is, before the bridge. you can come and pick me up right away";
"this is my last letter, and i'm letting you know that i was shot on september 1st at six o'clock" (114-15). The certainty of death and the
matter-of-fact reporting of this certainty would be difficult to imagine
under other circumstances. Although these entries record victims' last
words, they are also an extension of the bureaucratic mechanism that
demanded their production. "To facilitate and speed up the destruction
and exploitation," Sabine Zelger writes in her interpretation of these
passages, "even the victims are deployed as part of the plan."39
Backer's quotations of bureaucratic language cannot be read as an
implicit call. to replace bureaucracy and its language with a government
closer to the people and run according to inner convictions. His critique of immediacy appears here, too. In her study on bureaucracy in
Backer, Zeiger shows how transcript focuses on the rule and not the
exception: there are no references to the many instances of sabotage,
disobedience, or problems in the progression of the Nazis' killing operations. 40 But she also points to the longest entry in transcript 2, a nineteenpage list of the numbers of people killed in Auschwitz in a certain time
frame, which mixes exact and inexact data. This seems to be an exception to the rule of bureaucratic precision, but Zeiger argues persuasively
that it is, in fact, more proof of efficiency. "It was precisely this attitude,"
she writes, "of allowing for imprecision and renouncing perfection that
attests not to any type oflack, as it would in an everyday understanding
of bureaucracy, but to [their deployment of bureaucratic methods as] a
supreme technical work of art. "41 This insight into the workings of the
Nazi bureaucracy contributes to the understanding of the elements in
transcript that seem to escape the book's quotational and documentary
system: a number of handwritten entries, some without sources listed
in the bibliographic apparatus. Some are not quotations, which is surprising, given the fact that Backer claims, in his note that prefaces the
bibliographic apparatus, that "every section of transcript is a quotation."
Since these handwritten entries are not marked as quotations, they could
be read as authorial intrusions into a text otherwise made up only of
quoted texts. 42 They represent anomalies in Backer's text, which presents
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itself as highly formalized and systematic, and as such they deserve
special attention.
The most enigmatic handwritten entry repeats fifty-two times, over
the course ofone page, the simple sentence "der schreiber schreibt" (Figure 5). The first translations of this line that come to mind are simply:
"the writer writes" or "the clerk writes." But the difficulties producing a
good translation of this line reveal something about the German text.
The term Schreiber means "record keeper," "scribe," or "clerk"; it is the
same term translated as "clerk" in the sentence just quoted from Mein
Kampf("Every Jew is a clerk ... "). The most common German word
for a literary writer is different (Schriftstellcr), but the Grimms' dictionary reveals that Schreiber has, historically, also occasionally been used
(by Luther and Wieland, for example) to designate a literary writer, even
though the dominant usage refers to some kind of bureaucratic or clerical
writing. The Schreiber is usually an Abschreiber, a copyist, but the separation from literature is far from hermetic. The term Schreiber here recalls
this porosity between Backer's literary method and mere copying.
And yet this is one of the few lines that is not copied--or, at the
least, one of the few that is presented without a note or bibliographic
entry. Since it is surrounded by quotations, it is difficult to shake the
impression that this, too, must be a quotation. It would still be an odd
entry, though, for three reasons: it is not documented and thus not verifiable; it has no explicit relation to the Shoah; and it is in Backer's hand.
This entry calls out for an interpretation that relates it to the rest of the
work and accounts for its exceptional status.
Running through the sentence "der schreiber schreibt" is a tension
between impersonality and expressiveness. On the one hand, the sentence can be read as insisting on the mechanically mimetic aspect of
Backer's work of transcription. In the term "schreibcr," Backer the writer
coincides with the writers whom he quotes, and not for the .first time,
because, he, too, wrote in their Language as a teenager; and because, in
many of the entries in transcript, he does not go beyond writing in the
language of National Socialism as he quotes it. The sentence's quasitautological nature also emphasi7.-es the text's mimetic aspect and Backer's assumption of the jmpersonal role of record keeper. On the other
hand, the entry seems, as handwritten, to emphasize Backer's status as an
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FIGURE 5. Page from Heimrad Backer, transcript (1986). 23 x 15 cm. Courtesy
Li terarurverlag Droschl.

individual writer with his own style and thus to preclude an interpretation of his writing as mere copying. 43
Despite appearing at first glance to be anomalous, the entry "der
schreiber schreibt" can be read as indicative of tensions that characterize transcript as a whole: the conflict between formal unity and fragmentation; the conflict within Backer's biography; and the conflict between
identity and difference inherent to the act of quotation. 44 The writer,
despite appearing in Backer's handwritten entry only as a producer of
writing, is distanced from his writing by the very fact of the sentence's
emphasis on the Link between writing and writer. If the tie between
writer and writing were secure, there would be no need to insist on it.
But another anomalous aspect, the fact that it is not a quotation,
does seem to set it and a fe>v other entries outside the system of documentation and verifiability that Backer insists on in the notes. Even
Backer's best readers leave these entries aside as they praise transcript as
a work characterized by "discipline" and "absolute documentation" (Weigel.), as "strictly documented" (Amann), and as moving away from literary invention to pure quotation (Schmatz). 45 ln such readings, what
place is there for anomalies like "der schreiber schreibt"?46 To answer
this question, the role of documentation has to be relativized. The notes
don't just document sources; they also open transcript up to other texts.
The referring force of the note remains intact even when the reference
is incomplete, as the superscript "4" in the text quoted above showed.
When the text's apparent anomalies are taken seriously and read together
with the intertextualizing force of the notes, it becomes clear that the
organizing principle of transcript is not absolute documentation. Its documentary impulse admits incompletion and even emphasizes it: notes
and bibliographies are not closed systems but necessarily open, expansive. Far from completing the text and filling in the gaps left by quotation and montage, the note incompletes the text, and this incompletion
is a central formal principle in Backer's works.
The assertion of this principle allows for a different reading of the
handwritten entries. fostead of functioning as an expressive element outside a system defined in terms of documentation and verifiability, the
undocumented and handwritten entries merely activate another form
of reference to something missing. Especially because of Backer's insistence on documentation and verifiability, these entries seem to require
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a reference, to call out for one, and are thus incomplete in a way that
exceeds the status of expressive elements, which they would probably
function as in another work that insists less on verifiability. The entry
"der schreiber schreibt" remains undocumented, and the tensions it creates remain unresolved. It can thus be read allegorically as a sign of the
incompletion at the heart of Backer's work, the sublation that Backer
claims will end, prematurely and abortively, with his death.
To incompletion and nonresolution as qualities of his work, there
must be added another privative operation: omission:'7 Robert Cohen
has pointed out that the appropriate rhetorical figure for discussing transcript is aposiopesis, a form of omission that leaves out what is most
important. 48 Aposiopesis differs from ellipsis, which leaves out what
is insignificant. Both figures are key to transcript, which is made up of
almost nothing but quotations abbreviated by aposiopesis and ellipsis.
It is an essentially incomplete work because of the impossibility of the
sublation that Backer would like it to be, and it is a work that fragments
complete works as it makes its sources incomplete by exposing them to
a new context. Backer keeps "the wound open," Klaus Amann writes.49
This essential incompletion may explain the long period ofdormancy
of Backer's work on the project. His work of studying Nazism began
around the time of the Nuremberg trials, and he began to collect materials in earnest around 1968, even if the concept and method of transcript were only developed later. It may also explain his expansion of the
project into a multivolume, multigenre, and multimedia work that includes two books made up only of quotations (transcript and transcript
2), shorter quotational texts (sEESTUCK and "transcript z"), books with
photographs and quotations (EPITAPH), photography, a radio play (gehen
wir wirklich in den tod?), a stage version of EPITAPH (also titled EPITAPH),
as well as political and documentary work on the maintenance ofMauthausen. The work of transcription is always incomplete and can be
endlessly continued. This is why Backer writes that the work of sublation will only be complete when he dies. At the time of his death, he
was at work on two other parts of the project: transcript J, which would
have been a collection of materials about his transcript project and its
method; and together with Gabriele Kaiser, landscape m, a book of photographs of Mauthausen. 50
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Elegance and Beauty
Although Backer's work may be primarily privative, it also seems to add
something to the texts it presents: beauty. Backer seems to aestheticizc
the barren, brutal documentation of the Shoah. He explicitly recognizes the risks of aestheticization in this remark from a text about the
preservation of Mauthausen: "If one makes a historical object into an
element of our museal sense of order, often this is done in a cuphemizing, flattening, aestheticizing way.''51 Aestheticization appears here in a
series of terms that he surely would not have used to describe his work,
and, yet, despite this intimacy bet\veen aestheticization and these other
operations, Backer often emphasizes the formal nature of the texts that
he cites. For instance, in a note in transcript, he laconically remarks of
a list of casualties in Sobibor that its "cross form is a statistical result"
(134). And in the text on Mauthausen, he presents his aesthetic consideration of lists of the dead as a conscious choice: "If one takes them
seriously as an aesthetic phenomenon, then a meta-aesthetic landscape
opens up." 52 Even if aestheticization is only a means to an end, there is
something unsettling about the appropriation of the aesthetic qualities
of texts related to the Holocaust, especially the documents that Backer
chooses to focus on: not only lists of the dead but accounts of the functioning of gas chambers, reports from experiments conducted in the
camps, and the correspondence of Nazi leaders.
Bur Backer does not add aesthetic concerns to texts that don't have
them in their original contexts. He says as much in a text from 1973: "a
meaningful complex is not aestheticized after the fact, but something
unified is sought out and displayed."53 And the "something unified" of
Nazism includes its aesthetic and aestheticizing aspects. Backer simply
repeats what he finds in Nazi texts, and this includes the Nazi will to
aestheticize, its officials' belief that their organization of the Shoah was
artful and that the telos of their actions was the formation ofa beautiful
German race.54 For the perpetrators, the Holocaust had an aesthetic
aspect as it was conceived and carried out, because it belonged to the
program of a "redemptive anti-Semitism" that would allow for the realization of the Germans' potential as a "culture-creating race."55
In a number of entries, Backer shows how Nazi officials thought
of the bureaucratic and technical organization of genocide as a work of
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art, as in this passage that he quotes from a letter by Himmler: "see to
jt that you find someone who can develop this whole incentive system
in all of the camps in an ingenious and artistic way" (in einer genialen
und kunstlerischen weise) (40). Himmler's «artistic" consideration of t he
very operations of mass murder is echoed in transcript 2 by this quotation from Eichmann: "sometimes 10,000 units arrived daily. i didn't determine the tempo; i could only do one thing: i could channel it as elegantly
as possible" (ich konnte es in so eleganten bahnen wie nur moglich
iliel1en Lassen) (55). 56 In a way, Eichmann's work i.s a kind of montage,
a literary technique that has always been associated with mass production. According to this quotation, Eichmann, too, works with "units"
and only regulates their flow and arrangement.
Backer's interest in the language of the Shoah leads him to take account of its aesthetic aspect, including the aesthetic self- understanding
of those who wrote and spoke about it. This inclusion of aestheticizing
passages leaves its traces on transrript and makes it, in some places, an
aestheticizing text. Aestheticization is not an unfortunate side effect of
transcript's treatment of Nazi documents, but one of the primary intentions of the texts that it quotes. Backer makes aestheticization into his
o~ject, and the most complex, troubling aspect of his work is the way
in which he mjmics the aesthctic:izing gestw-es of his sources.

Administrative Aesthetics
The understanding of Backer's poetry can be greatly enriched through
a consideration of a concept imported from the history of art, a concept
already discussed in chapter 3's reading ofBroodthaers: Benjamin Buchloh's notion of the "aesthetics of administration." Buchloh's concept
describes a failure to provide a mediated- that is, distanced, criticalrepresentation of what Adorno calls the "administered world." Conceptual art, in Buchloh's readings, seems to realize some of the worst
possibilities open to modern art in Adorno's aesthetics, and Buchloh's
remarks about conceptual art can also be used to address the intimate
ties between concrete poetry and administrative documents. Many passages of Adorno's essay "Culture and Administration" could in fact be
read as indictments of conceptual art and resonate with key conceptual
art manifestos, such as Sol LeWitt's "Paragraphs on Conceptual An."
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This is not a surprising insight-it is the point ofBuchloh's essay-but it
is worth comparing LeWitt and Adorno to see how close they really are:
Adorno: Attention m ust be directed toward aesthetic tendencies in
the direction of integral construction; this can be verified at many
junctures. Such tendencies envision a type of planning from above,
the analogy of which ro administration is not to be ignored.
Le\!Vitt: In conceprual art the idea of the concept is the most
important aspect of the work. When <lO artist uses a conceptual
form of art, it means that all of the planning and decisions are
made beforehand and the execution is a perfunctory affair.
Adorno: [A]dministration, by its very nature, by and large excludes
individual caprice in favor of an objectively regulated process.
LeWitt: If the artist wishes to explore his idea thoroughly, then
arbitrary or chance decisions would be kept to a minimum, while
caprice, taste and other whi msies would be eliminated from the

making of the art. 57
The claim of artists to remove caprice in favor of planning would not
have been surprising for Adorno, for whom the similarities between
bureaucracy and modern and contemporary art are no accident: "disguised admjnistrative categories" can be encountered "even in the most
advanced avant-garde artistic products,"be writes, because art and administration are intimately tied, and not just in the post-1945 era.58
Administration has always been part of culture- or, better, part of art,
since the term "culture" already means "administered art."59
But in the administered world, which for Adorno marks a new historical phase, administration insinuates itselfinto art even as it distances
itself more and more from it. AdmJnistration no longer just comprehends art or directs its production but, instead, subverts art's "claim of
the particular over the general" and submits art tO "norms not inherent
to it which have nothing to do with the quality of the object."60 Administration is more distant but makes more invasive demands of art, including that it renounce its "protest against integration," its insistence on
particularity and difference. 61 This change arises from tl1e generalization of the exchange principle, its "extension" from the limited realm of
the market into "the entirety of life."62
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Far from precluding freedom, Adorno writes in the closing sentences of"Culture and Administration,n this situation opens up possibilities for critical creation:
Whoever critically and unflinchingly makes conscious use of the
means of administration and its institutions is still in a position to
realize something which would be different from merely administered
culture. The minimal differences from the ever-constant which are
open to him define for him-no matter how tentatively (wie irnmer
auch hilflos]-the difference concerning the totality; it is into
difference itself-into divergence [or aberrance, deviation,
Abweichung]- that hope has retreated. 63

This passage recalls Adorno's claims about history discussed in chapter 1. Here, the possibility for freedom can be found in what Adorno
calls the "refunctioning" or "functional transformation" (Umfonktionieren) of institutions.64 Neither Buchloh nor Adorno nor Backer calls for
the renunciation ofbureaucracy; such a call would echo the Nazi hatred
of mediation. Instead, all three of them call for an Umfunktionierung of
bureaucracy. In Buchioh's essay, it is Broodthaers who performs the
exemplary refunctioning of institutions.
Backer's works are a mimesis of bureaucracy, a refunctioning of the
language and concepts of nvo putatively distinct realms: National Socialism and the avant-garde. The differences between his poetry and his
sources are minimal. The most thorough consideration of rhis aspect of
Backer's works can be found in a text by the Austrian poet Franz Josef
Czernin, who points out that Backer explicitly draws on a long tradition of avant-garde and especially concrete and visual poetry- from
Velimir Khlebnikov and Hans Arp to Friederike Mayrocker, Oskar
Pastior, and Gerhard Ruhm-that foregrounds "artificiality, play ... ,
and the autonomy of the aesthetic."65 The "monstrosity" or "enormity"
(das Ungeheuere) of transcript, he continues, is to have found these forms
and processes in Nazi texts.66 This has two effects: rhe contrast between
avant-garde and Nazi uses of these forms highlights how "monstrous"
(monstrose) and "reprehensible" Nazi language is, and it also shows how
the meaning of literary forms and processes is not inherent in them and
must be determined by their use and content.
Since the reduction of language to visual and concrete forms can
be found in death reports from concentration camps just as well as in an
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avant-garde poem, reduction cannot be interpreted to mean anything
in itself, and certainly not as the promising sign of a furure "universal
poetry of communication," as Gornringer puts it. "In other words," Czernin's text concludes, "form itself ... is proved to be neutral; it takes on
the traits lent to it, contingently, by its use."67 This leads to results that
Czernin repeatedly calls "monstrous": poetry made ofNazi texts, but also
the disturbing realization of the similarity between Nazi texts and avantgarde forms. Just as Douglas Crimp finds that, in the 1980s and 1990s,
"the strategy of appropriation no longer attests to a particular stance
toward the conditions of contemporary culture," Czernin shows how a
particular political orientation cannot be assigned to literary strategies
of reduction and fragmentation. 6S
A reading of transcript isn't necessary to identify this similarity. Gomringer's manifestos already reveal it, albeit unintentionally. A synonym
for "concretion" in Gomringer's texts is "concent ration."69 I t isn't an interpretive reach to consider the relation of poetic concentration and Nazi
camps. Gomringer claims that concrete poetry is the appropriate poetry
for "our time," and his time was also the time of the Shoah. His dreams
of progress, the pursuit of tl1e Enlightenment project, and unmediated
communication can't be hermetically isolated from the concentration
camp, which is imbricated in all aspects of modernity, including utopian and revolutionary thinking. 76 This is implicit in Gomringer's presentation of concrete poetry as the "new poetry" and as the expression of
an age, and the word "concentration" serves as an uncanny intensification of this unacknowledged dimension of his text. Although Gomringer's manifestos don't betray any consciousness of these resonances,
his poetry can be read as complex engagements with this tension inherent in modernity.
This tension doesn't implicate concrete poetry and the avant-garde
any more than it does more conventional literary genres and processes.
Realist literature, for Lukacs, has "a vital relationship to the life of the
people," a statement that also must be examined in .relation to Nazi claims
to give expression to a people. 71 The ideologeme of expression itself belongs to a belief that literature and art must conserve and give form to
a spirit; "it mattered little" to modern artists and modern politics, writes
Eric Michaud, "whether that spirit was primarily the spirit of the artist
himself-as most of the Expressionists, bent on affirming their own ego,
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believcd--or ... the spirit of the people or nation, as it was formulated
not only by the nationalists but also by public opinion as a whole."72
The intimacy of all these literary orientations with Nazism is the result
of the implication or modernity itself in Nazism, and the uniformity, in
this regard, of avant-garde and realist literature testifies to the culture
industry's leveling or differences. 71 The only distinction possible, Adorno
and Horkheimer write, is between artists who conceal their implication
in the market and those who "consciously make it part of their own production."74 For a reading of Backer, Adorno and Horkheimer's terms
can be changed: the difference would then be determined by artists'
consciousness of the persistence of Nazism. The inclusion of this consciousness in an artist's work results in the "minimal difference from the
ever-constant" whose possibility Adorno locates in the refunctioning
transformation of bureaucracy.
It may seem hyperbolic to insist on this interweaving of aesthetics
and the Shoah, but for B~icker this insistence is the result of a sober
observation of his own biography and the biographies of the members
of his generation. He watched his fellow party members and Hitler Youth
acquaintances enter academic and professional life in the 1940s and 1950s
without any public reflection on their involvement in Nazism. He could
remember his own enthusiasm for Nazj ideals, and he learned after the
war of the murder of a cousin at Hartheirn, a Nazi killing center near
Linz. 75 I le observed the rise of the far right Austrian Freedom Party and
its leader Jorg Haider in the 1980s and 1990s, and in 1986, the same
year transcript was published, Kurt \iValdheim was elected president of
Austria despite revelations of his possible involvement, as an army intelligence officer, in war crin1es during the Nazi occupation of Yugoslavia.
Given the persistence of the Shoah in contemporary Austrian politics
and the continuities between the Nar.i era and the postwar era, it would
have been more difficult in the 1980s not to reflect on the relation of
one's own literary production and literary form in general to history.

Continuities
Backer's is a poetry of minimal differences. In the body of his texts, it
is often difficult to recognize the most important distinctions: between
perpetrator's records and victims' voices, between Nazi lists and concrete
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poetry's constellations, and bet\veen primary documents and postwar
historical accounts. This is where Backer's most skeptical and most laudatory readers pay close attention. "In the avant-garde, experimental zone
created in transcript, an unbroken and unalicnated narrative creates an
old-fu.shioned harmonizing effect," Cohen wrices. 76 For Cumin, Backer's
text is monstrous--disturbing but also significant-because or its similarity to its sources. Backer signals his awareness of this in an interview: "There is always the danger of slipping into the aesthetic and
stepping over that hair's breadth of a border. One must work right at
this border-and be aware of the risk of letting up on the intensity.''77
Backer presents Nazism as an aesthetic phenomenon but not only as
that. H is work strives to remain on this "hair's breadth of a border," and,
in the end, it is about this border and its hair's breadth, its almost nothing of a difference.
Himmler and Eichmann view their task of genocide as, at least in
part, aesthetic, and Backer emphasizes the aesthetic qualities of the texts
that he quotes. Backer does not attempt to retreat from this aspect of the
Shoah or to act as if he were somehow able to counter it with an antiaesthctic that would distance his work from its sources or that would
allow him, like Gomringer, to view recent history and his involvement
with National Socialism as a "closed chapter." TranscrijJt emphasizes its
close relation to its sources; it is a mimetic transcription of National
Socialist texts, including their aesthetic pretensions to "elegance" and to
form, and it points to the intimacy ofbureaucratic forms and avant-garde
poetry. 78 Transcript mimics, remaining uncomfortably close ro its sources,
but it also contains an analytic aspect that aims, through distancing
effects, to provoke a critical engagement with National Socialist language.
Backer's critics, with a few exceptions, have until now emphasized these
distancing devices at the expense of the more troubling question of aestheticization, which would require coming to terms with his text's intimacy with its sources and especially with their aesthetic .intentions.
Gertrud Koch's remarks on Shoah are once again relevant here: "Without
question, the film also contributes significant material to the necessary
political and historical debates. But the fascination it exerts, its melancholy beauty, is an aesthetic quality that we cannot afford to suppress."79
Transcript reveals how the language of National Socialism cannot
be quarantined-or, as Klemperer would have it, buried in a mass grave.
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Backer uses quotation to investigate the language that he once spoke and
that, he claims, has not yet been examined closely enough. Qiotation
allows him to repeat texts without identifying with them but also without being able to be completely distinct from them. For Backer, National
Socialism was an enduring problem that remained to be solved, a problem not in the past but indelibly present in the language, culture, and
politics of postwar Austria; and inseparable from the traditions, including the aesthetic and avant-garde traditions, that it emerged from and
that continue to reign mostly unperturbed.80 Transcript repeats and criticizes those traditions; it cliticizes by repeating. The two aspects of transcript-critical and aesthetic-form just one of the tensions that run
through Backer's text, whose essential incompletion includes these tensions' nonresolution. B1ickcr's text presents his readers with the dilemma
of coming to terms with National Soc.ialism's language and complicates
this task by refusing to regard this language as something distant, dead,
and buried.
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MAKING HISTORY
Sharon Hayes, Vanessa Place,
and Glenn Ligon

Technique
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In his 2007 Harper's ma!:,razine essay "The Ecstasy ofl n fluence, "Jonathan
Lethem makes a case for plagiarism as the necessary condition of writing, and he does so by using modified quotations whose sources he lists
at the end of the essay. The goal of quotational writing, for Lethem, is
"finding one's voice," which, he writes, "isn't just an emptying and purifying oneself of the words of others but an adopting and embracing of
filiations, communities, and discourses."1 In his essay, this is just what
happens: a voice emerges that has its own style despite having been
assembled from so many other voices. It's also a voice that has its limits.
"Don't pirate my editions; do plunder my visions," he writes, confining
his claims within a production model that he sometimes seems to want
to overcome. 2 In Reality Hunger, David Shields also claims to find his
voice pillaging and calls for lyrical autobiographical essays to replace
.fiction. Reality Hunger "dispraises" .fiction and praises confession because,
Shields writes, "I like the way the temperature in the room goes up when
I say, 'I did this' (even if! really didn't)."3 For Lethem and Shields, quoting other voices becomes a way of discovering themselves.
In their manifesto Notes rm Conceptualisms, Robert Fitterman and
Vanessa Place discuss practices of collage and quotation that are very
similar to those found in Lethem and Shields. They write about how Ezra
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Pound and John Ashbcry "use ... collage as pre-text technique" to "create choral ensemble[s], i.e., wherein the authorial voice is emergent/dominant/extant"; and about how, in Robert Burton and Laurence Sterne,
a "learned wit~ manipulates ~the materials of erudition."" Fitterman
and Place distinguish between these forms of collage or pastiche and
conceptual quotational practices: "Conceptual writing may differ from
its others insofar as it does not create a single voice or thematic constant from its constituent bits."~This distinction seems useful for thinking about the previous chapters in this book. Memoires has no single
voice, and this is marked by the disparate typefaces in the texts used by
Debord; Broodthaers'sje hais le mouvement qui dip/ace !es lignes contains
little more than Baudelaire's text, repeated and supplemented by paratcxts that arc irreconcilably different from the body of the work; and
Backer's transcript differs only slightly from its many sources. 6 McKenzie Wark proposes a similar distinction between detourncment and the
notion of a creative commons: "Detournement treats all of culture ...
not as ji·ee ru!ture or remix wlture; but as an active place of challenge,
agency, strategy and conflict."7 For Wark, and for Fitterman and Place,
the distinction seems clear: popular, canonical, modernist, and l nternetenthusiastic writers use quotation to create an authorial voice; and avantgarde writers use quoration so as not to create one.
Immediately after they make this distinction, however, Fitterman
and Place throw a wrench in the gears of their argument: "Conceptual
writing also may not differ from its others in any significant respect. This
lack of distinction confuses literary technique or device with literary history."8 And then they move on to their next thesis without dispelling the
confusion they've sown. ~1otation and other conceptual practices, they
seem to be claiming, cannot be owned, and these practices do not, in
themselves, have meaning. Only inrerpretation can decide if a specific
quotational practice creates a single voice or not. And such an interpretation would also take account of how a specific quotational practice is
related to contemporaneous forms of quotation in the culture at large.
This chapter focuses on quotational works by Sharon Hayes, Vanessa
Place, and Glenn I .igon, who rely on methods of copying that seem similar to those espoused by Lethem and Shields. This should come as no
surprise. Art always contains a moment in which it is "the transforming
critique of technique," as Adorno puts it; it develops available techniques.
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Not in creation ex nihilo, but in technique's transformation "consciousness reaches out into the open, beyond the starus quo."~ For Adorno,
"art is modern art through mimesis of the hardened and alienated," and
this mimesis in quotational practices is doubled: as mimesis of mimetic
practices of copying (like those praised by Lcthem and Shjclds), and as
mimesis of hardened reality, in the form of the literary, historical, and
juridical texts that Hayes, Place, and Ligon copy. 10 Their quotational
practices are diffe rent from those employed by Lcthem and Shields, but
this difference only appears in interpretations of individual works.
More than anything else, the hardened and alienated object of quotation in Hayes, Place, and Ligon is identity. TI1cir work has been shaped
by identity politics, but identity politics for them takes on a specific meaning: the dissolution of commodified and biopo)jticaJ identity in an investigation of the formation of identities. Hayes examines the self-conscious
creation of identity in protest movements of the 1970s and 1980s; Place
questions the formation of a normed, normal identity by quoting documents that constitute the subjectivities ofsex offenders; and Ligon highlights the place of dissemblance and disfiguration in the emergence of
identity. Their works stage the emergence of identities and show how
identity formation can be something other than just the discovery of a
latent, hidden sci(
Their resistance to identity appears in the lack of confessional
moments in their work. They quote and also remain silent in their refusal
to speak for themselves or as themselves. All of them identify as gay, lesbian, and/or queer, and their refusal of identity is, among other things,
a marker of their distance from the commodification and normalization
of gay and lesbian identity in the past forty years. 11 To distance themselves, they appropriate queer history but also remain uncannily silent
and absent in their quotationaJ works.
For the exhibition catalog that accompanied the 2010 exhibition
Queer Voice at the Institute of Contemporary Art in Philadelphia, curator Ingrid Schaffner asked a number of scholars, artists, and writers to
respond to an assignment: "Describe queer voice." Jonathan D. Katis
answer is helpful for thinking about the place of identity in Hayes, Place,
and Ligon: "to queer the voice is still to use it to express, to communicate,
and thus raise voice against voice. The result is an argument. But queer
silence is a seduction, and in the quieting of loud, insistent voices, other
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voices can be heard; the still, small voices that refuse old arguments, old
languages, old identifications" and, one could add, current arguments, current languages, and current identifications. u The queer voices in Hayes's,
Place'~, and Ligon's works speak in quocations because this practice allows
them to speak and remain silent at the same rime, to refuse identities
even as they engage in an examination of identicy formation. 13

which a body and a text and a time and a place coalesce." But Hayes's
works show how "that is one moment among many," and they show
how an act's repetition can occur even without that coalescing. 17 Hayes
examines the effects that such a respealcing has when all the right conditions do not coalesce, when, for instance, Ronald Rcagm's speeches are
read by a different speaker of a different gender in a different place at a
different time. 18

Speech Acts

Jn How to Do 7hings with Words, J. L. Austin calls such acts "'infelicitous,~ and Haycs's performative copies would have to settle, in his system, for a place among the "etiolations, parasitic uses, etc., various 'not
serious' and 'not full normal' uses" of speech. "The normal conditions
of reference may be suspended,~ he writes of such cases, in which ··no
attempt [is] made ... to make you do anything, as Walt Whitman does
not seriously incite the eagle oflibercy to smLr."19 Hayes's speech acts may
take place under conditions in which "the normal conditions of reference"

In the past decade, Sharon Hayes has returned again and again to quotation in projects like My Fellow Americans 1981- 1988 (2004), a tenhour video in which she read all of Ronald Reagan's addresses to the
nation; Symbioncse Liberation Army (SLA) Screeds #13, 16, 20 & 29 (2003),
a respeaking of the four a udiotape screeds recorded by Patricia Hearst
when she was kidnapped by the SLA in 1974; and In the Near Future
(2005- 9), "an ong(ling investigation into the figure of the protestor," in
which she stands on the street with signs that quote historic protests or
protest movements (such as "Ratify E.R.A. NOW" and "1 AM A MAN"). 14
Hayes also participated in the collaborative project 9 Scripts from a
Nation at War (2007), a ten-channel video installation that includes a
reading of "the transcripts of 18 of the Combatant Status Review Tribunals held at the US military prison camp at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba
between July 2004 and March 2005."LS
The first word that comes to mind to describe these works is "re
enactment," which is also a word that Hayes explicitly disqualifies for
describing her work. In a conversation with Yvonne Rainer, Hayes says
her rcspeaking works should be understood as "performative copies" or
an ~enactment of a series of performatives rather than performance." She
goes on to ~pecify that this means "an utterance which does something
in its repetition." 16 Hayes's works are performative copies not because
they arc copies o r reenactments of performances that have already taken
place and whose performative force lies in the past and must be resurrected by her, but in the sense that the copies are, in themselves and
precisely as copies, a specific kind of performative speech act. T hey are
copies that do something that can't be thought of as secondary to any
original. Hayes "respeaks" past speech acts and in the process decomposes them. These speech acts' first iterations relied on a "moment in
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arc suspended, but she is otherwise following Austin's program of examining not the sentence on its own but the ~issuing of an utterance in a
speech situation."20 H er performative copies demonstrate how speech acts
can be appropriated by subjects radically different from the subjects necessary for the original iteration or even for Hayes's iteration. 21 These
quotational acts point to the "general citationalicy" or "iterability" that
makes possible all speech acts, even ones that aren't "seriously inciting"
actions, as Derrida shows in his reading of Austin in "Signature Event
Context." 22
Although Hayes refers to Austin and although Derrida's insistence
on iterability in Austin is helpful for understanding Hayes, it is the theory of performativity offered by Emile Benveniste that sheds the most
light on her works. In 1963, Benvenistt: published the article "Analytic
Philosophy and Language" in response to a conference at Royaumont on
analytic philosophy. Benveniste's article seems to have been motivated by
two intentions: first, to insist on the distinction, weakened by Austin,
between performatives and constatives; and second, to draw attention
to his own 1958 article "Subjectivity in Language,"in which he outlines
something like a theory of performative utterances without, however,
using that terminology.

In his 1963 essay, Benveniste adopts many of Austin's moves, including the insistence on the uniqueness of the speech act ("being an
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individual and historical act, a pcrformative utterance cannot be repeated") ..23 But the 1958 essay and his 1956 essay "The Nature of Pronouns" offer something that Austin's texts only imply: a theory of performativity as a theory ofsubjectivation. "The 'subjectivity' we are discussing
here is the capacity of the speaker to posit himself as 'subject,'" Benveniste writes; it is the "psychic unity that transcends the totality of actual
experiences it assembles and that makes the permanence of consciousness. "24 For Benveniste, language is only possible because of the properties of "I," which allow speakers to posit themselves as subjects by
referring to themselves as "I" in speech and thereby also positing a
"you." The use of the "I" allows for the speaker to appropriate language
and creates a "polarity of persons," which for Benveniste is language's
fundamental condition. 25 Communication, he claims, is only a "pragmatic consequence" of this condition.
In this relation of"J" and "you," neither is primary. They constitute
"a dialectical reality that incorporates the two terms and define them by
mutual relationship," and it is in this relation "that the linguistic basis
of subjectivity is discovered."26 For Benveniste, "I" refers not to a concept or individual but to the specific speaking subject who is "uttering the
present instance of discourse" containing "I."27 Benveniste's term for
the reality that this act refers to is "une instance de discours," the singular case or moment of discourse; he insists elsewhere on the uniqueness of this instance of discourse.
In a passage already quoted in chapter 2, Benveniste does not exclude quotational utterances from consideration: "lfl perceive two successive instances of discourse containing 'I,' uttered in the same voice,
nothing guarantees to me that one of them is not a reported discourse,
a quotation in which 'I' could be imputed to another."The quoted "I" is
a necessary possibility that leads him to insist once again that the "I"
does not refer to a specific physical speaker but to the instance of discourse, a particular instance of speech: "It is thus necessary to stress this
point; I can only be identified by the instance of discourse that contains
it and by that alone." For this reason, there can be no misuses of the "I,"
Benveniste insists: "Since they lack material reference, they cannot be
misused; since they do not assert anything, they are not subject to the
condition of truth and escape all denial."28
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Hayes's examination of the performative copy applies pressure to
Benveniste's theory of performatives by carrying out a deliberate squatcing operation, occupying the quoted "I" and examining the subject
formed in the specific instance of discourse constituted in her respeaking. In the series of performances titled In the Near Future, Hayes's use
of the sign "1 ~A MAN" (Plate 6) made famous by Ernest C. Withers's
1968 photograph of African American sanitation workers on strike,
makes this most visible. The utterance "1 bM A MAN"would be false when
printed on a sign carried by Hayes, if "I" referred to Hayes, but Benveniste
insists that "I" refers only to the instance of discourse, the linguistic subject of the sentence. Hayes points to this disjunction between herself as
physically present body and "I" as the speaker of an utterance that she
actualizes by carrying the sign. There is a historical dimension to this:
Hayes refers back to a historical protest and also to the untimeliness of
her own performance, its being out of sync with the present that allows
it to point to a possible future.29
Hayes's performative copies allow her to activate politic:tl protests
not by becoming a man or becoming African American or becoming
Ronald Reagan but by showing that these past acts can become present
acts without identification; in fact, they work most effectively by emphasizing disidentification, because the disjunction isolates a number of
speaking positions-the carefully composed "I" in Reagan's speeches,
the "I" that emerges in Hayes's recitation of the speeches-and thereby
makes the speech available and transformable. Hayes's performances and
videos pose a number of difficult questions: How is the "l" gendered and
raced? What characterizes this "I" that speaks in Reagan's speeches?
What characterizes the many kinds of"l" in the Guantanamo hearings?
How is this or that "I " formed? 'What kind of speech is possible for the
many speaking positions that quotation allows for? What kinds of
encounter, what kinds of"you" and "we," does the quoted "I" make possible? How is the "I " historical and transformable? As investigations of
the production of"I" and "you,"Hayes's speech acts aim co intervene in
processes of subjectivation and to historicize the present. She explains
in an interview how she understands the historical aspect olher works:

In his essay "Theses on the Philosophy of History" (1940), Walter
Benjamin wrote: "To articulate the past historically docs not mean
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This difference is analogous to the one Hayes posits between, on the one
hand, reenactments (as the repetition of a static event that belongs solely
to the past) and her acts of respeaking (which have a more complex
temporality).

to recognize it 'the way it really was.' ... It means to seize hold of
a memory as it flashes up at a moment of danger.... Only that
historian will have the gift of fanning the spark of hope i.n the past
who is firmly convinced that even the dead will not be safe from the
enemy if he wins." It's a brilliant ob8ervation to which I continually
return in order to understand that the past is relevant and, in fact,
presenc in the present moment and also that there is an urgency for
us to be attentive ro these ruptures or flashes. I've been invested,
in my work, in historical moments, images, texts, speeches, and
art works that rupture into our present moment, and are able to be
recognized in the present because they are relevant to an ongoing,
unresolved set of problems, struggles, questions, debates. I don't
re-enact past events but l do use material from specific past
moments in order to address these continuing struggles.... I call
up historic texts, in order to ask something of the political and
social conditions in which we are living now and, as Benjamin
suggests, to continue the struggle.30

In Hayes's case, her demonstrations reveal the possibilities opened
up by forms of nonidentification: between the artist and a role; between
an age and timely, appropriate possibilities of political expression; between textual addressees and witnesses or audiences. There are other
possibilities, other ways to be a subject, and one realizes this when speak.-

Hayes's performances "continue the struggle" not by reenacting ruptures
past and gone but by examining how ruptures function in the present.
An SLA screed and a Reagan address are untimely interruptions not
because their force is etiolated or has returned after a hiatus but precisely because their force, when performed by Hayes, is palpable even
in a present that seems alien to them and as events that occur now, with
all their inappropriateness.

Street Scenes
In an interview, Hayes refers to Bertolt Brecht as a model for her work
and specifically mentions his 1938 text "The Street Scene," in which he
presents a bystander who witnesses a car accident and tries to act out
what he saw for nonwitnesses or other witnesses who saw the accident
differently.31 This "demonstrator" has no need to offer the illusion of a
reenactment. He is showing how things happened only because he wants
to allow his viewers to form an opinion or arrive at a judgment. Just as
in this street scene, the epic theater presents events that still must be decided upon, that remain open, whereas an illusionistic theater, in Brecht's
account, presents a fixed version of an event that can be staged again.
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32

in~ someone else's untimely, distanced voice or being called to respond
to lt or at least to listen to it. In Hayes's performances, she doesn't become
Patty Hearst or Ronald Reagan or an ERA demonstrator. Instead, she
becomes nonidentical to herself or, better, examines her constitutive selfdi~erence. Hayes occupies political positions that are untimely and that
pomt to a present and future in which other political positions are possible. Subjectivities, in her works, are no longer hardened and alienated
but malleable and open. This is the logic behind Hayes's title Jn the
Near Future: her speech acts are in the future, but in a future as near as
in the feeling of untimeliness in her performances.

By isolating events and making them into objects of tests and decisions, the epic theater presents events as intem1ptible, as acts that could
be repeated otherwise. For Benjamin, t his kind of intervention allows
existence itself to be reframed, rearranged.33 The epic theater allows for
an experience of history, just as Zarathustra's teaching of the eternal
return allows for an experience of the repeated, repeatable "there." In
Brecht's terms, the epic theater pursues one sole purpose: "to show the
world in such a way that it can be transformed"-that is, to show its
potential to be different.34 Brecht, in words quoted by Benjamin, says
that the spectator of the epic theater must feel that human beings are

~~ot s~ e~sily exhaustible, that they hold and conceal so many possibilities within them (whence their capacity for development)."35 This image
of humanity appears in moments when the actors interrupt themselves
and submit themselves to testing and to forms of repetition that introduce difference: the actor points to herself as an actor, breaking her identificati~n with t~e role in order to call for a judgment from the public.
The pomt of epic theater and Hayes's performative copies is the enactment of noncoincidence and nonidentifi.cation, and this is why they are
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not ree11actments. Hayes's performances arc about the complex historical
"now." Benjamin's "now of recognizability" is the now that may also not
be recognized or known, the unrecognizable now that might first appear
as the outdated, the unmodern, as a distinctively 1970s or '80s look. These
are untimely moments that allow for new forms ofsubjectivation, ofselffashioning. "l am interested in using performance to non-normatively
occupy normative social situations," Hayes writes, and performing texts
and actions that seem dated is a kind of nonnormative temporal intervention that allows for the emergence of a kind of autonomy in which,
Hayes says, normativity "is strategically dismissed or disregarded."36

Souffleurs
In her 2003 video Symbionese LiberationArmy (SLA) Screeds #13, 16, 20
& 29, Hayes partially memorized the text of the four audio recordings
that P~ ~cia Hearst recorded when she was held captive by the SLA in
1974. I n four videotaped performances, one per Hearst tape, Hayes gives
her audience transcripts to correct and prompt her with, and the audience reads along, off camera. Almost every sentence Hayes speaks is
interrupted by her amateur souffleurs, who seem to be a mixed-gender
group of about twenty people. She constantly corrects herself and often
asks for lines, remaining deadpan even when the audience occasionally
cracks up, as when Hearst's tape resonates unexpectedly with Hayes's performance: "I've been stopping and starting this tape myself,"Hearst says
(and Hayes repeats), "so th<tt I can collect my thoughts, that's why there
are so many stops in this." There are many stops .in Hayes's performance, too, bur they aren't for Hayes to collect her thoughts. The gaps
are quickly filled by audience members shouting out lines, competing
for Hayes's attention, and sometimes drovvning out one another. The
video shows only a dose-up ofHayes's face against a white background
(Plate 7), so the viewers of the video have only the drama playing out
on her face to see, while listening to the often chaotic audience members rustle their transcript pages and attempt to keep Hayes on track
and close to the text.
For Yvonne Rainer, Hayes's performances "demonstrate both virtuosity and its absence."37 In the case of the SLA Screeds, this can be seen
in her partial memorization, which in itself is a virtuoso act, not just a
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failure to correspond to the original. Her perfonnance requires reflection
on the specificity of this virtuosity: What is the exact, happy, virtuoso
medium between memorizing and not memorizing? How does one partially memorize a text? Her virtuosity has the effect of creating tensions
bet\veen inevitability and chance, between a naturalized performance and
its defamiliarizing interruptions, and between fidelity and infidelity to
the original. These tensions correspond to the way in which Hayes describes her work in general, as "rewinding to certain moments in time,
in part to entertain a possibility that things could have unfolded in a
different way. "38 The halting delivery of Hearst's screeds rewinds them
or, better, unwinds them by making them into fragmentary, tenrative
documents, at least for a moment. Hayes's works do not aim to resuscitate Hearst's tapes as they were but, instead, to evoke the possible futures
that could have emerged and still could emerge from individual and collective speech acts. In other words: she opens up her texts to history. And
she chooses texts, like Hearst's and like Reagan's, that are particularly resistant to affirmation and identification. Hayes returns to Hearst's screeds
to feel out a speaking position that is dated, estranged, possibly coerced,
and at least partially nonexpressive even when Hearst spoke them for
the first time. Hearst later recanted her SLA screeds and activities, and
they were already carefully and collaboratively composed when she read
them.
Hayes's performance emphasizes the embodied character of political speech, and it involves the audience in this embodiedncss as they
"feed" her lines.39 The partial memorization causes them to hang on every
word, Hayes's and Hearst's, and pay close attention to Hayes's effortsvisible on her face and audible in her speech- and the difference between
present and past speech acts. The spectators, in Hayes's original audiences and in her video audiences, inhabit the text in an estranged way
similar to but not identical with the \\Ill)' in which H ayes does. But Hayes
does not leave the exact copy and the faithful reenactment outside of
her works; they still play a role. In My Fe!lowAmerican.r, the performance
script consists of the transcripts of Reagan's speeches. In SLA Screeds,
the original is present, in the hands and mouths of the audience members who police her performance and discipline her when she fails to
repeat verbatim. Hayes's works stage the tension between the exact copy
and noncoalescing respeaking.4()There is no exclusion of the original and
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no exclusion of the exact copy; they arc included as poles of attraction
in her works. This inclusion makes difficult what might seem to be a
self-evident classifying gesrure between faithful and unfaithful reenactments (or performative copies). Every reenactment contains within itself
this spectrum as a tension, not as a decision made prior to its planning
or cxecution. 41

Address

\

Hayes's return to 1970s political movements is accompanied by a r~rn
to questions that arose in early 1970s video art, concerns that Rosalind
Krauss frames in terms of self-absorption and the erasure of tcmporality, but that can be reframed as a tension between self-absorption
and detemporalization, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, self42
difference, temporalization, and, as Anne Wagner has argued, address.
I Iayes's respeaking disturbs any belief in video as the site of a p~e:ent,
presence, or self-identity. In this way, she recalls early e~am~les of video
art-such as Lynda B englis's Now, Bruce Naumans Lr.p Sync, and
Richard Serra's Boomerang--and in particular a number of video artists
who use quotations, such as Serra in his Surprise Attack, in wh.ich he
quotes excerpts from Thomas C. ScheUing's The Strategy ofCorifiut; and
John Baldessari's singing of Sol LeWitt's sentences on conceptual art:
Wagner's argument about address in video art resonates in a number of
Hayes's works. Hayes's SL/I Screeds opens with the address "Mom, Dad,
l'm OK," and during the performance, Hayes also explicitly addresses her
audience of souffieurs and asks for lines. Hayes's Revolutionary Love: I
Am Your Worst Fear, I Am Your Best Fantasy (2008) and I March in the
Parade ofLiberty, but As Long As I Love You I'm Not Free (2007-8) are
queer love letters that arc also about the love of dem~nstrating and"the
love that emerges from political protest: they open with the words my
dear lover" and "my sweet love," and they also thematize political address
nnd its failurcs.43 In I March in the Parade ofLiberty, the speaking voice
recounts how she or he lies in bed the morning after a protest with his
or her lover as they read the New York Times:

We waited to find some mention that we had been heard . .. that
our cohesion and unity of purpose was terrifying the administration
and that our message would be repeated again and again in a
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thousand mouths until the world was full of nothing but voices
of protest as far as the ear could hear. 44

This part of the performance script places Hayes's work squarely within
the tradition outlined by Wagner of video art's "abortive effects at connection" and "vehement address." 45 Hayes's works seem to be concerned
with the same questions that Wagner places at the center of her consideration of video and performance: "How might the artist intersect
with a public? Which public where? One it chose, or encountered, or
conjured into being through its own fantasy? Would the public itself
find the artist, perhaps? How?"46 These questions arc relevant to all of
Hayes's works mentioned so far, as weU as for a number of her other
works, including After Before (2005), 111 Times Like This Only Criminals
Remain Silent (2005), and 10 Minutes of Collective Activity (2003). 47
The forms of address in Hayes's performances can best be interpreted with the terms offered by Michael Warner in his Publics and
Counterpublics. He argues that the public sphere is often mischaractcrized as a "face- to-face argumentative dialogue or, rather, an idealized
version of such dialogue," and he shows how the formation of a public
depends on processes that arc best characterized as forms of poesis rather
than persuasion. 48 The formation of a public, he shows, is the result of
forms of address that are at once specific and impersonal, oriented according to "a particular culrure" and "its embodied way of life" but also
directed, potentiaUy, to strangers who do not correspond to the imagined addressee. 49 A counterpublic is a specific public aware of its subordination to the public; and constituted by forms of address that would
be met with hostility or neglect by society as a whole. Counterpublics
hope to do more than intervene in existing contexts of speech and influence policy; they hope to "transform possible contexts ofspeech" and "the
space of public life itself."~0
For Warner, gay and lesbian politics (which "relies on a framework
of individual identity, community representation, needs and rights discourses, and state provision") constirutes a public, while queer politics
{which is "anti-assimilationist, non-individualist" and which "mobilizes
non-communitarian practices of public-sphere media against both the
welfare state and the normalizing ideal of the social") creates a counterpublic. Gay and lesbian politics aims for participation and expansion of
the "state and the normal society for which it stands," while "queer politics
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names this environment as a problem. "51 Warner proposes as a critical
project the support of queer politics and culrure as "world-making," and
an essential aspect of this project is the insistence on the historical, futural
dimensions of queer counterpublics.52 "The addressee of public discourse
is always yet to be realized," Warner claims, and this incompletion inherent in address helps to explain the noncoincidence and nonidentity
at the heart ofHayes's performances and videos. 53

Protest

)

Many aspects of Hayes's works can't be reduced to an investigation of
address, and for this reason it's useful to supplement Wagner's interpretation of video by drawing on Rosalind K.rauss's concept of the "technical support."5 4 A technical support is a new medium that an artist
invents, along with a set of generative rules; a technical support, Krauss
writes, "is the discovery of a form-call it convention-that will generate a continuing set of new instances, spinning them out the way a language does."55 One of Krauss's key examples of a technical support is
the cartoon as it is used by William Kentridge, whose works she interprets
as "building a new medium on the technical support of a widespread and
mostly mass-cultural cinematic practice, welcoming its condition as a
popular rather than a high art."This new medium "not only generate[s]
a repertory of personae whose actions would be tracked within a continuing series of works but confront[s] the fact of how resistant such a
set is to random expansion."56 For Krauss, the technical support generates the limiting and productive conditions for creation in an era in which
traditional mediums have lost much of their dictating power.

In many of her works, Hayes's technical support is the political protest. Signs, slogans, social bonds, media coverage, and forms of address:
all arc objects of investigation in Hayes's works. The protest "generates
a repertory of personae," positions, and visual supports for Hayes that
includes the periphery of protest: the screed, the placard, the slogan,
letters about protest exchanged between protesters, and the kinds of
(presidential) speech that incite protest or embody the kind of legitimate, authoritative speech that protest aspires to question, outmaneuver, or usurp. The protest also includes a number of embodied aspects
that Hayes's performances draw on: in In the Near Future, Hayes adopts
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the vulnerable yet defiant stance of the protester in a performance that
embraces nonvirtuousity; and in SLA Screeds, she is fed lines by her audience and filmed in an extreme close- up that shows speech to be a physical act.

A key aspect of Krauss's concept of the technical support is the
support's obsolescence. Kentridge, for instance, relies on the outmoded
practice of hand-drawn animation. Krauss argues that obsolescence reveals the utopian promise that a technology once had "before it became
commercialized and hardened into a commodiry. "57 Krauss's example
here is photography, but her description is apt for understanding Hayes's
use of the political protest, which might have come to seem obsolete in
the Urutcd States, especially after the failure of recent protest movements
to affect government policy and the transformation of gay politics criticized by Warner. Hayes historicizes the present by returning to the 1970s:
"By referring back to the short-lived moment of gay liberation," Hayes
writes,
I've been invested in reinserting more radical notions of liberation
into the current staid, conservative conversation about queerness
and mainstream politics. Bue maybe I am also, on some level, trying
to disturb the timeline of events that, in 1972, marched off in such
a distinctly less radical direction than the GLF (Gay Liberation
Front) had proposed. To speak of such an action as an unspooling
of history seems a helpful way to steer the discussion away from
nostalgia and toward a kind of action or activism. Not an activism
that can change the world per se, but one tliat refuses the idea that
there is a naturalized way in which a series of events are meant ro
unfold in the world.58

Qyotation unspools, denaturalizes, and reinserts more radical notions
of liberation by presenting history as repeatable, respeakable. Hayes
draws on the gay power movements of the 1970s as her technical support, and she examines tl1e force of "gay" that now has been taken up
by what Warner discusses as "queer." Hayes also refers back to the civil
rights movement of the 1960s and moves forward in time to ACT UP
and one of the personifications of the policies that ACT UP struggled
against, Ronald Reagan. Hayes returns to these movements and repeats
their claims, gestures, and texts to examine the kinds of semiautonomous
subjectivity that emerged and can stm emerge from them.
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Louche
Like Sharon Hayes, Vanessa Place investigates forms of address and subjectivation in her technical support: the legal document. Place is a criminal appellate lawyer who represents indigent sex offenders on appeal,
and in her trilogy Tragodfa, she strips jdentifying characteristics of victims and appellants from her appellate briefs and presents them as
poetry.59 The following excerpts, from four different cases, give an idea
of the range of discourses in the trilogy's first volume, Statement ofFacts:
The second time appellant touched Kesare, the children were in
line waiting to get their homework stamped. Appellant picked
Kesare up, put her in his lap, and rubbed her with one hand while
he stamped her work with the other. He touched her over her
underwear. (RT 6:2151- 2153, 6:2156, 6:2174-2175; 6:2178-2180)
Kesare did not see appellant touch any other children. He
sometimes gave the children pretzels. Kesare told her mother
what happened. (RT 6:2155, 6:2180-2182) 60
Locard's Principle maintains whenever two bodies are [in]
intimate contact, there's always the possibility of reciprocal transfer
of genetic material. If there was a copious amount of fresh saliva on
a stuffed animal and that portion of the stuffed animal touched a
child's b~lly button, this could theoretically result in DNA transfer.
(RT 5:1594-1595, 5:1598-1600)61
In Dr. Korpi's opinion, sexual disorder is like sexual orientation,
i.e., "some people rape." (Supp. RT 63, 134) Appellant's SVP
[Sexually Violent Predator] evaluation was based first on his high
Static 99 score and his longstanding paraphilia, and second, his
antisocial personality disorder diagnosis. These two factors .. . led
.
Dr. Korpi to conclude appellanr was likely
to reo ff-en d .62
Ritchie bit Danielle's upper thigh and shoulder, put his fingers
into her vagina and tried to kiss her. Danielle tried to push Ritchie
away as he put his penis in her vagina; appellant and Theo stood in
the doorway, watching and giggling. Ritchie took his penis out of
Danielle and left the room. She didn't think he ejaculated. (RT
1:159-167, 2:271- 275, 2:303, 2:326-328) 63
Narrative reconstructions of crime alternate here with expert opinion
and the explanation of scientific information. All these types of speech
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are interrupted by parenthetical references to court transcripts. In these
quoted passages and elsewhere in Statement ofFacts, Place points explicitly to the flawed nature of many of the devices used to determine guilt.
The presence of DNA does not prove in itself that direct contact has
taken place, and the expert's opinion often seems to be just that, an opinion. Dr. Korpi may foe! that "some people rape," and he may, in his practice, find the analogy of sexual orientation and the predilection for rape
helpful, but there is no conclusive scientific data offered to support those
opinions, which nonetheless play a role in the judgment and sentencing
of one of Place's clients.

In

her 2010 book 1he Guilt Project: Rape, Morality, and the Law,

Place writes about her legal work not as a poet but as an advocate for
legal reform. 'Ihe Guilt Project examines how sex offenders have become
"inhuman" monsters judged for their characters and not for their acts
and how the power to judge has been handed over to DNA analysis and
psychiatrists. 64 This last point is especially visible in decisions whether
a convicted criminal is "likely to engage in sexually violent criminal behavior in the furure," which must be decided if a convicted sex offender is
to be involuntarily committed to a state mental hospital after having
served his or her prison term. Current law allows for this decision to be
made using an actuarial instrument to determine if a prisoner meets
the criteria for SVP (Sexually Violent Predator) status, even though the
developers of one of the most frequently used devices, the Static-99
test, "stress that the test shouJdn't be used to target people for treatment,
evaluate whether treatment works, measure any changes in a person, or
predict when or why someone is likely to reoffend."65 The American
Psychiatric Association and the American Psychological Association also
"roundly disapprove of the use of actuarial instruments in courtroom
contexts."66 But they are still a standard feature of appeals cases; two of
the cases in Statement of Facts include expert testimony that draws on
Static-99 results. 67 These expert testimonies also rely on a controversial
interpretation of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual-I V's category of
"Paraphilia (Not Otherwise Specified)" as applying to rapists, despite
the fact that the editors of the DSM explicitly reject this possibility.6ij
The chair of the DSM-IV task force responsible for editing the manual
goes so far as to call the category a "fake ruagnosis."69
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In Tbe Guilt Project, Place writes of the "danger" when judgment is
"dictated by science," because "what makes perfect scientific sense when
in scientific doubt does not make legal sense, given reasonable doubc."70
Actuarial devices play a determining role in judgments that often lead
to perpetual confinement, and Place argues that the human.icy of the
criminal is surrendered in this process that constitutes him or her as an
acruarial object. If actuarial devices are to be used, Place insists that they
must make space for the possibility of self-transformation: "We have to
allow real rehabilitation or true conversion, the fact of the thunderclap
... and the ridiculous hope of one puny person's atonement, one insignificant redemption that constitutes that flash of transcendence." 71
"These men may be more or less monsters," Place goes on to claim,
"but if their monstrosity is grounds for caging them in perperuity, then
their monstrosity should be measured in human terms. It should be
done very clinically and very currently, with the ability to recognize chat
most statistical deviation- the monster who becomes a man." 72
Place's analysis of the use of tests confirms what Georges Canguilhem finds in his classic study Tbe Normal and the Pathological: when quantitative tests are used to determine qualitative differences (like those
between the normal and rhc pathological and whether someone is an
SVP), there is always also a qualitative judgment about normality. 73 "It
should be remembered," Canghuilhem writes, "that though scientific
knowledge invalidates qualities, which it makes appear illusory, for all
that it does not annul them. Qyantity is quality denied, but not quality suppressed." 74 For Canguilhem, scientific evaluations of pathologies
always lead back to the unspoken equivalence of"normalcy" and "successful adaptation," in which the society to be adapted to is accepted as
a good in and of itself.75 There are concrete signs of the force of such
qualitative judgments in the cases Place cites. A mitigaring factor for
determining SVP status is age: the older the criminal, the less likely he
is to recidivate. In one instance, the state psychologist used "the absence
of mitigating factors, such as advanced age, to aggravate" Place's client's
"risk status, without explaining how lack of mitigation statistically
equates to increased aggravation. "76 This logic is "louche" for Place, and
it is a symptom of what one Canguilhem reader calls the "normative
character that positivism cannot account for within its pretension to
numerical neutrality." 77
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That is the argument of The Guilt Project, and although Tragodfa
uses the same material and can be used to make the same case, it is more
than just a set of illustrations and examples for this argument. Tragodia,
Place claims on the book's cover, is poetry. In this way, Place is not so
far from Foucault, who writes of the "beauty mixed with dread" of the
"poem-lives" that he would have presented in his "Infamous Lives"; he
also insists on the "lyrical position of the murderous subject" in his
essay accompanying J, Pierre Riviere.78 Like [, Pierre Riviere and the
books envisioned in Foucault's essay "The Lives oflnfamous Men," Place
presents lives at the point where they are imbued with power and meaning by the legal system. Her clients are required to constitute themselves
as juridical and often also psychiatric subjects and to tell their srories in
a way that allows the legal apparatus to include them. Place's quotations
allow for this process of capturing and self-capruring to become visible
and to become the object of experience and critique.

Abnormal
In his 1975 lecture course at the College de France, Foucault traces the
history of the psychiatric opinion and argues that it allows for the constitution of an offense that runs parallel to the crime: the offense of
being abnormal. He shows how the modem figures of the criminal and
deviant emerge from an earlier figure: "the abnormal individual of the
nineteenth cenrury" is "a faded monster who has been rendered commonplace."79 Foucault's summary of his course reads like a summary of
the theoretical aims of Place's The Guilt Project. He presents the lecture
course as the analysis of "a complex institutional network on the borders of medicine and justice that serves both as a strncture for the 'reception' of abnormal individuals and as an instrument for the 'defense' of
society."8 For Foucault,

°

expert psychiatric opinion allows the offense, as defined by the law,
to be doubled with a whole series of other things that are not the
offense itself but a series of forms of conduct, of ways of being that
are, of course, presented in the discourse of the psychiatric expert as
the cause, origin, motivation, and starting point of the offense.Bl

This is especially clear when it is a question, in some of the cases in
Tragodia, not ofimprisonment but of involuntary hospitalization. The
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object judged in those cases is not a crime but an individual and in particular an individual's failure to adhere to what Foucault calls "an optimum level of development, .. . a criterion of reality, ... moral qualities,
... and ethical rules."R2 Not his offense, but his character and his life are
judged by the court and by doctors; norms and not laws determine the
outcome. For Foucault, psychiatry is not a science for diagnosing and
curing illness but a method for considering "behavior with all its deviations and abnormalities," a method that "takes its bearings from a normative development."83
Psychiatric power is at the center of Foucault's lecture courses in the
early and mid-1970s, and it is also the polemical target of his edited
collection of texts/, Pierre Riviere from 1973. Chapter 1 described how
Foucault's quotational projects return to the moment in which modern
medical, legal, psychological, and criminological discourses formed. His
books historicize these discourses by quoting documents that played a
role in the development of modem understandings of crime and sexuality. I, Pierre Riviere highlights how Riviere's memoir becomes the object
of medical diagnosis as well as the object of a dispute between his defense lawyers (who used it to prove his insanity) and the prosecution
(who used it to prove that he was sane).8~ Foucault writes that "the reason we decided to publish these documents was to draw a map ... of
those combats" among doctors, jurists, witnesses, and Rivi~re; and "to
reconstruct these confrontations and battles, to rediscover the interaction
of those discourses as weapons of attack and defense in the relations of
power and knowledge."85 Foucault quotes to enact an interruption in
govemmentality and, in bis quotations of medical opinions, to show the
historicity of contemporary psychiatry.86
Place's Statement ofFacts reveals a similar set of conAicts among "Witnesses, among differing accounts of the crimes, as well as among doctors and among opinions about the validiry of DNA and SVP testing,
all of which are played out in Place·~ summaries and in explanatory
digressions and footnotes. Appealing cases entails appealing claims to
scientific expertise. It entails opening cases again to show the conflicts
that precede judgment: for instance, the opposed psychiatric opinions
in Statement of Fact #20, where one psychiatrist finds that "appellant
met the SVP criteria ... [and] was likely to reoffend" while another
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concludes that "appellant does not meet the SVP criteria: appellant has
neither a valid DSM-IV diagnosis, nor does he meet the legal definition of mentally disordered."87 Only one of Place's clients explicitly criticizes psychiatry as a normalizing apparatus (the appellant discussed in
Statement of Fact #20), so if there is resistance here in a Foucauldian
sense, then it is not only in the form of represented resistance, but in
Place's act of re-presenting the cases.88
As an attorney, Place produces texts that participate in debates about
psychiatric, disciplinary power, and as a poet she copies them and makes
them into something else, something that does not correspond to the
demands of govern mentality even though they are, originally, documents
created for its most explicit forms. It's worth repeating that Tragodfa is
more than a series of examples in Place's critique of the legal and penal
system in The Guilt Project; the excerpts from her cases included in The
Guilt Prqject would have sufficed for that. Tragodfa exceeds that role
and becomes part of a practice of quotation that reveals a will not to
be governed.89 Place copies and constitutes herself as a subject, as a particular kind of subject constituted by repeating. Place borrows from the
aesthetics of administration as she performs her critical mimicry of
bureaucratic language, copying the very te..xts that reveal an extreme,
exemplary form of governmentality (the production of subjects by the
discovery of inner secrets that allow for mastery) in order to undo governmentality's insistence on identity and norms. Iler critique of psychiatric power-which is already explicit in her appellate briefs-can be
read as a critique of the fixation of the sex offender's identity, but also
of identity tout court. Her copying makes the new and different appear
where identity and the self- identical are most in demand: the courtroom and juridico-rnedical texts.
Place shows that there may be ways of sidestepping such demands,
if not for her clients, who seem trapped, then at least for her and for her
readers. At the heart of even the most violently governmental texts is a
repeatability, a potential for repetition and thus difference, that mirrors
the potential for self-difference and transformation in sex offenders.
Place's clients could become human, but probably won't be allowed to;
appellate briefs can become poetry; and subjects can constitute themselves in ways other than those demanded by the law and medicine.
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OK
Place represents her clients in court, which means, necessarily, that she
represents herself in alliance with them and not in opposition to them.
This is not to say that she aims to become in any way like them. There
is no romanticizing of the criminal in Place. Instead, she presents her
clients as they have been constituted by laws and norms. One is not
born a monster. Place's texts show how monsters are made, and they
force an encounter with these monsters and with the line that separates
"us" from "them." To speak with the monster means to res peak the psychiatric and juridical processes of subjection that create them, and it is,
Place writes, to recognize our intimacy with them: "Guilt is what separates our monsters and men, but we don't understand that we are them.
We are the system in which they live, we are the situation in which they
were bred, or were brought into being."90
Tragodia has an expiatory function in its repetition of the most extremely normed, governed voices: the voices of the imprisoned and of
the experts whose opinions have confined them. Repeating these voices
raises the possibility of undoing the forms of separation that they create. Reading Tragodia or listening to Place perform passages from it is
a vertiginous experience in which distance and the comforts of identity
dissolve. This is how Kenneth Goldsmith describes the experience of
hearing Place read from Tragodia:
VI/hat happens to you, the listener, during the reading is what
makes what she's doing so important. Not surprisingly, it's hard to
listen to her read.. .. Upon hearing the work, the first reaction is
shock and horror. How can people be so terrible? But you keep
listening. It's hard to stop. The narrative draws you in, and you find
yourself listening to the small incidents pile up: doctor's examination
of the victim, the victim's slow and painfol admission that a criminal
act has been perpetrated upon her, leading ro the climax, where the
appellant is finally arrested and it appears that justice, after all, will
be served. After some time, this begins to feel like a Hollywood
movie, replete with tragedy and redemption .... [T]hc longer Place
read for, the more immune l became to the horrors of what she was
saying. Like a detective, I began to divorce my emotional response
from the facts, scratching my chin, logically trying to poke holes in
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her argument, passing judgments on each incident.... I found
myself shifting my position to accommodate Place's narrative.
Unconsciously, I had been transformed from passive listener to
active juror. She actually aansformed my position as receiver of the
work, spinning me around in ways that were very much against my
will. I didn't want to objectify my experience, but I did. Place used
passive coercion, a sort of courtroom logic, to enact a change in me,
the reader/listener, as she docs to jurors every day. What I was
experiencing was the legal system; to my horror, I was caught up in
its machinations. As ] listened to the litany of crimes, I found my
circuits overloaded. 9 1
Goldsmith keeps shifting his position in response to Place's text. From
"shock and horror" to a kind of activity that is then followed by a new
kind of passivity: she is "spinning me around ... very much against my
will," and he is "caught up" in the legal system. Responses like Goldsmith's to Place's writings register a loss of the feeling of normalcy. Place's
texts pose a question: can one write, think, live otherwise by means of
a quotational writing practice that "overloads" its readers and listeners,
who submit themselves and subject themselves to the unraveling of their
own history as normal, normed subjects? In Place's texts, it is a matter
of constituting oneself-or allowing oneself to be constituted-as an
antigovernmental subject; she achieves this through the denaturalization of identitarian juridical texts, a process that allows for resistance,
the refusal to constitute oneself as the bearer of a normed identity
opposed to monstrous identities.
Tragodia "offers no place to hide," Anna Moschovakis writes.n
Place's texts force her readers to experience the legal system and more
than anything else to see how testing has transformed the legal system
into a normalizing system. Her readers reali7,e that they too are caught
up in processes of normalization as they ask, in Moschovakis's words,
"Is there something titillating, pornographic, in these explicit tales? Is
that 0 K? 0 K with whom ?" 93 These questions can be reformulated: "Is
there pleasure not only in taking in the representation of sexualized
violence but in the loss of distance, if only for a moment, between us
and them-'them' meaning the criminals and their victims? And is this
pleasure, the vertiginous and discomfiting pleasure that comes from
undoing processes of subjection, OK?" To be OK is to maintain one's
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safely normed subjectivity, untouched by monstrosity, and Place's texts
make it difficult for readers to feel OK. This is why Moschovakis registers the need for orientation, for an OK from someone else. This disequilibrium is due not only to the subject matter of her texts, but also
to the fact that they are copied te.xts offered up with no explanation. No
introduction or afterword frames them. Some of her readers wonder:
Are these cases copied for their sensational value? As a corrective? Out
of a sense of identification with the victims or with the criminals? Place
supplies no contextualization or orientation, which leads one reader to
declare in an online discussion: "Tat thjs point need Vanessa to talk some
about her intentions, her alliances. Or if not, I just give up."94
The fact that Place represents the criminals in court aligns these
texts explicitly with the criminals; the fact that these appellate briefs are
represented as poetry disrurbs this original alliance without, however,
abolishing it. A simple identification with the victim or a distancing
from the criminals would probably alleviate all the tensions Place's readers seem to feel. Even just a short disclaimer ("I'm on the victim's side"
or "I can't approve of what my clients have done, but I think they should
be treated humanely") would go a long way for these readers. Although
'Ihe Guilt Project docs offer some orientation, there is nothing like this
in Tragodia. ln the opening pages of 'Ihe Guilt Project, Place relates an
anecdote that expJains why such an identification with the victim and
a condemnation of the criminal is missing in her work:

\.

I once went to a screening of Lcni Riefcnstahl's Triumph ofthe
Will at UCLA. The film was introduced by a reputable historian,
who condemned Riefcnstahl throughout his talk, during which the
audience hissed at each mention of the Holocaust. The Holocaust
is an obvious evil. Condemnation of genocide seems as gratuitous
in a campus movie theater as a cocktail-party condemnation
of child molestation . . .. The repugnance to an obvious evil is
presented as a source of pride, an ethical merit badge. But the
sinful pride lies in our putting sex offenders in a category of evil
that allo1'vs us to define ourselves in opposition to them. 95

This desire for definition lies behind the discomfort described or exhibited by Place's readers. Without an explicit distancing from her clients,
Place defies the imperative "to talk abou t her intentions, her alliances"
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and to constitute herself as "not a criminal" and as "against the rapist."
This would require subscribing to the opposition monster/human and
performing once again one's own constitution as a normalized subject.

Tragedy
Place's texts restage the drama of normalization, but it is not immediately clear why this drama is a "tragedy," as the title of the trilogy would
indicate. The titles of the individual vol.um es-Statement ofFacts, Statement ofthe Case, and Argument-are taken from the titles of the requisite sections ofappellate briefs, and the title Tragodfa seems out of place
in a series of works that is so matter of fact and so far from the pathos
implied in that genre. Neither the everyday, contemporary understanding of tragedy nor the literary historical definition seems to apply to
these texts, at least not when they are considered as an appeal on behalf
of Place's clients.At most, they might seem to be tragic in the sense that
the lives they narrate are sad and terrible, but this is a weak sense, too
weak to justify Place's titling of the entire trilogy, especially since one
volume,Argument, is made up aJmost entirely of terse summaries ofjudgments. The term "tragedy" seems ill suited to describe these texts that
are, at moments, written in pure bureaucratese.
P lace's title makes sense in the context of the discussion of the
transformation of tragedy registered by Adorno and Horkheimer in The
Dialectic ofEnlightenment. "Tragedy," they write, has been "leveled down
to the threat to destroy anyone who does not conform, whereas its paradoxical meaning once lay in hopeless resistance to mythical threat. "96 In
Tragodfa, Place shows how that threat is realized, but also how it can be
historicized and potentially overcome. The tension between individual
and sociery necessary for tragedy may have been "dissipated in the void
of the false identity of society and subject," as Adorno and Horkheimer
write, but the reinstatement of the tension between society and the
subject, according to Place, cannot be found in the reinstatement of the
subject as it was, as the result of processes ofexclusion and opposition. 97
Place pursues a wide range of projects that explore other processes
of subjectivation. These include her Boycott project (titled after Lee
Lozano's multidecade project of not speaking to women), in which Place
quotes key texts in the history of feminism and replaces all references
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to women with references to men (so, for instance, in her version of
Valerie Solanas's "SCUM Manifesto," one reads not that the "male is
an incomplete female," as in Solanas's original, but that "the male is an
incomplete male"); and a blackface project, a multigenre quotational
engagement with Gone With the Wind {which includes tweeting the entire novel at the pace of ten tweets a day; publishing a pirate version of
the book with all references to its black characters in bold; transforming into a poem all of the slave character's lines from a scene in the
filmed version of the novel; and performing the conclusion of the novel)
(Figure 6). 98
This chapter's interpretation of Place's works began claiming that
her technical support is the legal document. This is the case not only in
her Tragodia series, but also in her other projects.In her Gone With the
Wind project, for instance, she conceives of the terms set in bold as
"slaves" and the regular text that surrounds it as "slave blocks" propping
up the slaves. Place writes that her project "aims to remind white folks
of their goings-on and ongoings. Self included, for there is personal guilt
there as well, given my family is not just Caucasian American, but Southern, Virginian, as they say, 'by the grace of God. "'99 Place makes readers
of Gone With the Wind focus on race, and she makes them focus attention on Place's own place in the history of race and slavery. She presents
herself as nothing less than the appropriating owner of Mitchell's slaves:
"I have stolen Margaret Mitchell's 'niggers' and claim them as my own,"
Place writes. At a panel at Sarah Lawrence College, Place's remarks set
her project into relation with legal documents. An online account of
the panel discussion reports that Place "revealed that, for her, the project will reach its natural conclusion when the Margaret Mitchell estate
sends her a cease-and-desist, claiming ownership of every instance of
'n****'in Gone With the Wind." 100 <2!iotation is a legal operation in Place's
works in a number of ways: because it quotes legal texts, because it means
to incite legal letters, and because it engages directly with the question
of legal ownership of a text and with the still-unresolved issues that
arise from the American history of ownership of human beings.
In all these projects, Place retraverses divisions (man/woman, normaVpathological, white/black) that Foucault identifies as part of the processes of objectification that "transform human beings into subjects. " 101
Place takes as her object not a particular institution or group (the prison,
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6. Vanessa Place, Gone With the Wind (2011). 6 x 8 in. Courtesy
Vanessa Place.
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psychiatrists), but what Foucault calls a "technique, a form of power" that
works by differentiation and by the solidification of identities.102 In this
way, her writing belongs to the afterlife of the struggles that Foucault's
theory of power responds to: the women's movement, the gay and lesbian movement, the anti-psychiatry movement. This is how, in one of
his last texts, Foucault describes the political movements that he was
interested in interpreting:
They are struggles which question the status of the individual: on
the one hand, they assert the right to be different and they underline
everything which makes individuals truly individual. On the other
hand, they attack everything which separates the individual, breaks
his links with others, splits up community life, forces the individual
back on himself and ties him to his own identity in a constraining
way. These struggles are not exactly for or against the "individual,"
but rather they are struggles against the "government of individualization." ... Maybe the target nowadays is not to dlscover what we
are, but to refuse what we are.... We have to promote new forms
of subjectivity through the refusal of this kind of individuality
which has been imposed on us for several centuries. 10J
Place refuses the government of individualization that requires a specific kind of separation from the pathological criminal, the kind of separation that is demanded of normal subjects. Like Michael Warner's
characterization of queer politics, Place's works "can be understood as
protesting not just the normal behavior of the social, but the idea of normal behavior." 104 Like Hayes, Place respeaks and rewrites texts to refuse
normative identification and to open up the possibility of other forms
of subjectivity. This may seem like the absolute abjuration of authorship criticized as hyperbolic in the introduction, but Place and Hayes
insist on the tentative, temporary nature of their works' effects. They
make it clear that they are asking questions of the present, not leaving
it behind for something else.

Dissembling Rage
In his best-known paintings, Glenn Ligon uses stencils and oil stick
to apply quotations from literary sources onto primed canvases. Ligon
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repeats, in many of these paintings, the same sentence or set ofsentences,
and as he advances down the canvas, the stencil smudges the writing
applied with the oil stick, as in Untitled (I Feel Most Colored When .lAm
Thrown against a Sharp White Background) (1990) (Plate 8). By the time
he reaches the bottom of the canvas, the smudging often renders the
text illegible, and in some works, Ligon adds coal dust to intensify the
illegibility and to complement the oil stick with another tactile element. 1os
In an interview, Ligon presents his use of quotations as a solution to a
number of specific problems:
When I started using text for paintings, I was looking at things by
Jasper Johns, Robert Rauschenberg, Cy Twombly, people who had
some kind of text in their work. and I thought, "How do I get these
things that I'm reading- Baldwin essays, Zora Neale Hurston,
Walt Whitman, or Jean Genet, how do I get ideas from those texts
into the work?" And 1 thought, "weU, I'll just put them in there ..."
When I started making text-based work I was looking at artists like
Barbara Kruger, Jenny Holzer and thinking about the strategies
that they employ in their work, but at the same time I was very
invested in painting.106

In Ligons account, his text-based painting practice functions as a makeshift solution to the problem of relating his work and his reading; and
to a tension between his investment in painting and his contemporaries' critique of painting. He just "gets the ideas into the paintings";
the text appears, in this description, as something alien to the paintings.
Ligon's presentation of these works as makeshift solutions explains his
insistent return to the same quotations, even after he has moved on to
explore different mediums and materials. He is still working through
the tension ofpainting and text that inspired him to start stenciling texts
in the first place. The repetition of these texts across his works of the
past two decades is caused by the same forces that cause him to repeat
phrases or sentences within the works.
Although Ligon draws on a wide range of authors-in addition to
the authors he names above, he also quotes Gertrude Stein, Mary Shelley, John Howard Griffin, Irving Sandler, and Richard Pryor-it is James
Baldwin's essay "Stranger in the Village" that he returns to most frequently. In this essay, Baldwin reflects on his experiences living in a Swiss
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village, where, he writes, "from all available evidence no black man had
ever set foot." 107 "Stranger in the Village" offers an account of Baldwin's
reception in the village as a "living wonder," both "miraculous., and "infernal," and Baldwin uses this experience as a starting point for a discussion of his alienation from "the West onto which I have been so
strangely grafted.""Grafring" is Baldwin's metaphor for describing his
estrangement from one history ("the American Negro slave ... is unique
among the black men of the world in that his past was taken from him,
almost literally, at one blow"), and his insertion into another, into American history. For Baldwin, "people arc trapped in history and history is
trapped in them."This historical transplantation creates a split identity:
"The American Negro has arrived at his identity by virtue of the absoluteness of his estrangement from his past." Baldwin devotes the closing paragraphs of his essay to a discussion of this grafted identity and
concludes that he may be a stranger in the village but also that he is
"not, really, a stranger any longer for any American alive."The key word
here is "really"; it registers the resistance to this re.alization among many
Americans, and it registers the fact that Baldwin is still estranged, even
if he is not a stranger. He still lives, he says, among "a people who have
cost me more in anguish and rage than they will ever know."
This rage manifests itself in a complex affective relation whose presentation in Baldwin's text is worth quoting at length because Ligon,
too, quotes selections from it in the painting Untitled (Rage) #2 (2002),
and because it offers a hermeneutic model that can be used to read Ligon's
quotational paintings:
The rage of the disesteemed is personally fruitless, bur it is also
absolutely inevitable; rhis rage, so generally discounted, so little
understood even among the people whose daily bread it is, is one
of the things that makes history. Rage can only with difficulty, and
never entirely, be brought under the domination of the Lntelligence
and is therefore not susceptible to any arguments whatever. This
is a fact which ordinary representatives of the Herrenvolk, having
never felt this rage and being unable to imagine it, quite fail to
understa.nd. Also, rage cannot be hidden, it can only be dissembled.
This dissembling deludes the thoughtless, and strengthens rage and
adds, to rage, contempt. There are, no doubt, as many ways of coping
with the resulting complex of tensions as there are black men in the
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world, but no black man can hope ever to be entirely liberated from
this internal warfare-rage, dissembling, and contempt having
inevitably accompanied his first realization of the power of white
men. \!Vhat is crucial here is that, since white men represent in rhe
black man's world so heavy a weight, white men have for black men
a reality which is far from being reciprocal; and hence all black men
have toward all white men an attitude which is designed, really,
either ro rob the white man of the jewel of his naivete, or else ro
make it cost him dear. •0s
The succession of feelings here seems simple: rage comes first, caused
by dispossession, and is only poorly dissembled, so that when it nonetheless succeeds, it breeds contempt, among the enraged dissemblers, for
the easily deluded. But such a gloss would ignore the complexity of Baldwin's text by dividing into separate phases what this passage's penultimate
sentence presents as having emerged simultaneously. Rage, dissembling,
and contempt are all there from "his first realization~ on, co-originarily,
and not as peaceful coinhabitants in a simple historical progression, but
as participants in an "internal warfare."This agonistic coemergence requires a different understanding of the place of rage. Rage is dissembled,
but the dissembling is there even before there is any feeling to dissemble. What is dissembled is not rage but the simultaneity of the three feelings. Dissembling is as original as rage. But there is also no such thing
in this model as pure dissembling; it, too, arises with the other feelings.
This reading of Baldwin's text strips rage of what might seem to be
its status as original, and indeed black men's "attitude"-the triumvirate
of rage, dissemblance, and contempt- strips white men, too, of their
illusions of originality and originariness: the black man "robs" the white
man of "the jewel of his naivete." In Baldwin's text, no origin or originality remains intact. There is no latent secret of identity where dissembling is original. This may be the reason why "the rage of the disesteemed" is "so little understood even among the people whose daily
bread it is." "Stranger in the Village" is about how, as Ligon writes in a
different context, "we are all strangers to ourselves."!09
Ligon's discussion with Hilton Als about the Baldwin paintings
presents them as being about a similar hermeneutic jamming:
[O)ne of the things about the paintings is that there's always this
question of whether I'm obscuring text or highlighting it, whether
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the accumulation of material on the paintings is about actually
withdrawing meaning and my ambivalence about language and
the ability to communicate, or is it about this incredible faith in
language which someone like Baldwin had .... My approach to
the essay ["Stranger in the Village"] ... is one of questioning. The
paintings are fundamentally about language and an ambivalence and
pessimism about the project of communicating, of going back
and forth between really wanting to communicate with the viewer
and also wanting to withhold things and the aggression of that
withholding. 110

Ligon adapts and reformulates Baldwin's passage about rage.m Dissembling becomes withholding or withdrawing meaning; rage becomes
aggression; contempt rnay be missing here, but it could be part of the
aggression. The main difference here is Ligon's transformation of dissemblance into refusal, which also appears in his refusal to indicate, in
the paintings, exactly what his relation to Baldwin's text is.
Ligon disappears behind Baldwin even before he makes Baldwin's
text disappear behind a cloudy, sticky mass of coal dust and oil stick,
which makes many of Ligon's Baldwin paintings difficult to read in person and even more so in reproduction. This, Ligon claims, is aggressive,
and it is not so far from the internal warfare Baldwin describes. Rage
and dissembling in Baldwin are as dose as aggression and disappearance in Ligon, and Baldwin's dissembling may be what attracts Ligon
to "The Stranger in the Village." Ligon tells Als that he copies a ce.rtain
passage from Baldwin "because it is about doubling and obscuring, and
so the text itself is being obscured by the material that it's being rendered in."Ligon says later in the interview that he aims to overcome the
canonization of Baldwin and the "uncritical relationship" to his writings, but he doesn't say exactly what he wants to criticize. 112 He quotes,
repeats the quotation, and renders it less and less legible. He withdraws
meaning.
This withdrawal is accentuated by what might at first seem to preclude withdrawal: the insistent use of the first person. Ligon's paintings
often quote sentences in the first person, which creates the uncanny effect
of the painter or painting speaking as an "I" to the reader/viewer as an
implicit or explicit "you." The "1" in Ligon's paintings accumulates potential speakers even as it resists the assignation of any single speaker.His
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paintings' "In is always empty and full at the same time; it reduces the
paintings to an open, empty"I"while also opening them up to a "panorama" of possible speakers, intentions, and addressees. 113 In a way, it is
another instance of destabilizing, antil1ermeneutic dissemblance: the
"I" seems so simple yet functions simultaneously to erode and exceed
the boundaries of a single speaker. This is especially clear in the multiple identifications and speakers in Ligo n's 2004 painting }Jore Bitch 1han
Me #1 (Plate 9), which quotes a Richard Pryor joke:
Never fuck a faggot. I'd like to say this out here to all American
male persons, Never Fuck a Faggot cause they will lie. They always
say, "I won't tell."They lie! They can't wait till you finish fucking
'em. "Well guess who was here? GGGGGGGGiiiiiiiirrrrrrrrUllllll,
looka here. Wcceellll, the nigga got more bitch in him than me."

There are many layers of quotation and imagined quotation here: Ligon
quotes Pryor, who quotes a fictive gay man, who describes another man
as ventriloquistic, having more "bitch in him" than the speaker. Ligon
speaks of his quotations of Pryor as "inhabiting"Pryor's texts "in a way
that was frightening to me but also was the very power of those texts
to me." 11 4 The "l" activates the instance of discourse, forcing an uncomfortable inrimacy between the painter-as-speaker and the "l " of the joke.
Just as in Richard Prince's joke paintings, there is a disturbing identification of the "I"with the painter.Are viewers to identify the "I" of this
joke with the painter? Should they therefore judge the painting and the
painter for telling this kind of joke? What about the impulse to laugh,
an impulse brought about by the joke but also by the inappropriateness
of the joke in a museum or gallery? The paintings seem to be about
these unsettling, complex tensions of identification and distancing, which
would be absent if the paintings were not written in the third person:
"A comedian said that ... " or "Rid1ard Pryor said that .. ."
The crux of jokes, for Prince and for Ligon, is their "I," and in
Li go n's paintings the "I" is just one aspect of a greater dissembling, obfoscating operation. Ligon quotes, repeats, smudges, makes illegible his
source texts; he withdraws and withholds meanings, and this is true of
the "l" as well. Ligon's "I" is the site of emergence of a speaking subject
that is at once complex and simple, rich and impoverished, and it can
be read as the center of Ligon's desire to investigate and resist identity
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and community. Like Hayes, Ligon inhabits some speaking positions
that he seems to affiliate himself with and some that he doesn't. The "I~
and its "you" in all these cases are stunted, failed, and uncanny, and somehow they nonetheless work on the viewer and, one assumes, the painter.

Figure and Ground
The reading of Ligon'& works so far has proceeded as if they were literary texts and not paintings; it has failed to acknowledge Ligon's statements that he is "very invested in painting." Even when, in the 1980s,
he was following the lead of his contemporaries' "critique of painting,"
he refoscd to abandon painting. 115 In an interview, he says that he is
interested in maintaining the tension between painting and its critique:

We read paintings as "personal" because they are so identified with
the artist's hand, but even though my work plays with the idea of
unmcdiatcd access to the artist (the sentences I use often have the
word "]" in them), it is in some ways very detached. I use stencils
and quotes from other people's texts, after all I am interested in the
border between what is mechanical, repetitive, impersonal, and
what is autobiographical. II&
Painting seems to represent one pole in this tension-personal, autobiographical-but it is the medium in which he plays out the tension of
personality and impersonality. 111 Ligon locates the "detached" aspect of
his paintings in the use ofstencils, which provide both the means ofarticulation (they form letters) and disarticulation (they smudge the letters).
This tension within the effects of the stencil is the location of Ligon's formal and material engagement with painting; he is working with the
modernist tradition of emphasizing and deemphasizing the relation of
figure and ground. The figure here is the text, which gradually or not
so gradually retreat~ from articulation; the ground here, in the early paintings, is not so much the treated canvas as the material of the figure itself,
the smudged oil stick. ln Ligon's works, the painterly tension between
figure and ground takes place within the quoted text itself-that is,
in the clement that seems to mark his departure from painting. "At
some point," Ligon says in an interview, "I realized that the text was the
painting and that everything else was extraneous. The painting became
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the act of writing a text on a canvas, but in all my work, text turns into
abstraction. "US
His earliest quotational paintings thematize this very problem of
ground and figure, most explicitly in this quotation from Zora Neale
Hurston's 1928 essay "H ow It Feels to Be Colored Me":"] feel most
colored when thrown against a sharp white background." Hurston seems
to posit coloredness as an identity but also makes it contextual; the repetition of the phrase emphasizes the iterabiliry of feeling colored and
thus its malleabiliry. 119 Ligon shows this by having Tlurston's sentence
lose definition against its white background (Plate 8). The tension between figure and ground is another way to cast the tensions that Ligon
mentions between communication and withholding meaning, obscuring text and highlighting it. And it offers another set of terms for examining the function of the "I" that seems to represent the painter but erodes
and exceeds the boundaries of a single speaker.
Recasting textual tensions as painterly tensions also rearticulates
the apparent tension in Ligon's work between painting and its critique
or between modernism and postmodernism. The very elements that arc
supposed to be a critique of modernism and thus the medium specificity
of painting (the inclusion ofte>..'t, the use of quotations) are used by Ligon
to explore quintessentially modern problems in painting. Ligon's practice-which holds on to painting and embraces the use of found tcxtundoes what Darby English presents as rhc "assumptions that painting
is by and large an index of modernism and that an absolute difference
separates late modernism and postmodernism." English calls "Ligon's
practice ... a postmodernism that engages modernism deconstructively
rather than dismissing it. "120 His paintings arc deconstructive in a strict
sense, because they can be understood as a form of what Derrida calls
paleonymics. ui Ligon uses the old terms and practices to undo them.

Experiments
A representative oflate modernism and a useful starting point for presenting these deconstructive operations is Barnett Newman, whose painting after Onement (1948), according to Yve-Alain Bois, "pursues a sort
of phenomenologicaJ inquiry into the nature of perception, that is, into
that which makes something like a man possible."122 J Jc docs this, Bois
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argues, by investigating the beginning of perception in dle act of distinguishing a figure against a ground. Ligon investigates the same tension
that allows for perception, but proceeds inversely, deforming figures
from within, allowing the ground that makes them possible to rise up
from within them. The notion of an origin in Newman is displaced in
Ligon by the multiplication of origins: the texr/figure emerges again
and again, and each time it refers more insistently to the ground that
makes it possible.
In Ligon's paintings, quotation repeats and h.istoricizes the point
of emergence, the moment that "makes something like a man possible."
This is perhaps most visible in Ligon's 1988 Untitled (I Am a Man}
(Plate 10), which quotes the same sign quoted by Sharon Hayes in Jn
a Near Future. Ligon quotes the phrase and repeats this insistent selfidentification and thereby makes it more tentative. "As an assertion, it
fails to convince,"Darby English writes. But as a quotation, it no longer
:iims to convince. Instead, it opens each term up to questioning. Each
word on the sign-and in all of .igon's paintings-becomes graphic,
palindromic, cryptogrammatic. Repetition makes even this "iconic" and
reified political phrase enigmatic. 12.1 It makes it visual just as smudging
does. It returns the viewer to a moment in which "something like a man
becomes possible."
Ligon offers what English sees in the work of Kara Walker: scenes
of "identity's formation, not ics revelation or discovery."L2• Ligon's interest in these questions of identity (and of figure/ground relations) is not
limited to his quotational paintings. They also appear in his serial work
Self-Portraits (1996) (Plate 11), whose uniformity anJ seriality Wayne
Koestenbaum reads as symptoms of a "communitarian tendency":
"Whether a restive crowd, a gang ofloncrs, a melancholy family, a miseen-abyme, a reshuffled kinship system, or a toy army, this alliance evades
inventory or description, especially when the heads lose individuation and
disappear into the reigning monochrome."125 This community appears
in the text paintings in their insistence on the "l,"which implies address,
a "you." The viewer is implicated in this "I" in Ligon, this moment of
staged subjectivation that draws readers in at the top of most of his
paintings, with its insistent, hailing legibility, and makes them, as they
disfigure their own texts, into viewers and into coconspirators in Ligon's
games of emergence and disappearance.

r
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Koestenbaum writes that Ligon'!> repetitions in h.is self-portraits
evoke "deadly experinlents, of a subcultural laboratory's orgiastic trial
and error." "These portraits,~ Koestcnbaum continues, "obey an austere
formal logic; and yet their soldierly sameness unleashes more than an
inkling of revolutionary unrest." 120 But Ligon's is a stealthy revolution.
ln an essay on Sun Ra, Ligon writes, "I'm interested in the suggestion
that revolutions should not be televised, that they need to remain underground, fugitive, idiosyncratic, quiet, that they only unfold over time."127
Ligon praises what he sees as "lightness" in Sun Ra, a lightness that comes
from a "refusal of the linlitations of what is considered human."128 "The
human has always been a treacherous category for black people to embrace, given our historic exclusion from that domain," Ligon writes,
and perhaps this is why there is something inhuman in the voices that
he quotes, especially in paintings like Studyfar Frankenstein # 1 (1992),
which speaks in the voice of Mary Shelley's monster: "Sometimes I
wished to express my sensations in my own mode. But the uncouth and
inarticulate sow1ds which broke from me frightened me into silence
again." Tht! uncanniness of these quotations is mirrored by the paintings' raising up of the ground into the figure and their repetition of the
desubstantializing moment of origination. To repeat origination is to
undo what originated there, and the unsettling effects of that operation
can be folt in front ofLigon's works.
Koestenbaum casts th.is effect in Homeric terms: "effacement is one
of his [Ligon's] Circean signarures." 129 And he reads the abstracting
aureole caused by the flash in Ligon's self-portraits as "confront(ing] the
viewer with a Cyclopean candor.""Ont! eye,"Koestenbaum writes, "may
more accurately hail the spectator than two eyes."130 Ligon appears here
not as Odysseus but as one of the mythic figures Odysseus outwits.
Whereas Odysseus, in Adorno and I lorkheirner's allegory of Enlightenment, hunts down difference and the unknmvn to master ic, Ligon
plumbs the depths of the markers of identity-the "I," the self-portrait,
identity statements ("I am a man"), and emblems of the black representational space he is supposed to inhabit-to find there the unknown,
the illegible, the opaque. 131 These experiments are "deadly," Kocstcnbaum claims, perhaps because they abandon the safety offered by these
markers, just as for Benjamin the abandonment of the notion of history
as progress is dangerous. What lies outside the territory they delineate is
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the mechanical, the inhuman, the repetitive, the silent, and the smudged.

By restaging and revoking the emergence of the "I" and the "you" over
and over again, Ligon's works liberate the energies that lie dormant in
the inarticulate and that usually disappear in the formation of identities.

After All, Tomorrow Is Another Day
Shields and Lethern quote to create voices and styles, which are all the
more unified because they are able to master so many sources. Ligon and
Hayes, on the other hand, offer repetitive, broken, etiolated speech; and
Place just offers other voices: the voice of the lawyer, ofMargaret Mitchell, of Valerie Solanas. There is no ecstasy ofinftuence-which implies
affecting already constituted subjects-where there is the historical activity ofconstituting new kinds ofsubjects.These new subjects are not the
monsters that Place defends but also not the normalcy these monsters
help define negatively. Instead of normed subjects who discover their
secret, they are a new kind of monster, the kind that Hardt and Negri
discuss in Commonwealth: "Revolution is not for the faint of heart. It is
for monsters. You have to lose who you are to discover what you can
become. "132 The "you" in Hardt and Negri's sentence could be hijacked
and used to address the literary tradition and historical archive that quotational writers and artists draw on: "you, history, and you, literature,
must become something else."This implicit address is audible in the
explicit forms of address and in the polarities set up by quotational uses
of"I": in Debord's "I wanted to speak the beautiful language of my century"; in Broodthaers's "I hate the movement that displaces lines": in
Backer's sublation of the activities of his Nazi "I"; and in the queer uses
of"l" in Hayes, Place, and Ligon.
In a 2008 epistolary work titled "Dear Extant Text," Place discusses
quotational address and the modest public that emerges from it: "My
work tends to appropriate some extant text, but more appropriates extent
privilege: I want to put on all sorts of masks and mirrors and make the
putting on part of the performance. Blackface, whiteface, detachable
penises and rubber vaginas, languages I know little about and some I
know a little about, the points of view of small chubby children and sagging old men." 133 She describes how she wants to speak in these other
languages-to explore them as extensions- and at the same time to
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say," 'I am.' And even though, like all petite prizes, there's not so much
there personally, what I'm shooting for here is the countercalling 'me,
too,"and me,"over here,' and 'shut up, I'm trying to sleep."' Place aims
to enable the piping up of small, modest voices, even if some are the
voices of malcontents. Her masks, mirrors, and strap-ons cover up extant
subjects and allow for intermittent exclamatory subjects to speak. It's
just a beginning, though, and it's surely not an accident that Place's small
voices crying out "me, too" evoke the image of a team forming itself in
the midst of a crowd. Place's texts are training grounds and, like Hayes's
love letters, political and at once personal and impersonal in their address to what seems like a specific lover but also to a possible public.
"l\1y dear lover," begins one ofHayes's letters, "I am taking to the streets
to speak to you because there seems to be no other way to get through."
Ligon's works, too, address a possible public. Perhaps the works that
do this most explicitly are those that he created in response to the Million Man March in 1995. In We're Blark and Strong (I) (1996), Ligon appropriates photographs from that protest and erases the political slogans
on their banners, leaving only the crowd and a blank banner (Plate 12).m
In this way, Ligon performs a kind of negative quotation by erasing words
and proposing that there could have been a different message at that
march, not exclusionary, homophobic, and misogynist, but something
else that Ligon indicates only negatively, by erasure. This work complements the attempts at address in Ligon's quotational works, which, by
quoting instances of"l," invoke a possible "you."
Qyotational speech is like protest speech in its constitution of new
publics and communities but also in its oppositional intent. Qyotational
writers and artists, like the Situationists, "throw themselves into every
kind of filth ... in order, by way of its appropriation, to make it speak
otherly."13s Commodity language contains the language of a liberated
humanity, despite everything, because as the Situationist Mustapha
Khayati puts it in "Captive Words: Preface to a Situationist Dictionary,"
"it is impossible for power to totally coopt created meanings, to fix an
existing meaning once and for all."1% This is true, as Backer demonstrates, even in the language of National Socialism, which may, despite
everything, contain the knowledge to understand it and overcome its
legacies' survival into the present.
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In a series of performances in 2009, Place uttered a single sentence
after having remained silent for many minutes. She made clear, standing at the podium, that she was reading along with a text. The final sentence of her performance was a quotation of the sentence that closes
Gone With the Wind: "After all, tomorrow is another day." In Mitchell's
novel, th.is explicit is spoken by Scarlett O'Hara as part of her determination to rescue her relationship with Rhett Butler: "She could get Rhett
back. She knew she could. There had never been a man she couldn't get,
once she set her mind on it." 137 In Place's performance, the sentence
"after all, tomorrow is another day" means something else. Her erasure
points to the possibility of overcoming the history that imbues Gone With
the Wind. Place doesn't pretend that the racialization ofsubjectivity is easily overcome and that her erasure is effective. Qyotation's temporality
ensures against such self-assurance. Just as quotation can't express an
identity, it can't claim to describe a present.
Qyotation examines history in view of a future. After performatively
erasing Mitchell's text, Place reads its finale aloud and marks her relation to Mitchell's novel, and thereby to history. She points to the erasing that still needs to be done. Tomorrow is another day: a day in which
subjects might be formed by processes that don't require the exclusions
and denigrations in Mitchell's novel. The phrase uafter all" marks the
persistence of history, which can't simply be erased. "After all" reins in
the cheery outlook of Scarlett's hopeful "tomorrow is another day" and
limits any rosy reading of Place's erasure of Mitchell. But "after all" also
points to the existence, in quotational practices like Place's, of critique,
despite everything, and the persistence of a vision of the funire in which
the critical repetition of Gone With the Wind would no longer be necessary- in which Gone With the Wind would be history.
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NOTES

Introduction
1. Michel Foucault, Distiplirze and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, trans.
Alan Sheridan (New York: Pantheon, 1977), 31.
2. In I, Pierre Riviere, Having Slaughtered My Mother, My Sister, and My
Brother: A Case ofParricide in the 19th Century, rrans. Frank Jellinek (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1982), Foucault compiles documents related to
Riviere's court case. His Herculine Barbin, Being the Recently Discovered lv!emoirs qf a Nineteenth-Century French Hermaphrodite, trans. Richard McDougall
(New York: Vintage, 1980), is an appropriated memoir. And together with the
historian Arlette Farge, Foucault published and annotated archival documents
in Le desordre des families: Lettres de cachet des Archives de la Bastille au XVIII•
siecle (Paris: Gallimard, 1982).
3. Foucault, Dits et ecrits (Pads: Gallimard, 1994), 3:239. This phrase is
missing from the English translation of Foucault's essay, which can be found
in Michel Foucault, Power: The Essential U&rks of Michel Foucault {New York:
New Press, 2000), 157-75. "The Lives ofinfamous Men" opens with a sentence
that seems to abandon historical claims: "This not a book of history." But the
rest of the essay makes clear that this opening is a kind of captatio benevolentiae--don't worry, kind reader, this is not trying to be history- that soon gives
way to Foucault's theory of a history of the present based on obscure lives that
have left behind archival traces.
4. Walter Benjamin, Gesammelte Schriften (Frankfurt am Main: Sul1rkamp,
1991), 1:1237-38. All uncredited translations are mine.
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5. On conceptual writing, see Lori Emerson, "Conceptual Writing," in 1he
Princeton Encyclopedia ofPoetry and Poetics, ed. Ronald Green et al. (Princeton,
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2012), 292- 93; Craig Dworkin and Kenneth
Goldsmith, eds.,Against Expression: An Anthology ofConceptual Writing (Evanston, ill.: Northwestern University Press, 2011); Caroline Bergvall, Layn.ie
Browne, Teresa Ca.rmody, and Vanessa Place, eds., I'll Drown My Book: C011cept11al Writing by Women {Los Angeles: Les Figues Press, 2012); and Robert Fitterman and Vanessa Place, Notes on Conceptualisms (New York: UgJy Duckling
Presse, 2009).
6. This is a modern notion that has little to do with romanticism, a movement that often serves as a straw man in accounts of conceprual writing. Marjorie Perloff shows t his in her discussion of the Times Literary Supplement's
1923 review of7he Ufate Land; the TLS reviewer expresses dissatisfaction that
Eliot is "too reserved to expose in public the impressions stamped on his own
soul by the journey through rhe Waste Land."Instead, the reviewer says, Eliot
merely "employs the slides made by others." See Perloff:: Unoriginal Genius: Poems
by Other Means in the Nt"W Century (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2010), 2.
7. Kenneth Goldsmith, Uncreative Writing: Managing Language in the Digital Age (New York: Columbia University Press, 2011); Perloff, Unoriginal Genius,
146- 62; Kenneth Goldsm.ith, Traffic (Los Angeles: Make Now, 2007).
8. Andrea Geyer and Sharon Hayes, History l.s Ours (Heidelberg: Kehrer,
2009), 27.
9. This is how M.ichael Warner describes the "multi-leveled temporality"
necessary for the formation of a counterpublic. M.ichael Warner, Publics and
Cozmterpublics (New York: Zone Books, 2002), 158. See the discussion of Warner
and counrerpublics in chapter 5.

1. The Transformation of Authorship
1. See the claims in Guy Debord and Gil Wolman, "A User's Guide to
Detournement," in Situationirt lntr.mationt1/Anthology, ed. Ken Knabb (Berkeley: Department of Public Secrets, 2006), 14-21. See also Vincent Kaufmann,
Guy Debord· Revolution in the Service of Poetry, trans. Robert Bononno (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2006), 103; and Martha Rosler's summary of this account of quotation in "Notes on Qyotes," in Rosier, Decoys and
Disruptions: Collected W,·itings (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2004), 135.
2. Roland Barthes's version of the author's death has little to do with quotation and appropriation understood in a strict sense; Barthes proclaims the
author dead based on his interpretation of literary texts as the products of the
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manipulation of codes. See Roland Barth es, "Death of the Auchor," in Roland
Barthes, Image Music Text, ed. and trans. Stephen Heath (New York: Hill and
Wang, 1977), 148. On the central.ity of copying to all writing and art, see Edward
Said, Beginnings: Intention and Method (New York: Basic Books, 1975), 23; and
Isabelle Graw, "Wo Aneignung war, soil Zueignung werden," Texte z;ur Kunst:
Es.rays, Rezemionen, Gespriiche (Hamburg: Philo Fine Arts, 2011), 273-74. It's
not hard to find authoritative sources that claim nor only that all writing and
art depend on quotation but also communication and reality itself. See Roland
Barthes, Writer Sollers, trans. Ph.ilip Thody (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987), 72; Roland Barthes, S/Z, trans. Richard Miller (New York:
Hill and Wang, 1974), 41-45, 140; Nicolas Bourriaud, Postproduction, trans.
Jeanine Herman (New York: Lukas & Sternberg, 2002), 72; and, on Barthes,
Antoine Compagnon, La seconde main, ou le travail de la citation (Paris: Seuil,
1979), 387. See also Raymond Federman, "Imagination as Plagiarism [an unfinished paper)," New Literary History 7, no. 3 (Spring 1976): 563- 78.
3. Qyotadonal practices differ from the practices of pastiche that Fredric
Jameson identifies as the hallmark of postmodernism. Postmodern.is ts, he writes,
"no longer 'quote' ... 'texts' as a Joyce might have done, or a Mahler; they incorporate them." Fredric Jameson, "Posrmodernism and Consumer Society," in 1he
Anti-Aesthetic: Essays on Postmodern Culture, ed. Hal Foster {Port Townsend,
Wash.: Bay Press, 1983), 112. "Pastiche is .. . the imitation of a peculiar or
unique style," Jameson writes, and this marks its difference from quotational
writing, which copies texts instead of imitating styles. The quotational writers
and artists in this book do not incorporate their source texts; they quote them.
See Fitterman and Place, Notes on Conceptualisms, 45.
4. Emile Benvcniste, lndo-European Language and Society, trans. Elizabeth
Palmer (London: Faber and Faber, 1973), 422-23.
5. Oxford English Dictionary, s.v. "cite."
6. Qy.intilian, 1he lnstitutio Oratorio ofQuintilian, trans. H. E. Butler (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1921), 2:293. This reading of quotation
as metonymic and synecdochal is indebted to Douglas Kearney, "Lomaxing:
Poetic Tactics for Qyotation, Appropriation, and Sampling'' (lecture, CalArts
conference "Untitled: Speculations on the Experimental Field of Writing," 25
October 2008). On the question of the authority bestowed by quotations, see
Marjorie Garber, Quotation Marks (New York: Routledge,2003), 9-10; Martha
Rosier, "Notes on Qyotes," 133. Benjamin emphasizes the synecdochal aspect;
see Benjamin, 1heArcades Project, trans. Howard Eiland and Kevin McLaughlin
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1999), 461. ln Helmut MiillerSievers's interpretation of Buchner, the metonym.ic function of quotations is
accompanied by an inseparable metaphorical function. Helmut Miiller-Sievers,
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"Of Fish and Men: The Importance of Georg Biichner's An.'l.tomical \ll/ritings,"
MLN 118, no. 3 (2003): 717. See also Judith Bu!ler's discussion of quotation in
Excitable Speech (New York: Routledge, 1997), 49-51.
7. Marjorie Perloff makes similar remarks about taste in her Unoriginal
Genius, 168-69; a~ does Kenneth Coldsmith in his Uncreative Writing, 10.
8. F. E. Consolino, "Da Osidio Ceta ad Ausonio e Prob;l: Le moire possibilira del ccnronc," Atene e Roma: Rassegnn Jrimutrale dell'/Jssori11zione italiana
di cultura c/as;ita 28 ( t 983): 149. See the discussion of chc ccnto in chapter 2.
9. Benjamin, 1he Arcades Project, 468.
10. Friedrich Nietzsche, Human All Too Human, trans. R. J. Hollingdale
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), 336-37.
11. Sec Benjamin Buchloh, "Allegorical Procedures: Appropriation and
Montage in Contemporary Art,• in Ari Afler Conceptual Art, ed. Alexander
Alberro and Sabcth Buchmann (Cambridge, l\Iass.: NUT Pres~, 2006), 28-30.
12. See 'Jhe New Prinuton Encyclopedia of Poetics, ed. Alex Preminger and
TV. F. Brogan (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1993), s.v. "Allegory."
13. Marx, Ciipital: A Critique of Political Hconomy, trans. Ben Fowkes (New
York: Vintage, '1977). 1:165. On the relation of allegory and the commodity
form, see Matthew Wilkins, "Toward a Bcnjaminian Theory of Dialectical Allegory, Nr..c litera1y History 37 (2006): 285-98.
14. Walter Benjamin, "The Work of Art in the Age oflt<> Technological
Reproducibility: Second Version," in Walter Benjamin, 7he Work ofArt in the
Age o/[ts Tedmologiral Reprodutibility, ed. Michael VI/. Jennings, Brigid Doherty,
and Thomas Y. Levin (Cambridge, Mas~.: Harvard University Press, 2008),
23-24; quoted in Buchloh, "Allegorical Procedures," 30.
15. Mao., Capital, 1:166.
16. Sec T heodor W Adorno,Negalive Dialeklik (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1975), 150. Sec also Werner Hamacher, "Lingua amissa: The .Messianism
of Commodity Language and Derrida's Spertm ofMarx,» in Fu tum ofJacques
Derrida, ed. Richard Rand (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2001), 136.
17. Andre Breton, Comm1micati11g Vusrels, trans. Mary Ann Caws and Geoffrey Harris (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1990), 108-9. See Andre
Breton,Mtmijt»IOt'.S ofS11rrealisrn, trans. Richard Seaver and Helen R Lane (Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1972), 14-18.
18. This point is made in Buchloh, "Allegorical Procedures, 29, and Fitcemun and Place, Notes on Conceptuuli.sms, 20.
19. \.\!alter Benjamin, 7he Origin of German Tragic Drama, 1rans John
Osborne (New York: Verso, 1977), 185.
20. And this "what could be" must in some way already be chere. See Gerhard Richter, "Ac~thetic Theory and Nonpropositional Truth Content in Adomo,"
ff
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in Gerhard Rich ter, ed., language withr;ut Soil· Adorno and Lote Philasophical
Modernity (New York: Fordham University Press, 2010), 140. T he insight into
the centrality of erasure ro quotation nnd montage can be used to counter Adorno's
claim that montage leaves a kernel
the montaged clement intact and thus
remains in thrall to the world that montage aims to tra nsform. See Theodor W
Adorno, Aeslbetit 7heory, trans. Robert Hullot-Kentor (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997), 56.
21. Walter Benjamin, "The Work of Art in the Age of Tr~ Technological
Reproducibility: Second Version," 22; Benjamin, Selected Writings, ed. Howard
Eiland 1U1d Michael W. Jennings (Cambridge, Mass.: l larvard University Press,
2003), 4:254-55.
22. Benjamin, Origin ofGmnan Tragic Drama, 184.
23. Douglas Crimp, "Pictures," October 8 (Spring 1979): 85.
24. lbid.
25. Craig Owens, Beyond &wgnitum: Representatian, Power, Culture (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994), 55.
26. Crimp, "Pictures," 85.
27. Owens, Beyond Recognition, 55 (emphasis in the original).
28. See Vanessa Place, 1beAllegory and theArcbive (Calgary, Alta.: No Press,
2010).
29. On Lhe necessary incompletion of allegorical writing, see Firrerman
and Place, Notes 011 Conceptuali.rm, 13-15 and 23.
30. Benjnmin, 1he Arcades Project, 473. On this aspect of the dialectical
image, sec Frans-oise Proust, ''.Melencvlia ilia hcroica," Furor 20 (1990): 91-94.
T his chapter's reading of Benjamin is indebted to Brigid Doherty, "'The Colporcage Phenomenon of Space' and che Place of Montage in 7he Arcades Project," in Walter Benjamin and "The Arcades Project," ed. Beatrice Hanssen (New
York: Continuum, 2006), 157-83; Werner H amacher, "'Now': Benjamin on
Historical Time,~ in Walter Bmjumi11 a11d Hi.rtory, ed. Andrew Benjamin (New
York: Continuum, 2005), 38-68; and Samuel Weber, Bmjamin's - abilities
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2010), 230--31.
31. Benjamin, 7he Arcades Projut, 462-63.
32. Benjamin, Selected Writings, 4:395. See abo Benjamin, Gesammefte
Scbriftm, 1:1225. Benjamin's account of quotation differs from Marx's in the
18th Brumaire: see Karl 'Marx, ~11lc Eighteenth Brumairc of Louis Bonaparte,"
in 7he Marx-Engels Reader, ed. Robert C. Tucker (New York: Norton, 1978), 597.
For a commentary on this passage in Marx, see Jacques Derrida, Specters ofMarx:
7he State of the Dtbt~ the Work of lvfourning, and the New J11tcmatio11a/, trans.
Peggy Kamuf (New York: Routll:dge, 1994), 142-45; on repetition in Marx's 18th
Brumaire, sec Martin Harries, "Homo Alludcns: Marx's Eighteenth Brumaire,"
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New German Criti9ut 66 (Autumn 1995): 35-64; and on Benjamin and the
18th Br11maire, see Donald Reid, "Inciting Reading and Reading Cites: Visits
to Marx's Eighteenth Brumairt ofLouis Bonaparte," Modern Intellectual History
4, no. 3 (2007): 568-70.
33. Benjamin, Selected Writings, 4:395 (translation modified): "quotedn and
"quotes" replace "cited" and "cites.• In German, there is no equivalent to the
English distinction betwec:n "ro quote" and ~to cite. "There is just zitieren.
34. Benjamin, 1he Arcades Project, 463.
35. See the related remarks on danger in Fran~oise Proust, "La doublure
du temps," Rut Desrarw 33 (2001): 118-19; Proust, "Melencolia illa heroica,"'
94; Avita! RoneU, "Untread and Untried: Nietzsche Reads Derridemocracy,"
diacritics 38, no. 1- 2 (2008): 158-59; and Weber, Benjamin's -abilities, 231.
On the concept of citability in Benjamin's writings on Brecht, see Weber,
Benjamin's-abilities, 95-114.
36. Benjamin, Selected Writings, 4:394-95 (translation modified). For
Catherine Perret, Benjamin's Jetztzeit "designates thnt which makes incomplete and that which makes itself incomplete." See Perret, Benjamin sans destin
(Paris: La Difference, 1992), 112. Pora reading of this incompletion as a privative process whereby history loses its unidirectionality, see Peter Fenves, The
Messianic Reduction: Walter Benjamin and the Shape of Time (Stanford, Calif.:
Stanford University Press, 2011), 240.
37. Benjamin, Tht ArcadeJ Project, 474.
38. Ibid., 473.
39. Fenvcs, The Messianic Reduction, 243-44.
40. Ibid., 4. The phra~e "toY.'llrd the messianic" is a quotation from Benjamin's notes, unpubli~hed during his lifetime, on the "beauty of color images
in children's books": "the form of memory characteristic for children ... is not
without longing and regret, and this tension directed roward the messianic is
what is proper to 1hc workings of true arr [das Eigenrum der Wirkung eigentlicher Kunst)." Benjamin, Gesammdte Schriften, 6:U4.
41. Theodor Adorno, Minima Moralia: &ftectiom on a Damaged Life,
trans. E. F. N.Jephcott (New York: Verso, 1974), 247.
42. Benjamin offers a number of interpretations of Nietzsche's eternal rerurn: it could be reformulated simply as the claim that "there will be nothing
new" (Benjamin, Gesammelte Schriftm, 1:673); it is a combination of two principles of happiness, repetition and eternity (Benjamin, 1heArcades Project, 117);
it is a symptom of the bourgeoisie's cowardly refusal to see capitalism's bleak
future (Benjamin, Gesammeltf Schriften, 1:677; Benjamin, The Arcades Project,
117); it cornmodifics hisrorical events by making them "articles of mass production" (Benjamin, Ge.rammelte Schriften, 1:663; Benjamin, 'Jhe Arcades Project,
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340); and it is the ~stylization of existence down to the tiniest fractions of its
temporal process~ (Benjamin, 'Jhe Arcades Project, 557).
43. Nietzsche, 'Jhw Spoke Zarathwtra, trans. Adrian Del Caro {Cambridge:
Cambridge Universiry Press, 2006), 125-26 (Niet'tsChe's emphasis). On Benjamin's relation to Niet'a;che, see Weber, Benjamin's-abilities, 265.
44. Gilles Deleuze, Desert Islands and Other Texts, 1953- 1974, trans.
Mike Taormina (New York: Semi otext[e], 2004), 121. The reading of the eternal return here also draws on Giorgio Agamben, "The Eternal Return and the
Paradox of Passion," Nutzsche in Italy, ed. Thomas H arrison (Saratoga, Calif.:
Anma Libri, 1988), 14; Maurice Blanchot, L'mtretien injini (Paris: Galli mard,
1969), 238; Weber, Benjamin's-abi/itier, 168; Gilles Deleuu:, Pure Immanence,
trans. Anne Boyman (New York: Zone Books, 2001), 89; Fabrizio Desideri, La
porta de/la giusti:da (Bologna: Pendragon, 1995), 151; and Arne Melberg,
"Repetition (In the Kierkegaardian Sense of the Term)," diacritics 20, no. 3
(Autumn 1990): 71-87.
45. All Nietzsche quotations here are from Nict7,schc, 7hus Spoke Zarathu.rtra, 127.
46. Heidegger goes so far as to say that "the thought [of the eternal return]
is only as that bite." Martin Heidegger, Nietzsche, trans. David Farrell Krell
(New York: HarperCollins, 1991), 181.
47. Gilles Deleuze,Difference and Repetition, trans. Paul Patton (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1994), 17-18. Catherine Perret compares Benjamin's ]etU:z:.dt and Deleuze's repetition in Walter Benjamin saris deJtin, 111.
48. For an account of Benjamin's interpretation of the eternal return, see
Tyrus Miller, "Eternity No More: Walter Benjamin on the Eternal Rerurn," in
Tyrus Miller, ed., Given World and Time: Temporalities in Context (New York:
Central European University Press, 2008), 279-95. Fran~oisc Proust claims that
Benjamin repeats Nietzsche in Proust, L 'histoire acontretemps: Le temps historique
che:z:. Walter Benjamin (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1994), 81-82.
49. Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathmtra, 82.
50. This claim is made in H amacher,• 'Now,'"' 236.
51. "The repetition of that which is possible docs 1101 bring again something that is 'past,' nor does it bind the 'present' back to that which has already
been 'ours tripped.' ... Reperirion docs not abandon itself to that which is past,
nor docs it aim at progress." Heidegger, Being and Time, trans. john Macquarrie and Edward Robinson (New York: Harper and Row, 1962), 437-38. See
Fran.;oise Dasrur, Heidegger et la question du temps (Paris: Presses universitaires
de France, 1990), 81- 87.
52. I leidcgger, Being and Time, 444 (translation modified); see I leidcgger,
Sein und Zeit (Tubingen: Niemeyer, 1993). 391-92. I have translated GeschichtlichkeiJ
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as "historicity." On the terminology for history in Heidegger, sec Michael Inwood,
A Heidegger Dicti<mary (Malden, Mass.: Blackwell, 1999), 92-95; and Herbert L.
Dreyfus, Being-in-the-World: A Commentary on Heidegger's "Being and Time,•
Division 1 (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1995), 328-33.
53. Heidegger even seems to recognize the possibility of a project like 1he
Arcades Project as an authentically historical project. There is no guarantee,
Heidegger writes, that the historian of "world views [Weltanschauungen] understands his object in an authentically historical way, and not just 'aesthetically."'
But, he continues, "on the other hand, the existence of a historian who 'only'
edits sources, might be characterized by a historicity which is authentic." 1he
Arcades Project aims to be just that, a historical work that "only" quotes and
edits and thereby offers an "authentic history," which for Heidegger would repeat
history "in such a manner that in repetition the 'force' of the possible gets
sm1ck home into one's own factical existence-in other words, that it comes
toward that existence in its futural character."Heidegger, Being and Time, 447-48
(translation modified).
54. Benjamin, 1he Arcades Project, 462.
55. Heidegger, Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics, trans. Richard Taft
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1997), 175 and 2 (translation modified).
56. Adorno, Negative Dialektik, 135. This English version is taken from
Theodor Adorno, Negative Dialectics, trans. Denn.is Redmond, http://members
.efn.org/- dredmond/ndtrans.html (last accessed 10 March 2013).
57. Sec Theodor Adorno, History and Freedom: Lectures 1964-1965, trans.
Rodney Livingstone (New York: Polity Press, 2006), 123.
58. Ibid., 150.
59. Ibid., 162, 151.
60. Ibid., 92.
61. Ibid., 138. Breton also links interpretation an.d transformation: see
Breton, Communicating Vessels, 127.
62. See Reiner Schiirmann, Heidegger on Being and Acting: From Principles
to Anarchy (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990), 134.
63. Benjamin may not have chosen to present a collection of quotations
as the final product of1heArcades Project, but he presented his method of composition as quotational and as based on montage. For summary accounts of the
place of quotation in Benjamin's vision of the final version of 1he A1-cades Project,
see David Ferris, The Cambridge Introduction to Walter Benjamin (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2008), 116; and Rolf Tiedemann, "Editorischer
Bcricht," in Benjamin, Gesammelte Schriftm. 5 :1073.
64. Foucault, 1he History ofSexuality: An Introduction, trans. Robert Hurley
(New York: Vinrage, 1978), 145.
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65. Foucault, "The Subject and Power," in Hubert L. Dreyfus and Paul
Rabinow, J\.1icbel Foucault: Beyond Structuralism and Hermeneutics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press 1983), 212; quoted in Judith Revel, "Identity, Nature,
Lifo: Three Biopolitical Deconstructions," Theory, Culture, Society 26, no. 6
(2009): 47. Other key Foucault texts on governmentaliry include" 'Omnes et
Singulatum':Toward a Critique of Political Reason,"in Foucault, Power, 298-325;
Foucault, 1he Birth of Biopolitics: Lectures at the College de France, 1978-79,
trans. Graham Burchell (New York: Palgrave, 2008); and the texts assembled
in Foucault, 1he Politics ofTrutb, ed. Sylvere Lotringer, trans. Lysa I-Iochroth
and Catherine Porter (Los Angeles: Semiotext[e], 2007). For helpfol discussions of govern mentality, see Jacques Donzelot and Colin Gordon, "Governing
Liberal Societies: The Foucault Effect in the English-S peaking World," Foucault Studies 5 (2008): 48- 62; and Judith Revel, Le vocabulaire de Foucault (Paris:
Ellipses, 2009), 63- 65.
66. Foucault, "The Subject and Power,"221.
67. Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College de France,
1977- 78, trans. Graham Burchell (New York: Palgrave, 2007), 108-10.
68. Richard Prince, for instance, speaks of his technique of rephotographi1tg
as "managing": "Rephotography is a technique for stealing (pirating) already
existing images, simulating them rather than copying them, 'managing' rather
than quoting them-re-producing their effect and look as naturally as they had
been produced when they first appeared." Richard Prince, "Practicing without
a License 1977," quoted in Nancy Spector, "Nowhere Man," in Richard Prince,
ed. Nancy Spector (New York: Guggenheim, 2007), 29.
69. For an account of biopolitical resistance, see Foucault, The History of
Sexuality, 95-96; Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Commonwealth (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2009), 56-63, 119-28; and Giovanna
Procacd, "Notes on the Government of the Social," History of the Present 3
( 1987): 5. On Niet'.lSche's and Benjamin's philosophies of history as resistance,
see Frans;oise Proust, "Melencolia ilia hcroica," 98-99.
70. Foucault examines a number of forms of this will, which Judith Revel
presents as "modes of representation that ... attempt to ... allow non-selfsame
(non-identitary) subjectivities to emerge." Revel, "Identity, Nature, Life," 47.
On "the will not to be governed," see Foucault, "What ls Critique?," in 1he Politics ofTruth, 67 and 75- 76. See also Foucault, "Table ronde du 20 mai 1978,"
in Foucault, Dits et ecrits, 4:23.
71. Foucault, "\Vhat Is Enlightenment?," in Foucault, 1he Politics of Truth,
108- 9. This is a positive task of self-elaboration but also a negative one that
relies on "the possibility of no longer being, doing or thinking what we are, do,
or think.• Ibid., 108.
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72. Foucault, "Whar Is Critique?," in Foucault, The Politics ofTruth, 56.
Judith Butler responds to a sense of unease that may arise while reading Foucault's proposal of Baudelaire as a model for his theory of practices of the self:
"We might think that this gives support to the charge that Foucault has fully
aesthetici'zed existence at the expense of ethics, but I would suggest only that
he has shown us that there can be no ethics, and no politics, without recourse
to this singular sense of poiesis." Judith Butler, "What ls Critique? An Essay
on Foucault's Virtue,n in The Politica./, ed. David Ingram (New York: Blackwell,
2002),225. See also Adorno's rejoinder to the charge of aestheticization of philosophy in Hist01y and Freedom, 125.
73. Sec T. J. Demos, "Circulations: In and Around Zurich Dada," October
105 (Summer 2003): 147- 58. On Foucault's notion of"way of life," see Revel,
"Identity, Nature, Life," 48-50.
74. See also Barthes, "Death of the Aurhor," 147.
75. Foucault, "What ls an Author?," in Foucault, Aesthetics, Method, and
Epi.rtemology: The Essential W"rks of Michel Fm1Cault, ed. James Faubion (New
York: New Press, 1998), 221-22.
76. For Foucault, govemmentality does not supplant other forms of
power but coexists with them as part of a ~triangle: sovereignry, discipline, and
governmental management." Foucault, Security, Territory, Population, 107.
77. On this prehistory of the commonplace b-Ook, see Ann Moss, Printed
Commonplace Books and the Structuring of Renaissance 7hought (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1996), 1-100. On the vimle of rherorical abundance, see
Thomas 0. Sloane, "Schoolbooks and Rhetoric: Erasmus's 'Copia,'" Rhetorica
9, no. 2 (Spring 1991): 113-29. Wims Goth Regier offers a summary account
of commonplace books and other kinds of quotation collections in his Quotology
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2010), 46- 96.
78. Michel Foucault, The Hermeneutics ofthe Su.bject: Lectures at the College
de France, 1981-1982, trans. Graham Burchell (New York Palgrave, 2005),
358- 60. This reading of Foucault is indebted to Jennifer E. Row. The editors
of Foucault's lecture course ofter the following clarification of the concept of
hupomnemata: "In Greek, hupomnemata actually has a broader meaning than
that of a simple collection of quotations or things said ia the form of notes. In
a broader sense it designates any commentary or form of written memory."
Ibid., 369n14.
79. "It was a matter of constituting o neself as a subject of rational action
through the appropriation, the unification, and d1e subjecrivation of a fragmentary and selected already-said. ''Foucault, Ethics, Subjectivity, and Truth: 7he Essential Works ofMichel Foucault (New York: New Press, 1997), 221. For a reading
of commonplace books and subjectivation, see Jennifer E. Row, "Uncommon
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Placement: Reading Sexuality and Masochism in the 19th Century Commonplace Book,~ Canadian RF'-'iew ofComparative Literature 38, no. 3 (September
2011).
80. Foucault, Ethics, Subjectivity, and Truth, 213; Beatrice Han, Foucault's
Critical Project, trans. Edward Pile (Sranford, Calif.: Stanford University Press,
2002), 172.
81. Foucault spends more time in his later writings discussing antiquity's
forms of self-stylization than he does modernity's because he is interested in
the differences benveen ancient asc~ticism and modem confessional practices.
See Foucault, "Subjectivity and Trud1," in Foucault, Politics ofTruth, 155- 59.
82. Foucault, Powe1; 159; Foucault, Dits et lcrits, 3:239. On the concept of
infamy in Foucault, see Gilles Deleuze, Foucault (Paris: l\/linuit, 1986), 88- 89.
83. Patricia O'Brien, "Foucault's History of Culture," in 1be New Cultural
l-listo1y, ed. Lynn Hunt (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989), 41.
On Foucault's desire to limit himself to just such an organizing presence, see
Arlette Farge, "Trava.iller avec lVlichel Foucault," Le Debat 41(1986):164-67.
84. Foucault, foreword, in I, Pierre Riviere, xi- xii.
85. Judith Butler argues that these attempts arc nor always successful in
Butler, Gender Trouble (New York: Routledge, 1990), 99-101.
86. Foucault, "What Is an Author?," in Aesthetics, Method, J:,pistomology,
222.
87. T. J. Clark, foreword, in Anselm Jappe, Guy Debord, trans. Donald
Nicholson-Smith (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), ix-x.
88. In Security, Territory, Population, Foucault seems to think the critique
of the spectacle is, if not interesting, at least compatible with his theory of govern mentality; he alludes derisively to the Situationists but still speaks of the
close "relationship ... between the police and the primacy of the commodity."
Foucault, Security, Territ01y, Population, 338. ln the foUowing year's lecture about
the birth ofbiopolitics, this tolerance has disappeared, and he associates Nazi
and .Marxist ("critique of mass society, of the society of one-dimensional man,
of authority, of consumption, of the spectacle, and so forth") critiques of"capitalist economy and state." Foucault, 7b,· Birth ofBiopolitics, 113-14.
89. Compagnon, La seconde main, 44-45.
90. Breton, Communicating Vessrls, 108. Adorno mentions Communicating
Vessels in a letter to Benjamin on 6 November 1934.
91. Benjamin, Selected Wl'itings, 4:391. Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer write something similar: "What is at stake" in The Dialectic ofEnlightemnent, they insist in their 1944 preface, "is not conservation of the past but the
fulfillment of past hopes." Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer, The Dialectic
of E11lightenrne11t: PhiloJophical Fmgrnents, trans. Edmtmd Jephcott (Stanford,
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Cali£: Stanford Unhrersity Press, 2002), xvii. See the simifar formulations about
"the introduction of the category of the possible into historical methodology" in
Henri Lefebvre, "What Is the Historical Past?," New Left Review 90 (MarchApril 1975): 34.

2. Insinuation
1. Guy Debord, "Report on the Construction of Situations and on the
International Situationist Tendency's Conditions of Organization and Action,"
in Knabb, Situationist International Anthology, 28.
2. Raoul Vaneigem [J. F. Dupuis, pseud.],A Cavalier History if Surrealism, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith (San Francisco: AK P ress, 1999), 94. The
surrealist theory of the image serves as the model for the Situationist "User's
Guide to Detournement": see Debord and Wolman, "The User's Guide to Dctournement," in Knabb, Situationist International Anthology, 15.

3. Debord and Wolman, "User's Guide to Detournement,"in Knabb, Situationist International Anthology, 18- 19.
4. Guy Debord, 1he Society efthe Spectacle, trans. D onald Nicholson-Smith
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1995), §208 (hereafter cited in text with thesis
number; all emphases are Debord's). For an introductory account of Debord's
theory of the spectacle, see Jappe, Guy Debord.
5. See the related remarks in Theodor Adorno, Negative Dialektik (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1975), 327.

6. See Giorgio Agamben, Means without End: Notes on Politics, trans.
Vincenzo Binetti and Cesare Casarino (Minneapolis; University of Minnesota
Press, 2000), 85.
7. See Mustapha Khayati, "Captive Words: Preface to a Situationist Dictionary," in Knabb, Situationist lntemationalAnthology. 222- 28. See also Giorgio Agamben, "Violenza e speranza nell'ultimo spettacolo," in I situazionisti
(Rome: Manifestolibri, 199 1), 14.
8. See Khayati, "Captive Words," in Knabb, Situationist International
Anthology, 222-28.
9. Ivan Chtcheglov, "Formulary for a New Urbanism," in Knabb, Situationist International Anthology, 4.

10. Debord, "Report on the Construction of Situations," in Knabb, Situationist International Anthology, 40. Jappe emphasizes the importance of the
notion of "non- intervention" for the understanding of Debord's thought; see
Jappe, Guy Debord, 24-25.
11. The opposition of passivity and activity plays an important role in many
Situationist an<l pre-Situationist texts. In the 1957 "Report on the Construction
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of Situations," Debord writes that the situation, like Brecht's epic theater, aims
to "break the spectators' p~ychological identification with the hero so as to
draw them into activity by provoking their capacities to revolutionize their
own lives." Even if there are spectators in the first stages of constructing situations, "the role played by a passive or merely bit-part playing 'public' must
constantly diminish, while that played by those who cannot be called actors,
but rather, in a new sense of the term, 'livers,' must steadily increase." Debord,
"Report on the Construction ofSituations,"in Knabb, Situationist lntemational
Anthology, 40-41. In the screenplay for On the Passage efa Few Persons through
a Rather Brief Unity efTime, Debord claims that the p roper response to passivity is the organized activity of the Situationists, who scorn those who simply
continue to create as in the past "because they are unaware of the decomposition and exhaustion of individual expression in our time, unaware that the arts
of passivity are over and done." Debord, Complete Cinematographic Works, trans.
Ken Knabb (Oakland, Cali£: AK Press, 2003), 23. Jn the text "Avant-Garde of
Presence,"the Situationists write, "People who are resigned in one way or another

to political passivity, to metaphysical despair, or even to being subjected to an art
of total noncreativity, are incapable of participating in [situations]." Situationist
International, "Avant-Garde of Presence," in Knabb, Situationist International
Anthology, 143.This is a 1964 "Qyestionnaire" published in the Internationale situationniste: "What does the word 'Sin1ationist' mean? It denotes an activity aimed

at creating situations, as opposed to passively recognizing them in academic or
other separate terms . . .. Vi/e replace existential passivity 'vith the construction of
moments of life, and doubt with playful affirmation." Situationist International,
"Qyestionnaire,"in Knabb, Situationist Intematio11a!A11tho!ogy, 178 (emphasis in
the original). And The Society efthe Spectacle identifies the spectacle and passivity:
"The attitude that [the spectacle] demands is the same passive acceptance that it
has already secured by means of its seeming incomrovertibility, and indeed by its
monopolization of the realm of appearances~(§12). The spectacle "is the sun that
never sets on the empire of modern passivity" (§ 13). Nicolas Bourriaud relies on
a similar opposition of passivity and activity in his Postproduction (New York:
Sternberg, 2002), especially 45-47. Debord, the Situationists, aJld Bourriaud draw
on what Derrida sum marizes as the "very old philosopheme ofproduction, "which
depends on the opposition of"active ... productivity and virility on the one hand,
and material, unproductive passivity and femininity on the other." Jacques Derrida, Spurs: Nietzsche's Styles, trans. Barbara Harlow (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979), 77- 79 (emphasis in the original). For a related discussion of
the "persistent gendering of mass culture as feminine and inferior" since the n ineteenth century, see Andreas Huyssen,Aper the Great Divide Modernism, Mass
Culture, Postmodmzism (Bloomington: Indiana Universiry Press, 1986), 44-62.
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12. Situationist International, "Definitions," in Knabb, Situationist International Anthology, 52.
13. Boris Donne insists, without citing any source, that Debord was "'inspired" to use the word "detoumement~ by the "legal characterization of the
crime that the young people of Chez Moineau [the Lettrists' hangout] committed with [underage] girls like Eliane." Donne, (Pour "Memoires"): Un essai
defucidation des "Memoire.1" de Guy Debord (Paris: A.Ilia, 2004), 92. See Dcbord's
account of"gangs of police ... searching for drugs or for girls under eighteen,"
in Complete Cinematographic Works, 162-63. See also the accounts of the role of
young women in the Lettrist International in Jean-Michel Mcnsion, The Tribe:
Conversations with Gerard Berreby and Franmco Milo, trans. Donald NicholsonSmith (San Francisco: City Lights Books, 2001), 65-68 and 110.
14. Situationist Internat ional, "Detoumement as Neg-ation and Prelude,"
in Knabb, Situationist ]nternationa!Anthology, 67 (translation modified).
15. Marx, Capital, 1:143-44 (translation slightly modified); the following
Marx quotations are all from those pages. ln some cases, the translation has
been modified; see Marx, Das KapitaL· Kritik der politischen Okonomie (Berlin:
Dietz, 1977), 1:66.
16. "In the spectacle, as in religion, every moment of life, every idea, and
every gesture achieves meaning only from without."Jappe, Guy Debord, 8. There
is a similar critique of Christian language in Friedrich Nietzsche, 'IheAntichrist,
Ecce Homo, Twilight ofthe Idols, and Other Writings, trans.Judith Norman (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 29-30.
17. Hama,hcr, «Lingua amissa,'' 134- 35. See Tom McDonough's similar
re marks in "The Beautiful Language of My Century''.· Reinventing the language
ofContestatiori in Postwar France, 1945-1968 (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press,
2007), 6.
18. Luce Irigaray, This Sex Which ls Not One, trans. Catherine Porter (Ithaca,
N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1985), 179.
19. Ibid. (emphasis in the original).
20. Judith Butler, Bodies 1hat Mat/111· (New York: Routledge, 1993), 39. Butler refers here to Derrida's discussion of matter in Derrida, Positiom, trans. Alan
Bass (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981), 64-66.
21. Butler, Bodies That Matter, 39 (emphasis in the original).
22. lrigaray, This Sex Which Is Not One, 189.
23. Ibid., 186 (emphasis in the original).
24. For a more detailed discussion of this process of abstraction, see Anselm
Jappe, Les aventures de la marchandaise: Pour une nouvelle .,-itique de la valeur
(Paris: Denoel, 2003), ~50. This thesis also repeats key elements ofNietzsche's
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critique of the ascetic ideal. See Nietzsche, The Genealogy ofMorals, trans. Carol
Diethe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 72-128.
25. Marx, Capital, 1:166.
26. Emphasis in the original. See also Debord, 1he Society ofthe Spectacle, § 17.
27. See a related discussion in Marx, Capital, 1:620-21.
28. And, Marx adds in a footnote, humanization: see ibid., 1:144nl 9. See
also Hamacher, "Lingua amissa," 135.
29. See Hamacher, "Lingua amissa," 136.
30. Derrida, Specters ofMarx, 33 and 45 (emphasis in the original).
31. Ibid., 45.
32. Etienne Balibar, 1he Philosophy ~fMarx, trans. Chris Turner (New York:
Verso, 2007), 102.
33. Ibid., 101.
34. Debord and Wolman, "A User's Guide to Detournemenr," in Knabb,
Situationist International Anthology, 17.
35. Situationist International, "Detournement as Negation and Prelude,•
in Knabb, Situationist International Anthology, 6 7.
36. Ibid.
37. Ibid.
38. Ibid., 67- 68.
39. Georg Lukacs, History and Class Consciousness: Studies in Marxist Dialectics, trans. Rodney Livingstone (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1972), 157.
40. Tom McDonough, "Guy Debord; or, The Revolutionary without a
Halo," October 115 (2006): 45.
41. Situationist International, "AJl the King's Men," in Knabb, Situationist
International Anthology, 150- 51.
42. The original edition of Memoires indicates that the publication date is
1959, but the editors of the 2004 edition and ofDcbord's works list the publication date as 1958. See Guy Debord, CEuvres, ed. Jean-Louis Ran~on (Paris:
Gallimard, 2006), 375. For interpretations of Memoires, see Greil Marcus, "Guy
Debord's Memoires: A Situationist Primer," in On the Passage of a Few People
through a Rather Brief A1oment i11 Time: The Situationist l11tematio11al, 19571972, ed. Elisabeth Sussman (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1989), 124-31; and
Kaufmann, Guy Debord, 39-46 and 101-8. For a detailed account ofDebord's
use of his sources in Memoires, see Donne, (Pour "1\11.i!moires").
43. On the concept of the theoretical artwork, see Thomas Y. Levin, "Dismantling the Spectacle: The Cinema of Guy Debord," in Guy Debord and the
Situationist International, ed. Tom McDonough (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press,
2002),382.
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44. The attributions (to Marx, Johan Huizinga~, and Julius Soubise) of the
chapters' epigraphs depart from the model of detournement, because they are
explicit, credited quotations that function exactly as quotation should and detoumement should not, according to the "User's Guide to Detoumement," in
which Debord and Wolman refer to the "imbeciles'' and their "slavish reference
to 'citations."' See Knabb, Situationist International Anthology, 15.
45. See Marcus, "Guy Debord's Memoires," 128. On September 1953 as
the birth of the derive, see Donne, (Pour "Memoires"), 30 and 58-59.
46. Books in Print, 1959 and 1960, s.v. "Debord, Guy-Ernest." On potlatch,
see Marcel Mauss, 1he G!ft: Forms and Functions ofE~:thange in Archaic Societies,
trans. Ian Cunnison (New York: Norton, 1967), 1.
47. See Mauss, '!he Gift, 21.
48. The image from the geography textbook is also included in the first
issue of the Situationist lntemational's journal at the end of Gilles Ivain's "Formulary for a New Urbanism"; see Internationale situationniste 1 (1958): 20.
49. Debord, "Report on the Construction of Situations," in Knabb, Situationist International Anthology. 41.
50. Ibid., 41- 42. This notion may have evolved from Jsidore !sou's preference for "moments" over "roles"; see lsidorc Isou, <Euvres de spectacle (Paris:
Gallirnard, 1964), 119.

51. On thi s illegibiliry, sec Kaufmann, Guy Debord, 152.
52. Debord, Complete Cinematographic Works, 37.
53. Ibid., 36.
54. Levin, "Dismantling the Specracle," 369.
55. Ibid., 360. Debord describes On the Passage as "an ultimately realistic
description of a way of life deprived of coherence and significance." Debord,
Complete Cinematogmphir Wotks, 214.
56. Debord, "Theses on Cultural Revolution,» in Knabb, Situationist International Anthology, 54.
57. Debord, Complete Cinematographic 1#1-ks, 36. On the tension in Debord's
works between memory and forgetting, see Donne, (Pour •Memoires"), 30-33.
58. Debord, Complete Cinematographic l#rks, 36-37.
59. On Debord's conception of the Lettrist period as an originary, incoherent moment, see Donne, (Pour "Memoires"), 61-63; and i\r1ension, '!he Tribe,
124-25.
60. Asgcr Jorn, "Peinture detourne," in Asger Jorn (Paris: Galerie Rive
Gauche, 1959), n.p.
61. Jorn's supporting structures place A1imoires .in the tradition of formlessness outlined by Yve-Alain Bois and Rosalind Krauss in Formless (New York:
Zone, 1997); see especially Yve-Alain Bois, "Liquid Words,~i.n Formless, 124-29.
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The relation of these supporting structures to the materiality of language can
also be compared co Paul de Man's description of irony; see Paul de Man, "The
Concept oflrony," in Paul de Man, Aesthetic Ideology (Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 1996), 181.
62. Jn the first chapter of Memoires, we read "elk avait dix-scpt ans," and
in the second chapter, "debauche de mineur je sais oli ~a menc." Debord and
Jorn, Mt!moires (Paris: Editions Allia, 2004), n.p. All quotations from Memoires
are from this unpaginatcd 2004 recdition.
63. See Kaufmann, Gzry Debord, 42; and Donne, (Pour ''i'vtemoires"), 91.
64. This is not the only time Debord seems to praise Jack the Ripper. See
the laconic "Exercise de la psychogeographie" from 1954; Debord, CEuvres, 136.
The line ''Jack the Ripper was never caught" appears in the final version of
Howlsfar Sade (see Debord, Complete Cinematographit Works, 7) and in the first
version of the ocreenplay (Debord, CEuvm, 51).
65. Debord, CEuwes, 62. This passage can be found in Debord, Complete
Cinematographic Works, 2. This rranslation is caken from Levin, "Dismantling
the Spectacle," 343. Levin notes that Debord's line echoes Breton's declaration
in Nadja that "beauty will be convulsive or it will not be ar aU" and that these
formulations recall "Thier& in his famous speech to the National Assembly on
November 13, 1872: 'La Republique sera conservatrice, ou ne sera pas"' (ibid.,
439n58).
66. For an example from the historical avant-garde, see Otto Flake,
"Thoughts," in '!he Dada Reader: A CriticalAnthology. ed. Dawn Ades (Chica.go:
University of Chicago Press, 2006), 51-53.
67. Asger Jorn, Pour la forme (Paris: Editions Allia, 2001), 148. Debord
wrote a preface to the Dutch publication of excerpts from Jorn's book in 1958;
see Debord, "Dix annees d'art experimental: Jorn et son role clans !'invention
theorique," in Debord, CEuvm, 365- 66.
68. Jorn, Pour la Jormc, 149. For another version of Jorn's gender theory,
sec A.sger Jorn, 1be Natural Or·der and Other Texts, trans. Peter Shield (Bur]jngron, Vt.: Ashgate, 2002), 334. Jorn's theory of hi.story belongs to what Jorn's
m1nslator and biographer Peter Shield calls his "deep misogyny." Ibid., ix. See
also Peter Shjeld, Companitive Vandalism: Asger Jorn and the Artistic Attitude to
Lift (Burlington, Vt.: Ashgate, 1998), 182-96. For a summary account ofJorn's
pre-SI writings, see Sven Lutticken, "Dialectic of Dionysus," New Left Review
76 (July/August 2012): 119-27.
69. On !sou's film theory, see Allyson Field," Hurlements e.11faveur de Sade:
The Negation and Surpassing of Discrepant Cinema," SubStance 28, no. 3
(1999): 55-70; and Levin, "Dismantling the Spectacle," 337- 4-0.
70. Isou, Esthetique du cinema (Paris: Ur, 1952), 103- 7.
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71. Ibid., 88.

ofthe Sih1ationist International (New York: Princeton Archltectural Press, 2008),

72. Ibid., 89.

4Q-44.
80. All quotations from "Solitude" are from Charles Baudelaire, 1he Pariswn
Prowler, trans. Edward K. Kap.Jan (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1989),
52-53.
81. J. A. Hiddleston, "'Fusee,'Max.im, and Commonplace in Baudelaire,"
Modern Language Review 80, no. 3 (1985): 565. For a discussion of these misquotations, see David H. T Scott, "Le spleen de Paris," in Baudelaire, Lafanfarlo,
and Le spleen de Paris, ed. David H. T. Scott and Barbara Wright (London:
Grant and Cutler, 1984), 90-92.
82. See Hiddleston, '"Fusee,' Maxim, and Commonplace in Baudelaire,"

73. Women still play a role in the process, though: they are enraptured
spectators when Isou begins to work on the negative (ibid., 89n1). See also the
remarks comparing women and the material of film in Isou, <EuvreJ de spectacle, 18.
74. <Euvres de spectacle, 18.
75. Ibid., 48.
76. Ibid., 82.
77. Ibid., 27.
78. McKenzie Wark, Tbe Beach beneath the Street: The Everyday Life and
G/qrious TimeJ ofthe Situationist International (New York: Verso, 2011), 14.
79. According to the early Situationist Jacqueline de Jong's account, "the
topic 'woman' was not present" for the Situationists, and the women's movement, she insists, "has nothing to do with the theories of the SI." This seems
to have been the consensus among the Situationists. See Dieter Sch.rage, "Jacqueline de Jong: Eine Frau in der Situationistischen Internationale," in Situationi.stiscbe Internationale 1957-1972, ed. Dieter Scluage (Vienna: Museum moderner
Kunst Stiftung Ludwig, 1998), 69-70. For de Jong's account of Debord's and
Jorn's machismo, see "A Maximum of Openness: Jacqueline de Jong in Conversation with Karen Kurczynski," in Expect Anything Fear Nothing: 'lhe Situationist Movement in Scandinavia and Elsewhere, ed. Mikkel Bolt Rasmussen
and Jakob Jakobsen (New York: Autonomedia, 2011), 187-88. "One of the
curious things about the IS was that it was extraordinarily anti-feminist in its
practice. Women were there to type, cook supper and so on," says Ralph Rumney in a 1989 interview quoted in Stewart H ome, "The SeJf-Mythologisation
of the Situationist International," in Rasmussen and Jakobsen, Expect Anything
Fear Nothing, 213. An exception to the Situationist silence on gender: the
remark that "the extensive participation of women in all aspects of the struggle
[in May 1968] was an unmistakable sign ofits revolutionary depth." Situationist International, "The Beginning of an Era," in Knabb, Situationist lnternati.onal Anthology, 289. The literature on gender and sexuality in Situationist
texts is slim; see Kelly Baum, "The Sex of the Situationist International," October 126 (2008): 23-43; Jen Kennedy, "Charming Monsters: The Spectacle of
Femininity in Postwar France," Grey Room 49 (Fall 2012): 57-79; the project
documented in J.U.P., ed., Situatio11istinnen und andere . . . (Berlin: b_books,
2001), 69, 77; and Myriam D . Maayan, "The 'Feminine' in Contemporary
French Critical Discourse on the Consumer Society and Utilitarfanism," Contemporary French Civilization 16, no. (1992): 242-61. On de Jong, see Wark, 'lhe
Beach beneath the Street, 109-23; and McKenzie Wark, 50 Yetm ofRecuperation
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565-66.
83. For Tom McDonough, Debord recognizes that the beautiful language
of hls century is "precisely the language of exchange, of the commodicy" and
that there was "no other language" than rhis one; see McDonough, "1be Beau-

tiful Language ofMy Century," 6-8.
84. Kaplan translates "s'insinuer clans lcs miennes" as "worming his way
into mine."
85. Oxford English Dictionary, s.v. "insinuate"; Littre, s.v. "insinuer."
86. For a related discussion of the "solicitation" and "incitation" to cite, see
Compagnon, La seconde main, 66-68.
87. All quotations from "Crowds" are from Baudelaire, PariJian Prowler, 21.
88. Scott, "Le spleen de Paris," 88.
89. Graham Robb, "The Poetics of the Commonplace in Les Fleurs du mal,"
lv!odern Language Review 86, no. 1 (1991): 64. See also the discussion of
Baudelaire's use of commonplaces in Sp/em de Paris in J.A. Hiddleston, Baudelaire and the "Spleen de Pari.s" (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987), 34-65.
90. "Profondeur immense de pensee clans les locurions vulgaires, trous
creuses par des generations de founnis." Baudelaire, CEuvres, ed. Yves-Gerard
Le Dantec (Paris: Gallimard, 1951), 1181-82. Qyoted in Robb, "The Poetics
of the Commonplace in Les FLeurs du ma!," 57.
91. See a relaced discussion of activity and passivity in an artist's relation
to appropriated material in Isabelle Graw, Texte zur Kunst, 283.
92. Claire Bishop laments the ubiquity and facility of arguments based on
this opposition in Claire Bishop, Artificial Hells: Participatory Art and the Politics of Spectatorship (New York: Verso, 2012), 8.
93. This reading of Debord aims to counter Debord's tendency to posit,
as his goal, the reinstatement of an authent'ic subject. For a critique ofDebord's
reliance on the "utopia of social authenticity," see Juliane Rebentisch, "Spectacle,"
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Tt:xte z11r Kuml 66 (2007): 120. For a critique ofDebord's reliance on a "rcadymade subjectivity" untouched by capitalism, see Jappe, Guy Debord, 136.
94. Emile Bcnveniste, Problems irr General Linguistics, trans. Mary Elizabeth Meek (Coral Gables, Fla.: University of Miami Press, 1971), 218 (translation modified).
95. Ibid., 255.
96. Debord and Wolman, ''The User's Guide to Detournement," in
Knabb, SitualiQ11ist lntemalio11al Anthology, 15.
97. Situationist International, "All the King's Men," in Knabb, Situationist l11ttmational A111hology, 150.
98. Oeford Cltwical Dictionary, s.v. "ccnro." An overview of scholarship
on the ccnto can be found in Giovanni Salanitro, "Osidio Geta e la poesia centonaria," in Aufstieg und Nieder-gang der romischen Welt: Gescbichte zmd Kultur
Roms im Spiegel der neuerm Fomh1111g, ed. Wolfgang Haase (New York: de Gruyter,
1997), 34.3:2314-60.
99. On Dea/ea, sec Gabriella Carbone,.U centone ".Dealea"(Naples: Loffiedo
Editore, 2002), and Scott McGill, Virgil Recomposed: The Mythological and Stcular Centos in Anti1uity (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 64-70.
100. See Jan M. Ziolkowski and Michael C.J. Putnam, The Virgilia11 Tradition: 77Je First Fifteen H11ndred Years (New Haven, Conn.: Yak University
Press, 2008), 474.
101. Sec Martha Bayless, Parody in the Middle Ages: The Latin Tradition
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1996), 129-75.
102. Sec Helmut Muller-Sievers, "Patchwork und Poesie: Bemerkungcn
zum antiken Cenro," in Denkzettel Antike: Texte zum kulturellen Vergmro, ed.
Gerburg Treusch-Dicrer, Wolfgang Pircher, and H erbert Hrachovec {Berlin:
D. Reimer, 1989), 235.
103. Ausonius, The Works ofA11soni11s, trans. Hugh G. Evelyn-White (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1921), 1:371.
104. Evelyn-White, introduction, in ibid., xvi-xvii.
105. Filippo Ermini,JI renlone di Proba e la prmin centonaria latina (Rome:
Loescher, 1909), 99 and 101; R. P. H. Green, "Proba's Introduction to Her
Cenco," Classical Quarterly 47, no. 2 (1997): 555.
106. See Muller-Sievers, uPatchwork und Poesie,'' 229- 38.
107. Theodor Verweyen and Gtinther Witting, Die Parodie in der neueren
deutschen f,ifemtur (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschafr, 1979), 172;
quoted in Mark Usher, Homeric Stitchings: The Homeric Cerllos ef the Empress
Eudocir1 (Lanhum, Md.: Rowman and Littlefield, 1998), 2. l n a similar vein,
Helmut Muller-Sievers writes, "Citationaliry ... might be a prominent feature
ofliterary modernity ... bu t cirationality applies already to texts in the classical
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tradition and will ultimately have to be acknowledged as an intrinsic possibility
of all literary works at the level of their constitution.• I lclmut Muller-Sievers,
"Reading without Interpreting: German Tcxn1al Criticism and the Case of Georg
Buchner," Modem Ph-ilolog;· 103, no. 4 (2006): 5 17.

3. Marcel Broodthaers . an J'.\rtist in
Quotation Marks
1. See Rachel Haidu, 7heAbm1<e ofWork: Martd Br()()dthaers, 1964-1976
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2009), 142-61.
2. Broodthacrs, ''Ten Thousand Francs Reward," trans. Paul Schmidt, October 42 (Autumn 1987): 45; Marcel Broodthaers, Marcel Broodtham par lui-mem.e,
ed. Anna Hakkens (Ghent: Ludion/Flammarion, 1998), 118. On Broodthaers's
use of the term "engagement" in another context, sec Birgit Pelzer, "Fictions
dans la fiction," in Marcel Broodthaers: La collection des Mu.sees royaux dn BeauxArts de Belgique (Ghent: Snoeck, 2010), 98. See also the commentary on this
passage in Baidu, The Absence of Work. 160-61.
3. See Benjamin Buchloh, "Formalism and Historicity: Changing Concepts in American and European Art since 1945," in Europt in the Seventies:
Aspects of Recent Art (Chicago: Art Institute of Chicago, 1977), 97.
4. For an account ofBroodrhacrs's involvement in this milieu, see Jacques
Van Lcnncp, "De Magritte a Broodthacrs: Le surrfalisme en Belgique quarante ans plus tard," Bulletin des lvlusies Roya11x des Beaux-Arts de Belgi1ue 1-3
(1981-84): 205-44. Belgian surrealism would have introduced Broodthaers to
the idea of publishing quotational books; Marcel Marien discusses several quotational works by Belgian Surrealists in L'activitl s11rriali!te en Belgique 19241930 (Brussels: Lebeer Hossmann, 1979), 18, 20, and 64.
5. Broodthaers, Marcel Broodthaers par lui-meme, 44-45.
6. Ibid., 95. The frontispiece of the catalog announces it as an "experimenrelle Ausstellung"; see Marcel Broodthaers and Jurgen J lartcn, eds., Der Adler
vom Oligrrziin bis heute (Diisseldorf: Kulruramt der Stadt Dusseldorf, 1972).
7. Broodrhaers, ,\1arcel Broodthaen; par lui- meme, 91.
8. Ibid., 45.
9. Haidu, 'DleAbsence efWork., 23-24.
10. See Rainer Borgemeister, Mam/ Broodthaers: Lesen und Sehen (Bonn:
Wcidlc, 2003), 240-44; Baidu, 'Ilu Absence ~/Work, 232; and Catherine David,
ed., Marcel Broodthaers (Paris: Jeu de Paume, 1991), 235.
11. Sec his poem "The Parrot," which simply parrots a poem on the verso
of the same page spread. Broodthaers, Marcel 8roodtha1m par lui-meme. 48.
12. Haidu, 1heAbsence ef Work, 232.
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13. Brief descriptions of the completed book projects can be found in
Broodthaers, Marcel Broodthaers: Katalog der Editionen, Graphik und Bucher
(Ostfildern-Ru.it: Cantz, 1996). He also made quotational artist's books using
texts from La Fontaine and Max Ernst, and he began a project to republish
Foucault's slim volume on Magritte under his own name. The Foucault project
is documented in Broodthaers and Rainer Borgemeister, Ceci est une pipe = this
is a pipe= die.f ist eine Pfaife (Brussels: Merz, 2001). His version ofMallarmc's
Un coup de dis was part of his 1969 Exposition litteraire autour de Mallarmi,
which included quotations by Mallarme painted on canvases, written with chalk
on pieces of clothing, and played on tape. See David, Marcel Broodthaers, 13845; and Haidu, The Absence of Work, 63- 105. Anny De Decker reports that
Broodthaers also planned to ""Titc out the poem on the gallery floor but then
abandoned this plan; sec Anny De Decker in David, Marcel Broodthaers, 141.
For a reading of Broodthaers's version of Un coup de dis, see Jacques Ranciere,
L'espace des mots: De Mallanni a Broodthaers (Nantes: Musee des Beaux-Arts de
Nantes, 2005). Broodthaers's 1970 exhibition at MTL in Brussels also included
works in which he quotes Mallarme; see David, Marcel Broodthaers, 146-55;
and Anne Rorimer, "The Exhibition at the MTL Gallery in Brussels, March
13-April 10, 1970," October 42 (Autumn 1987): 101-25.
14. On these Baudelaire projects, see Petra Mecz,Aneignung 1.md Relekttire:
Text-Bild-Metamorphosen im Werk von Marcel Broodthaers (Munich: Schreiber,
2007), 138-58; on Pauvre Belgique, see Broodthaers, Katalog der Editionen, 7475, and Yves Gevaert, "Pauvre Belgique: 'An Asterisk in History,'" trans. John
Shepley, October 42 (Autumn 1987): 182-95. Othei: works related to Baudelaire
are mentioned in Geveaert, "Pauvre Belgique,~ 189.
15. Baudelaire, Lesfteurs du mal, trans. Richard Howard (Bosmn: Godine,
1982), 24-25 and 202.
16. Paul Allen Miller points out that this is the "sole example of unattributed prosopopeia in rhe whole of Baudelaire's corpus" and that "its invocation
of the lyric T forces the reader to do a double take in order to determine who
is speaking." Paul Allen Miller, "Beauty, Tragedy, and the Grotesque: A Dialogical Esthecics in Three Sonnets by Baudelaire," French Forum 18, no. 3 (September 1993): 329.
17. On Beauty as "the embodiment of st<lsis, calcification, and pallor," see
Anne Jamison, "Any Where Out ofThis Verse: Baudelaire's Prose Poetics and
the Aesthetics ofTransgression," Nineteenlh-Century French Studies 29, no. 3-4
(2001): 268.
18. Francis S. Heck, '"La Beaute': Enigma of Irony,tt Nineteenth- Century
French Studies 10, no. 1-2 (1981): 85. Paul Allen Miller credits Heck with the
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development of the ironic reading of"Beauty" in Miller, uBeaury, Tragedy, and
the Grotesque," 328.
19. See Jamison, "Any Where Out ofThis Verse," 269. The similes remain
jarring even if, as Judith Ryan argues, this is the voice of the Greek courtesan
Phryne; see Judith Ryan, "More Seductive than Phryne: Baudelaire, Gerome,
Rilke, and the Problem ofAutonomous Art," PMLA 108, no. 5 (1993): 1133-34.
20. On the abuse of parallel passages in interpretation, see Peter Szondi,
On Textual Understanding and Other Essays, trans. Harvey Mendelsohn (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1986), 18.
21. Andrea Moorhead, "Thanatos and Carnal Knowledge in Baudelai.re's
'La Beaute,'" Esprit criate-ur 13 (1973): 127, quoted in Heck, "'La Beaute':
Enjgma oflrony," 90.
22. This movement may have appealed to Broodthaers, who writes of the
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California Press, 2009), 187-89.
97. Huebler, quoted in Alberro, ConceptualArt and the Politics ofPublicity, 72.
98. 1bid.
99. On Broodthaers's "extremely developed sense of the meaning of typography," see Buchloh, "Marcel Broodthaers: Open Letters, Industrial Poems,"
93- 94; and Buchloh, "Allegories of the Avant-Garde," 58. On Broodthaers's
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see Yves Gevaert and Emile Van Balberghe, "Un Jardin d'hiver: Un 'bibelot
d'inanite sonore,"' in Marcel Broodthaers: L'a:uvre graphique, essai.f, 81- 94. CalUgraphy and carngraphic typefaces occur throughout Broodthaers's works, from
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plaque with rhe title (which Dieter Schwarz translates as "For a glorious future
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piece of wood. See Dieter Schwarz., "'Look! Books in Plaster!': On the First
Phase of the Work of Marcel Broodthaers," October 42 (Autumn 1987): 64-65.
100. Kotz, Words to Be LookedAt, 146.The vulnerability of this kind ofindexical writing is the result of what Rosalind Krauss, in her "Notes on the Index,"
identifies as artists"'sense of isolation from the workings of ... convention''; their
vulnerability would be countered by a "delicate short-circuiting of issues of style,"
which is supplanted by the presence of the hand's direct imprint, in handwriting, or indirect force, in typewriting. Rosalind Krauss, Originality oftheAvantGarde and Other Modernist Myths (Cambridge, Mass.: MlT Press, 1986), 208.
101. On the origin of this numeration system in Magritte, see Borgemeister, Marcel Broodthaers: Leren und Sehen, 159n58. For other readings of Broodthaers's use of "Fig.,~ sec Krauss, "The Angel of History," Octobel· 134 (Fall 2010):
111- 21. On Broo<lthaers's "figures" as signs of the "homogenizing principle of
commodification" and "a parody of curatorial practice," see Krauss, ';i Voyage on
the North Sea," 15 and 33. On Broodthaers's figures as emphasizing the difference between text and image, see Jacques Ranciere, L'espace des mots, 25-26.
102. Mel Bochner, Solar Sy.rtem.r and Rest Rooms: Writings and Interviews,
1965-2007 (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2008), 42.
103. The figures may highlight "le caractere resolument plastique de son
ceuvre," as Frederik Leen argues, but only as part of a tension with the resolutely
textual character of Broodthaers's works. See Frederik Leen, '"Sans mots': Un
coup de des jamais n'abolira le hasard,ff in Marcel Broodthaers: La collection des
Musies royoux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, 16.
104. Krauss, ')1 royage on the North Sea." 51.
105. If Donald Judd's statement about "one thing after another" is, as
Krauss writes, "a way to escape from serting up relations," then for Broodthaers
the use of numbers and figures in je hair le mouvement qui dip/ace !es lignes is a
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relations are inscrutable. See Rosalind Krauss, Passages in Modern Sculptun· (New
York: Viking Press, 1977), 244.
106. Krauss, '51 royage on the North Se11," 47.
107. This interruption of reading can be compared to other acts of impeding reading in Broodthaers: in his last book of poetry, Pense-bite, he covers
up parts of the poetry with colored pieces of paper and then, in his inaugural
exhibition, he encases the unsold volumes in plaster; and in his 1967 film Le
corbeau et le renard, the camera pans across text that is difficult to read because
it is blocked by objects; because the camera pans left to right over two lines of
text simultaneously and thus makes it hard to focus on one line at a time; because the camera also pans right to left, against engrained reading habits; because
the text is too small or out of focus; because the camera never woms our enough
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to show the entire text; and because there is often simply too much to read at
once.
108. Broodthaers often included parerga in his works, especially in his
museum, in which packing crates, a moving van, letterhead, postcards, wall text,
and labels all become part of the work (or are the entire work) and cease being
mere accessories. On Broodthaers's "intentional and ironic blurring [of] the
line between work and p ublicity," between ~primary" and "secondary information," see Haidu, The Absence of Work, xix-xx. An apt example of this is his La
signature serie 1; see David, Man-el Broodthaers, 19.
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participcr commc artiste." (The italics are in the original.)
111. Jan Tschichold, "The Principles of the New Typography," in Texts on
Type, ed. Steven Heller and Philip B. Meggs (New York: Allworth Press, 2001),
115-28.
112. Otl Aicher, "Typographical \Varfare," in HelJer and Meggs, Texts 011
Type, 157.
113. The colophon is "(Fig. O)," a significant appcllation in Broodthaers's
works. Here, there is no return to Mallarme or the eagle as the "zero degree" or
"origin of contemporary art"; that honor goes here to the voice of rcification.
On the importance of the "Fig. O" in Broodthaers's works, see Buchloh, "Contemplating Publicity," 94.
114. Broodrhaers, Mai-eel Broodthaers par lui-meme, 78.
115. Ibid., 118.
116. In the interview that Broodthaers pastes into his appropriation of
Dumas's Vingt ans apres, he claims that he writes books so that he can wrice
dedications in them and examine the relation "art/commodity" ("Pourquoi
viens-tu d'ecrire un livre?-Pour faire des dedicaces ct etablir ce rapport art/
marchandaise.11 ya en effect une ecriture speciale pour soulever certains problemes"). Pelzer discusses this passage in her "Recourse to the Letter,' 167- 68.
And he says that his open letters communicate, more than anything else, the
name of the museum on their letterhead: "un peu le contraire d'un moyen de
communication, dies communiqucnt plutot le nom du musee."Interview with
Ludo Beckers, 1969, quoted in David, lv1arce! Broodthaers, 199.
117. See Buchloh and Oppitz, "Marcel Broodmaers trente ans plus tard," 105.
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118. Broodthaers, Marcel Broodthaers par lui-meme, 99-100. Broodthaers
casts himself as "an artist" ("ein Ki.instler") in his 1976 film Berlin ode:r ein Traum
mit Sahne; see Bruce Jenkins, "Un peu tard: Citation in the Cinema of Marcel
Broodthaers," in Marrel Broodthaers: Cinema, ed. Manuel J. Borja-Ville! {Barcelona:
Fundaci6 Anto ni Tapies, 1997), 292. Broodthaers also recognizes that he can't
simply pretend thar he has overcome the role of me artist; see Haidu, 1he//bsence
of Work, 67.
119. On the notion of a work "permeated" with irony, see de Man, Aesthetic Ideology, 177.
120. Broodthaers, quoted in Buchloh, "Allegories of the Avant-Garde," 58.
121. Buchloh, ''.Allegories of the Avant-Garde," 55-56; Buchloh, "Conceptual Art 1962-1969," 142.
122. I am referring here LO his cover of the journal Studio International:
for a commentary on that work, see Krauss, /!Voyage on the North Sea," 9-10.
123. Douglas Crimp, On the Museum's Ruins (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT
Press, 1995), 212.

124. Joseph Kosuth, quoted in Kotr.t, Words to Be Looked At, 186.
125. Broodthaers, Marcel Broodthaers par Jui-mime, 118. On the "persisrence" of Broodthaers's concerns as a poet in his art, see Deborah Schultz, Marcel Broodthaers: Strategy and Dialogue (Bern: Peter Lang, 2007), 57.
126. On the noninstrumentalized conception oflanguage in Broodthaers,
see Birgit Pelzer, "Fictions clans la fiction," in Marcel Broodthaers: La collection
des Musees royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, 95.
127. Broodthaers, "The Mussel," trans. Michael Compton, October 42
(Aunimn 1987): 27 (translation modified). The reading here is indebted to
Baidu, 1heAbsence.ofWork, 11- 12.
128. ln the same collection, Broodthacrs calls the jcllyfish "perfect" because
it has no "mold": "pas de moulc." Baidu interprets the autonomous mussel as
an allegory of autonomous art; see Haidu, 1he Absence efWork, 11. This reading
resonates with Judith Ryan's reading of Baudelaire's "Beauty" in Ryan, "More
Seductive than Phryne: Baudelaire, Gerome, Rilke, and the Problem of Autonomous Art." On the mussel's shell as resistance, see Carter Ratcliff, "The lYlold,
the Mussel, and Marcel Broodthaers," Art in America 71, no. 3 (l 983): 137.
129. Broodthaers, i\/Jarcel Broodthaers par lui-meme, 48; Broodthaers, "Ma
rhetorique," in Mou/es CE.'uft Frites Pots Charbon (Antwerp: Wide White Space,
1966), n.p. The catalog was reprinted for Broodthaers's 1974 exhibition Ne dites
pas que je ne l'ai pas dit; see David, J\!Iarcel Broodthaers, 234.
130. For example, the works in his 1966 exhibition titled Mou/es CEujs Frites
Pots Charbon: Grand casserole de moules, Cercle de moules, Pyramide de mou!es, and
Eta/ de mouleJ (all 1966). ln the catalog for chat exhibi tion, Broodthaers includes
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four texts, three of which add ress the word "moule."In his 1966 L'erreur, included in another exhibition, the painted word "moulcs" is scrawled across the
top half of a canvas, where it seems to be a false appellation (an "error") for the
fifry-four eggshells glued to the bottom half; this error is related to the error of
reading a word as a name for a thing.
131. See Borgcmcistcr, Marcel Br(}(Jdthaers: Lesen und Sehen, 241.
132. See Broodthaers, Marcel Broodthaers par lui-meme, 48. On Broodthacrs's adoption of this name, sec Buchloh, "Allegories of the Avant-Garde," 55.
133. See Broodthaers, 1\1arcel Broodtham par iui-meme, 40.
134. Oxford English Dictionary, s.v. "antanaclasis."
135. Another example of explicit and prominent antanaclasis in Broodthaers's poetry occurs in his 1957 collection titled Mon livre d'og1·e in an untitled
poem that I cite here in it~ entirety: "Les crapauds se devorent I au creur des
diamants."The word "crapaud" means both a "toad" and an "impurity" in a diamond, so the poem can eit11er be translated as "the im purities devour each
other I at the heart of the diamonds" or "the toads devour thcmsc.lvcs I at the
heart of the diamonds." Broodthaers, Mon livre d'ogre: Suite de rtcits pottiques
(Ostende: l'Arquebuse du silence, 1957), 26. Another explicit example of
antanclasis can be found in Broodthaers's poem "I.;index" in Pense.-bt!te.
136. Buchloh, "Formalism and Historicity," 98.
137. Buchloh, "Allegories of the Avant-Garde," 56.
138. Broodthaers, "Ten Thousand Francs Reward," 47. Broodthaers's comments on Mirair d'Epoque Regency (1973) can be found in David, Mam! Broodthaers, 236. On Lacanian misrecognition in Broodthaers, see Pelzer, "Recourse
to the Letter," 164-65.
139. Haidu presents Broodchaers's mussel works as "sntltifying r~joinders
to those heroic exploitations of the canvas" that had recently emerged from
American painting- Rothko and Pollock- and as low-grade responses to the
"deskilled and incongruously empty use" by his European contemporaries (such
as Piero Manzoni) of poor materials. Haidu, 1he Absence of Work, 13. See also
Dirk Snauwaert, •The Figures," October 42 (Autumn 1987): 126.
140. Vv'olfram Groddeck calls the pun the "proletarian cousin" of paranomasia in his Reden uber Rhetorik: Zu einer Stilistik des Lesem (Basel: Stroemfeld, 1995), 139. These materials' fragility mirrors the pun's vulnerable status as
a weak form of rhetOiic. Cathleen Chaffee remarks on the "fragility" and "vulnerability" of Broodthaers's works made using organic materials in her "Chez
Broodthaers: considerations domestiques," in Marcel Broodthaers: La collection
des Musees royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, 78.
141. Haidu, 1heAbsenceofWork, 19.
142. Ibid., 23-24.
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143. This is Rainer Borgemeister's verdict on the objects in Broodthaers's
fictional musewn; sec Borgcmeister, "Section des Figures: The Eagle from the
0 ligocene to the Present," 151.
144. On incompletion in Broodthaers, see Pelzer, "Recourse to the Letter," 179.
145. Broodthaers, "Tt:n Thousand Francs Reward," 43. Dirk Snauwaert
makes a strong case for Broodthaers's use of figures as a critique of .M inimalism; and as a reference to binary code; see his "The Figures," 126-34.
146. Broodthaers, "Ten Thousand Francs Reward," 43.
147. Broodthaers, Marcel Broodthaers par /ui-meme, 115.
148. Debord, The Society ofthe Spectacle, §206 (translation modified).
149. Ibid., §§211, 180, and 187.
150. lbid., §180, andJappc, Guy Debord, 71-72.
151. Debord, The Society ofthe Spectacle, §180.
152. Johanna Drucker, The Cent111y ofArtists' Books (New York: Granary
Books, 2004), 21.
153. Haidu, 7heAbsenceofWork, 99.
154. See Drucker, 1he Century ofArtists' Books, 4; and David, lvfarcei Broodthaers, 34.
155. Broodthacrs, "To be bien pensant . .. or not to be. To be blind," trans.
Paul Schmidt, October 42 (Autumn 1987): 35.
156. Foucault, "What Is Enlightenment?," in Foucault, The Politics of
Tmth, 109.
157. Ibid., 108.
158. See Broodthaers's Baudelairean praise of the ephemeral and artificial
in Broodthaers, "Comme du beurre clans un sandwich," Phantomas 51-61
(December 1965): 295.
159. Foucault, "What Is Enlightenment?," in Foucault, 1be Politics of
Truth, 114.
160. See Foucault, "On the Genealogy of Ethics: An Overview of Work
in Progress," in Dreyfus and Rabinow, Michel Foucault, 236.
161. Lukacs, History and Class Consciousness, 199.
162. Compagnon, La setonde main, 44-45.

4.

The Aesthetics of Administration

1. Heimrad Backer, transcript, trans. Patrick Greaney and Vincent Kling
(Normal, Ill.: Dal.key Archive Press, 2010), originally published as I-leimrad
Backer, nachschrift (Linz: edition neue texte, 1986), and in a corrected edition
as Backer, nachschrift (Graz: Droschl, 1993). Hereafter, page numbers will be
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given parenthetically in the text; the pagination in the English and German
texts is identical; quotations of the German text refer to the 1993 edition. For
a critical account of Backer's \\ork in English, see Thomas Eder, "Language
Based on a Division of Labor? On the Representation of the Holocaust in Heimrad Backer's nachschrifl," New German Critique 93 (Fall 2000): 82-86. For a
thorough summary account of Backer's life and works, see Sabine Zeiger, "Hcirn-

rad Backer," in Le:>.,i11.0n der deut.rchsprachigen Gegenwarts/iteratur scit 1945, ed.
Thomas Kraft (Munich: Nymphcnburger, 2003), 67-68. On Backer's refation
to other avant-garde texts on the Shoah, see KJaus Amann, "MONUMENTA c t:RMANlAE HISTORJCA: Uber Heim rad Backers transcript," in Amann, Die Dichter
wrd die Politik: Essays zur ostcrrddJischcn Literatur nach 1918 (Vienna: Falter/
Deuticke, 1992), 223-34.
2. He founded the journal nme texte in 1968 and ran it until its last issue
in 1991, and along with his wi fc, Margret Backer, he directed the press edition
neuc texte, which was active from 1976 to 1991.

3. Gomringer, "Wissen Sie etwas von der schwarzen Wand?," Die Rnmpe
PfJrlriit: Heimrad Backer, ed. Thomas Eder and KJaus Kastberger (Linz: Trauner,
2001), 9.
4. Ibid.
5. Sigrid Weigel claims that transcript should not be considered as concrete
poetry, because the book refers to the "Tat- und Schuldzusammenhang" of its
quotations' source; see Weigel, "Zur Dialektik von Dokumentation und Zeugnis in I leimrad Backers 'System nachschrift,'" in Heimrad Backer, ed. Thomas
Eder and Martin Hochleitner (Linz: Landcsgalerie am Oberiisterrcichen Landcsmuseum; Graz: Droschl, 2003), 257. On the relation of transcript to concrete poetry, see Christina Weiss, "Sprachnarbe: Zu Texten Heimrad Backers
im Kontinuum der konkrecen Poesic," in Eder and H ochlcitner, Heimrad
Blicker, 269-75.
6. Eugen Gomringcr, "\l\/issen Sie etwas von der schwarzen Wand? Zu
den beiden Banden nuchscbrifl von Heimrad Backer," in Eder and Kastberger,

Martin Hochleitner, "'Und ist es nicht aulkrordentlich': Position, Funktion
und SteUung von H eim.rad Backer in dcr ober<>sterreichischen Kunst der friihen
1970er Jahre," in Eder and Hochleitner, Heim rad Blick.er, 295-300; Ernst Jandl,
"Uber Heimrad Backer," Oberoslerreichisrher Kulturbericht, 6 December 1974,
l; and Ferdinand Schmatz, "Der Sprach-Archaologe," in Cerha, Litemturlandschaft Osterreich, 69-70. His dissertation examines questions of communication
that remain central to his work as a writer; see I-leimrad Backer, "Die Fragc
nach Gcmeinschaft bei Karl Jaspers" (PhD diss., University of Vienna, 1953).
10. Hcimrad Blicker, SEESTOCK (Linz: edition neue texte, 1985); Heim rad
Backer, nachHhrift (Linz: edition neue texte, 1986); Heimrad Backer, liPITAPll
(Linz: Marz Verlag, 1989); and Ilcimrad Backer, 11achschrijt 2 (Graz: Drosch~
1997). Two of these books have been translated into E nglish: Backer, tramcript,
and Hcimr.id Backer, SEASCAPE, trans. Patrick Greaney (New York: Ugly D uckling Presse, 2013).
11. Backer is only one of many artists and writers who have turned to the
language of National Socialism as a quotational source. See Charles Rcznikoff's
1975 book Holocaust (Boston: Godine, 2007); Luis Camnitzer's 1997 inslallation Pate11tApplicatio11; and Robert Firterman's Holoca11.rt Museum (L-0ndon: Veer
Books, 2011).
12. Adomo,Aesthttic 1heory, 39.
13. Robert Cohen, "Zu Heimrad Backers nachschrifl,'' Peter Weissjahrbuch
8 (1999): 146-47; Thomas Rothschild, "Asthetik dcr Aussparung, Hcimra<l
Backers 11adJschrift und Hans- Dieter Gmbes Er nannte sirh Hohnutein: Eine
Entsprcchung," in Eder and Hochleitner, Heimrad BMker, 280-81; Paul Jandl,
"Die Nachschrift der nachsrhrifl: Zur Re-.reption des Unbequemen, ~ in Eder
and Kastbcrger, Die Rarnpe Portriit, 76; and Friedrich Achleitner, "Zu I Icimrad
Backers nachschrifl 1 und 2," in Eder and Kastberger, Die Rarnpe Portriit, 6.
14. Gertrud Koch, "The Aesthetic Trnnsformation of the Image of the Uni maginable: Notes on Claude Lar17.mann's Shoah," October 48 (Spring 1989): 20.

9. On Backer as mentor, see Friedrich Achleitner, "Politisches Sprachcxpcrimcnt: NS-Ideologie im Wortmaterial," in Literaturlandschaft Osterreich:
Wie sie einander sehen, wie die Kritik .1ie .rieht; 39 prominente Autoren, e<l. Michael
Cerha (Vienna: Brandstatter, 1995), 71; Martin Hochleitner, Avnnt-garden

15. See Cohen, "Zu Heimrad Backers nachschrifl." 148- 49. For a cri tical
response to Cohen's reading, see Klaus Amman, "Hcimrad Backer: Nach Mauthausen,~ in Eder and Kastberger, Die R.ampe Portriit, 26n46. Other readers
have al'brucd that, on the contrary, Backer's texts emphasize the jarring differences among the texts that he cites. Weigel insbts on the "shock" of encountering
victims' writing or recorded speech in tmnsrript, and Rothschild calls attention
to the inrerruptive force of the differences among the montage materials.
Weigel, "Zur Dialektik von Dokumcntation und Zeugnis in Heimrad Backers
'System muhschrift,"' in Eder and Hochleitner, lleimrad Backer, 258; see also
Rothschild, "Asthetik der Aussparung," 280. These critics' remarks about frag-

z.. B.: Bauer, Knogler, Lichtena11rr (Salzburg: Verlag der Provinz, 2004), 13-17;

mentation and unity replay the debate about tensions inherent in montage as

Die Rnmpe P<Jrtriit, 9.
7. E ugen Gomringer, "konkretc dichtung," in Eugen Gomringer, theorie

der J:onkretm poesie (Vienna: Splitter, 1997), 2:24.
8. See his comments in an interview with Christian Pichler, "Das cigcntlich
Bose sind die 'Heilsbringer,'" Oherostn-reicbische Nachrithten, 20 November 2002.
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it is characterized by Adorno and Ernst Bloch; see Adorno, Aesthetic 7heory,
154; and Bloch, Die Erbschaft dieser Zeit (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp,
1985), 225- 28. They also repeat a debate about another documentary work,
Alexander Kluge's &hlachtbeschreib1111g; for a co mparison of KJuge and Backer,
see Sabine Zeiger, "Wider die Macht des autorisierten Blicks: Die Arbeit am
\l\/issen in Alexander Kluges Schlachtbe.tchreibung und Hcimrad Backers nachschri.fi,"Jahrbuch far die Literatur derfiinfzigrr Jahn! 3 (2007): 39-64.
16. Victor Klemperer, 7he Language qfthe Third Reich: LTI-Lingu.a Tertii
Imperii; A Philologist~ Notebook (New Brunswick, N.J.: Athlone Press, 2000),
96, 254. For a critical account ofKJemperer's adoption of Nazi terms, see Katharina Barbe, "Victor I<Jemperer: The Accidental Sociolinguist,"}ournal of Sociolinguistics 11, no. 4 (2007): 505-19.
17. KJemperer, The Language ofthe Third Reich, 50. T his is the same logic
of parasite and virus that can be found in many Nazi texts; see Saul Friedliinder's remarks on this in Friedlander, Nazi Germany and the Jews. Vol. 1, 1he
Years ofPersecution.1933- 1939 (New York; HarperCollins, 1997), 100. The conclusion co the "Race and Nation" chapter of l11ein Kamp/is a good example; see
Hitler, Mein Kampf, trans. Ralph Manheim (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1943),
325-28.
18. KJemperer, 1he Language ofthe 1hird Reich, 51.
19. lbid., 14.
20. Backer insists that his writing is "not moralizing and does not assign
blame or justi.fy."Heimrad Biicker, "Uber meine Arbeit,"in Eder and Hochleitner, Heimrad Biicker, 253.
21. Heirnrad Backer, "konkrece dichtung," in Die Kunstlervereinigung
1WAERZ 1913-1973 (Linz: KLinstlervereinigung M AERZ, 1973), 84.
22. Joseph Goebbels, Der Kamp/um Berlin: Der Anfang (Munich: Eher,
1934), 212; Ingeborg Bachmann, 1he Thirtieth Year, trans. Michael Bullock (New
York: H olmes and Meier, 1995), 50.
23. ll1e best account of Backer's youth is in Amann, "Heimrad Backer: Nach
Mauthausen." Backer's most substantial p ublication during his years in the Hitler
Youth and the Nazi Parry was a fifteen-page booklet of prose and poetry: Heimrad Backer, Offenbarung der Zeit (Linz: Lin'l,-Donau NSDAP Hitlcr-Jugend,
Gebiet Oberdonau, 1944).
24. Like many ocher Austrian avant-garde writers, Backer was interested in
developing new forms of autobiographical writing; see, for exam ple, Reinhard
Priessnitz's account of Friederike Mayrocker's writing in "Summa.rische Autobiographie," in Priessnii-t., /ireratur. gesellschaft etc. (Graz: Drosch~ 1999), 41-45.
25. DetlefHoffmann, "Der Tod des Todcs: Zu Fotogra£en Heimrad Backers," Fotogeschichte 78 (2000): 82. This is why it's difficult co agree with Robert
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Cohen's reading of transcript as "at0nement" (Siihne) and as the "artistic formation of .. . shame"; see Cohen, "Zu Heimrad Backers narhschrift," 151.
26. "[erwI'.l!PHj ist ein Schritt im Prozess der Aufhebung von Satzen, die
der Au tor am 27.5.1942 in der Linzer Tages- Post schrieb: '"Wir haben den Fuhrer
gesehen!" Dieses Buch ist ein Spiegel <lessen, was nie mit geschriebenem Worre
auszudrucken, nur im Anblick dieser Bilder zu erlebcn ist: Ein Stiick vom Menscben Adolf Hitler."' Heimrad Backer, EPITllPH (Linz: Edition MARZ, 1990),
53. The full text of his 1942 review reads: "Di.Bmann, \Vegner 'Wir sahen den
Fiihrer' (Verlag Frz. Schneider, Berlin-Leipzig)-Aus jeder Zelle dieses schlic.hten
Bandchens leuchten dem Leser das gri:iBte Erlebnis unserer Buben und Madel
entgegen, leuchtet die g!Uckhafte Freude: W ir haben den Fuhrer geschen!'Dieses
Buch ist ein Spiegel <lessen, was nie mit geschricbenem \Vorte auszudrilcken, nur
im A nblick dieser Bilder zu erlehen ist: Ein Stiick vom Menschen Adolf Hitler!
Heimrad Backer." Linzer Tages-Post, 27 May 1942.
27. This point about the speakability of the Holocaust is made in Cohen,
"Zu Heimnul Backers nachschrift," 141; and Thomas Eder, "Eine arbeitsteilige
Sprache," in Eder and H ochlcitner, Hrimrad Bocker, 162-69. Even if this speech
was sometimes encoded, it was still speech and still legible. Backer makes codes
available to literature by showing their distinct structures and operations while
simultaneously showing that they still belong to German. In transcript 2, he
quotes Goring's specific instructions about the development of a code to present the numbers of dead resulting from mass killings (148-49; 245nl48). Transcript is part of a larger body of Backer texts that focuses on German jargons
and dialect s. His 1992 volume Gedichte und Texte contains montages and concretions of poems in Old High German, Middle High German, and dialect. The
book contains two glossaries and a detailed list of sources of the material that
he reworks in thirty-four of the texts, ranging from poems by vValther von der
Vogelweide and Gryphius to works by Goethe, Schwitters, Mayri:icker, and the
Romanist Hugo Friedrich. AJl these texts reveal Backer's interest in presenting,
in works of German li terature, languages that are within or dose co G erman
but that are estranged from it as a jargon, code, dialect, an antiquated stage in
its development, or a closely related foreign language. Emblematic of this interest is the inclusion in transcript of an entry in Dutch and one in transliterated
Yiddish, both of which are comprehensible to German readers (30, 36).
28. For a crit ical account of the differences between Backer and Heissenbuttel, see Amann, "MONU M ENTA GF.RMAN IAE HlSTORICA," 228-31; and
Ramm, "Nachgeschrieben, nachgesprochen, nachgehi:irt: Heimrad Backers lii.irstilck 'Gehc::n wir wirklich in den Tod?,"' in Eder and Kastberger, Die Rampe
Portrclt; 36-37. For Ferdinand Schmatz, it is Backer's bibliography that distinguishes his work from other avant-garde authors working with montage; see
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his "Der Sprnch-Archaologe." Without the notes, the text would remain, as
one critic puts it, "in the realm of the purely formal"; see Andreas Hapkemeyer,
"Heirnrad Backer: Konkreter Text und historische Referenz," in Eder and
Kastberger, Die Rampe Portriit, 56.
29. Backer, nathschrift 2, 225. This poem can also be found in Heimrad
Backer, Gedichte und Texte (Berlin: Rainer, 1992), 141.
30. Anthony Grafton, 1he rootnote: A Curious History (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1997), 69. The footnotes contribute to what Shklovsky
identifies as a key task of literary language; they "make perception long and
'laborious'" by requiring the reader ro tum to notes and to a bibliography and,
even then, not giving all the information necessary to understand some of the
quotations. Victor Shklovsky, Theory ofProse, trans. Benjamjn Sher (Elmwood
Park, Ill.: Dalkey Archive Press), 6, 10. Klaus Kastberger identifies this rulatory
aspect of transcript as a necessity for the task of understanding the Holocaust:
Backer "slows down the events, magnifies detafa and thereby makes them intractably difficult." Klaus Kastberger, "Stumme Zeugenschaft: Zu Heimrad
Backers schwerer Kunst," in Eder and Kastberger, Die Rampe Portriit, 72.
31. Susan Stewart, Nonsense: Aspects of Intertextuality in Folklore and Literature (Baltimore, Md.: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1979), 74.
32. Ibid., 74-75.
33. Backer, "Ober meine Arbeit," 253.
34. Qyotcd in Bernd Wunder, Geschichte der Burokratie in Deutrchland
(Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1986), 7- 8.
35. Hans Mommsen, Beamtentum im Dritten Reich, mit ausgewiihlten
Que/fen ztir nationalsozialisti.1chen Beamtenpolitik (Stuttgart: Deutsche Verlagsanstalt, 1966), 198- 99.
36. Hitler, Mein Kampf. 193. The chapter "The Struggle of the Early
Period-the Significance of the Spoken Word" can be found in Hitler, Mein
Kampf. 463-79. On the place of similar claims in the controversies surrounding
the "Jewish census" in World War I, see Werner Angress, "The German Army's
'Judenziihhmg' of 1916," Leo Baeck Institute Yearbook 23, no. 1(1978):117-38;
and David J. Fine,]ewish Integration in the German Army in the First World War
(Berlin: de Gruyrer, 2012), 14-16.
37. Cited in Wunder, Geschichte der B1irokratie in Deutsch/and, 144.
38. On the place of bureaucracy and bureaucratic language in Austrian literature and on Backer's use of the language of bureaucracy, see Sabine Zeiger,
Das ist al/es vie/ komplizierter, Herr Sektionschej! Burokratie-literarische Rejlexionen ems Osterreich (Vienna: Bohlau, 2009).
39. Zelgcr,Das ist allesviel komplizierler, Herr Sektion.rchej!, 346. Cohen writes
similarly of victims' language in tramcript as a "mirror image" of the perpetrators'
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speech; see Cohen, "Zu H eimrad Backers nachschrift," 142. For another reading
of this type of document in transcript, see also Weigel, "Zur Dialektik von Dokumentation und Zeugnis," 258.
40. Zelger, Das ist al/es vie/ komplizierter, Herr Sektionschef!, 326-56, especially 332-33, 350, and 354.
41. Ibid., 337.
42. For this reason, Christina Weiss reads them as "personal commentary."
Christina Weiss, "Sprachnarben,"in Eder and Hochleitner, Heimrad Blicker, 272.
43. This aspect of the handwritten entry leads Weiss to find this page
"expressive" and to claim that it "allows the emotion of the writer to be expressed."
Weiss, ibid.
44. See the related remarks in Hapkemeyer, "Heimrad Backer."Th.is nonexceptional status of the exception becomes even clearer after a rhetorical reading of the sentence. The phrase "der schreiber schreibt" repeats a root while
varying the part of speech and is therefore an example of.figura etymologica.
The repetition in .figura etymologica allows for the recognition of a difference
among apparently identical words and, then, of a similarity that spans difference.
See Jean Paul, Horn. of Oberon: Jean Paul Richter's "School for Aesthetics,• trans.
Margaret Hale (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1973), 127. Wolfram
Groddeck discusses this passage in Jean Paul in his Reden iiber Rhetorik: Zu
einer Stilistik des Lesens (Basel: Stroemfeld/Ncxus, 1995), 138. Lausberg's brief
note on this figure only remarks rhat it serves ro "intensify se mantic force"; in
this case, that would mean the intensification of the writtenness or tcxtualiry of
this text. Heinrich Lausberg, Elemente der literarischen Rhetorik (Munich: Max
Huber Verlag, 1963), §281.
45. Weigel, "Zur Dialektik von Dokumentation und Zeugnis," 260; Amann,
"MONUMENTA GERMANIAE HISTORICA," 224; Ferdinand Schmatz, "Dieses droht
im mer," in Eder and Hochleitner, Heimrad Backer, 254.
46. Backer's notation system is also far from homogeneous. See Cohen,
"Zu Heimrad Backers nachschriji," 147. Klaus Amann also emphasizes the lack
of systematiciry in Backer in his •Heimrad Backer: Nach Mauthausen," 24.
47. The author of Backer's obituary in Die Zeitwrites of Backer: "Omission was his greatest skill" ("Weglassen war iiberhaupt seine groJ?.te Kunst").
Herbert Schuldt, "Bucklicht Mannlein: Zum Tod des osrerreichischcn Dichters
Heimrad Backer," Die Zeit, 22 May 2003.
48. Cohen, "Zu Heimrad Backers nachschrifi," 145-46.
49. Klaus Amann, "Heimrad Backer: 11achschrift," lecture held at the conference "nationalsoz.ialismus und holocaust/ erinnern/ perspekt.iven osterreichischer autorlnnen," http://www.refugius.at/symposien/amann2007.html (last
accessed 28 January 2013).
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50. Thomas Eder, interview, 5 July 2007; Thomas Eder and Gabriele Kaiser,
interview, July 2012. Before his death, Backer and Kaiser completed a mockup of la11dscape m, which survives in his photographic Nach/ass.

51. Heimrad Backer, "Mauthausen: Beitriige zur Topografie," in Der
Angriffder Gegenwart au/die Vergangenheil: Denkma/e aiif dem Ge!iinde ehemaliger Rtmzentrationslager (Rehberg-Loccum: Evangelische Akademie Loccum,
1996), 115. See also Backer's comments in the interview "Heimrad Backer:
'Die Wahrheit des Mordens,"' io Eder and Kastberger, Die Rampe Portrat, 87.
52. Backer, "Mauthausen," 126. See also the similar remarks of Backer on
the uses of formalism in Backer, "Widerspiegelung," Die Rampe, Heftefiir Literatur 3 (1994): 61.
53. Backer, "konkrete dichtung," 86.
54. On National Socialism as an aesthetic, creative project, see Eric Michaud,
The Cult ofArt in Nazi Gi:miany, trans.Janet Lloyd (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford
University Press, 2004); and Philippe Lac.oue-Labarthc and Jean- Luc Nancy,
Le mythe nazi (Paris: Editions de l'Aube, 1991).

55. On me concept of"redernptive anti -Semitism," see Friedlander, Nazi
Germany and the Jews, 73-112. On the notion of a "culture-creating race," see
Michaud, The Cult ofArt in Nazi Germany, especially 1- 25. Hitler discusses the
concept of the "culture-creating race" in the chapter "Nation and Race"in Mein
Kampf, 284-329.
56. See the discussion of these entries in Zeiger, Das ist al/es vie/ kom-

plizierter, Herr Sektionschef!, 344-45.
57. Theodor Adorno, "Culture and Administration," in Adorno, The Culture Industry: Selected Essays on l\lfass Culture, ed. J. M. Bernstein (New York:
Routledge, 2001), 122 (translation modified); Sol LeWitt, "Paragraphs on
Conceptual Art," in ConceptualArt: A CriticalAnthology, ed. AJexander AJberro
and Blake Stimson (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1999), 12-18.
58. Adorno, "Culture and Administration," 122; see also 115.
59. "The general designation 'culture' already contains, virtually, the process
of identifying, cataloging, and classifying which imports culture into the realm
of adminis tration.• Adorno and Horkheimer, The Dialectic ifEnlightenment, 104.
60. Adorno, "Culture and Administration," 113.
61. Ibid., 116. See also Adorno and Horkheimer, The Dialectic ofEnlightenment, 94-100.
62. Adorno, "Culture and Administration," 110.
63. Ibid., 146 (translation modified).
64. For a related discussion of Umfimkticnierung in Brecht, see \!\falter Benjamin, "The Author as Producer," in Walter Benjamin, Understanding Brecht,
trans. Anna Bosrock (New York: Verso, 1998), 85-104.
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65. Franz Josef Czernin, Vorau.1serzungen: Vier Dialoge (Graz: Droscbl,
2002), 100. Robert Cohen makes similar claims about the similarity of Nazi
jargon and concrete poetry; see Cohen, "Zu Heimrad Backers nachschrift,"143;
and Thomas Eder remarks on Backer's revelation of"latent" poetic elements in
Nazi language in an unpublished introduction to a readjng by Backer; bsterreichisches Literaturarchiv 214/03, 9/149. Henry Pickford's comments on the
openness of Backer's quotations are also relevant here; see Pickford, "Heimrad
Backer's nachschrift and the Philosophy of Qyotation," Modern Austrian Literature 41, no. 4 (2008): 69.
66. Ozemin, Voraussetz.ungen, 101.
67. Ibid., 102.
68. Crimp, 011 the Museum's Ruins, 126. See the similar remarks in Douglas Crimp, 111elancholia and Mora/ism: Essays on AIDS and Queer Politics (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2002), 162- 63.
69. See Gomringer, "vom vers zur konsteUation," in Gomringer, theorie der

konkrcten poesie, 2:13, 16.
70. See Zygmunt Bauman, Modernity and the Holocaust (Ithaca, N.Y.:
CorneU University Press, 1989), especially 83-116.
71. Georg Lukacs, '' Realism in the Balance," trans. Rodney Livingstone,
in Ernst Bloch et al., Aesthetics and Politics (New York: Verso, 1980), 57.
72. Michaud, The Cult ofArt in Nazi Germany, 9.
73. "Sharp distinctions" among culrural products udo not so much reflect
real differences as assist in the classification, organization, and identification of
consumers," Adorno and Horkheimer write, including the consumers of the
avant-garde. Adorno and Horkhcimer, Dialectit ~f Enlightemnent, 97.
74. Ibid., 127 (translation modified).
75. On Hartheim, see Brigitte Kepplinger, Gerhart Marckhgott, and Hartmut Reese, eds., 1'iitung.>anstalt Hartheim (Linz: Obcrosterrcic.hisches Landesarchiv, 2008).
76. Cohen, "Zu Heim rad Backers rmrhschrifi," 149.
77. "Es gibt immer die Gefahr, ins Asthetische abzugleiten, und die
haarscharfe Grenze, die es da gibt, zu ilberschreiten. Wehe, man arbeitet hier
nicht daran, wehe, man la.gt es an lntensitiit fehlen." Judith Veichtlbauer and
Stefan Steiner, "Heimrad Backer: 'Die vVahrheit des Mordens,' ein Interview,"
in Eder and Kastberger, Die Rampe Portriil, 87.
78. See Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy, Le mythe nazi, 48-49, 64-71.
79. Koch, "The Aesthetic Transformation of the lmage," 24.
80. Backer's use of postwar right-wing print materials in other works points
to his engagement with the living legacy of Nazism; see his project EXPATRIATION in Eder and Hochleitner, Heimrad Biicke1; 62-67.
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5. Makinc 1-listory
1. Jonathan Lc1hcm,uThc Ecstasyoflnfl.uence,"Hmpers, Febru:uy2007,61.
2. Ibid., 68.

3. David Shields, Reality Hunger (New York: Vintage, 2011), 177.
4. Ficterman and Place, Notes on Conreptua/iJms, 43-44.
5. lbid.,45.
6. Sec ibid., 52-55.
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